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IX 100--5, FieM Service Regulations, O~er~tions, co~t~i~s the
 
dodxiws of leading troops in conlbat and the tactks of ~~e com
~i~e~ a~~~se
 It constitutes the bask of instruction of al! arnx . 
and services for field service. 

These field service regtdations wilI be interpreted in the light 
of FM 27-10, RuIes of Land Warfare, and shouId be studied in 
connection with FM’s 31-33, .%ir-Grounct Operations; 100-10, Ficld 
Service ReguMions, Administration; and 100-16, FicM Sesvice 
Regulations} Larger Units. 

While the fundamental doctrines of combat operations are 
neithel* numerous nor complex, their application sometimes is 
d!fi,cult. I<nowIedge of these doctrines and expcrknce h zheiy 
application provicle aH comrnandws with a firm. bask for action 
in a ixwticdnr situntion. Knowlcclge and experience a?so enab!e 
the um~mmde~* to utilize the flexible organization with which he 
is provicled to group his forces into task units most suitnbk ior 
the accomplishment of his mksion. 

Set rules and methods must be avoided. They limit imagination 
ancl initiative whit’n we so vital in the successful prosecution of 
lVar. ‘f’hcy provide the enemy a fixed pattern of opwntions which 
he can counter more easily. 

The fundamental principles of combat remain unchanged, but 
doctrine and tactics must be modified with each major sclvance in 
weapons, transportation, and othe~*devices applic~ble to warfww. 
In general, developments favorable to the oflensive are followed 
by developments or measures which cmmte~* their effcciiveucss. 
If decisive effect ancl surprise are to be achieved, it ist essential 
that the tactics and technique of employment of a new d-ekqmext 
are l<e~t abreast of the progress of the deve~oprnent itself. 

The projection of the tactical Meet of a new*development must 
k bwd LIPOna realistic c~nside~~tion of the characteristics oi 
the development, and an eqtml progression in ik=clopment ill 2.11 
other fielck. Thus Q weapon, whose deadIhless dictates increased 
dkyxsion to reduce-casualties, may h offset by dcvelopmmts i:~ 
~i~~~alcomm~lnication and transportntiont which pwnit the desi~ed’ 
diqxwsion without reduction in cohesion and control. 
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Rewxmcd co21chwJons co~lccrlhg tlte ttcticd efioct of a new 
development form the bnsis for NW tWi&l clocki:~e. In the 
vast majority of instances, a new ~e~c!opmcnt merely extenik the 
cap:~bilitks of exktiug “agencies without necessitating rcdiccl 
rer’ision of existiug c!octrinc. Tlws withinc the SCOPCof existing 
tactics mcl doctrine, ground launched guic?cd missilw c:<tend the 
rm:gc nnd power of nrtilkry. ‘In exceptional cases a ckvekpmcnt 
may possess pokutialitks which dictate raclkd revision of the 
coNch~ct of tuctical operations. ‘1’hus the crossbow, firearms, th@ 
mwhine gun, nncl the airplane, in tmn resulted in mnjo~*chnngcs 
in the tactical cloctrine of their periods. 

‘T~~eanalysis of the impact of new cleve[opments upon the 
doctrine and tactics of the combined arms must be accurate, con
stant, and detai~ed. Militory thought must h realistic and alert 

ta modify the doctrine set forth in these regulations in the light 
of new developments. A considered balance between the conflicting 
dictates of secrecy and the dissemination of information requisite 
to the cleveloprnent of sound doctrines of cmployrncnt must be 
maintainecl, if timely realistic employment is to be practicable. 

These field service regulations reflect policy, doctrine, and pro
cedures current at the time of prcpwatkm. ‘1’actic+d“and technical 
developments and organizational ch:mges of the Mm~* wil! ncces
sikk correction ancl modificatiwl of the manual from time to time. 
ReconmwA\tions for corrections or changes should be forwarded 
to the Commancknt, Command ancl General StafY ColleSe, for’ - 
sideraticn and inclusion in future changes to the manuid. 

“ Niockm warfare demands close coordination of the tactics and 
tcctiniques and careful evaluation of the capabilities and limita
tions of .Anny, Navy, and Air Force. A sdimt function of com
mrmd is the clevelopment, in the forces employed on a given 

~ta,k, Of the tWUIWO1’kessential to SUCWXjS. 

. 
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WARNING NOTICES 

I 
Aufbrlty for release cd M document f~ ~ forci~n ~ov

ernment must be secured from h Asskkmf Chief of S!uff, 
G-2, Daparhnertt d h Amy. 

When M document IS released to a foreign govemrnen!, 
it is mleasod subject to the following conditions: This in

. forma~ian is fumkhed with the understanding that it WW 
net be released to ano?her ndon whl-mt specific approwl 
of fhe United S*atesd Jkmedcaf I@crtmcnt of the Army; 
that it wiH not be used fm Mw than miWxy pwpascs; 
ih~t individual or axporatkm rights crighm!ing h the in
formation whether puhmkd or not wi!I be rcspecM; and 
that tho Information will be afforki $ubstan/ia!ly lho 
same degree of securityas afforded by h United Stabs 

America, Department of the Army..3 
v d ...-. 

. 
}.1 

This document contains information affecting the na

?Iortcddefense of the United States within the meaning of 
t!to Esp!onage Laws, Tit!e 18 U.S. C., sections 793 and 794. 
Tha ?ransmlssi~n or the reve?cs!~orl d h ccmtenfs in any 
manner to an urkndhorlzed person k prohibited by law. 

I
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F& 100-6 
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624,11 I?or further details, see II’M31-20, 

952. (Supmchl) For furtl~cr details of tlm conduct of gucrilb 
operations, sco FM 31-20. 
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CHAPTER 1 
. . 

OF!GAN12!A’IVON 

Sechm 1. IW!RSNXUAL 011GANlZAW3M 

7. The theatw of war comprises thoss portions of land, sea, and
 
air which are direct]y involved in the conduct of war.
 

~. A theaterof operationscomprises a designated portion of the 
land, sea, and air in the theater of war in which military opera
tions are conducted. Territorial responsibilities are assigned and 
are under tho direction of the theater commander. 

3, The combat zone comprises that part of tfie theater of opera
tions required for the conduct of war by the field forces. lts 
depth may be dependent upon the size of the forces assigned, the 
nature of the operations contemplated, the ckwacter of the Hnes 
of communications, the important terrain featuies, and the enemy 
capabilities. It may be divided for tactical control into army 
group, Md army, corps, and division areas; e~ch is controlled by 
the commander of the corresponding unit The rear boundary C@ 
the combat zone is designated by the theater commander and is 
changed to coaform to the m“wement of the armed forces. 

4, The conwwdcah!ons zow includes all the territory of the 
theatek of operations between the rear boundary of the ‘the~ter 
and the rear boundary of the combat itusually isZ02W Laterally$
coextensive with the theater boundaries. ‘I’he commufiicatimj 
zone also provides area for the oparation and defense of the 
M@y, evacuation, transportation, service, and other administra
thm ngencb required for rendering support to tho combat zone. 
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It may i&lude mews necessary for the operation or support of 
Air Force units baswl outside the combat zone. It is a link in 
tha chain of supply and evacuation between the combat zone and 
the zone of interior. 

5. The zone of Wcrior con~prises the area of national territory 
exclusive of theaters of operations but, under certain circum
stances, may include foreign territory, either allied, neutral, or 
hostile. 

Section H. WKN2? ORGANIZA’HON 

& Troop organization inch~des command, combat (tactical), and 
~,service (administrative) elements. Most tactical units contain 
‘service elements and have some administrative functions. Troop 
units, either combat or service, are not designated as administra
tive unless they perform all, or nearly all, administrative functions 
for their components. 

7. The Army of the United States is organized to provide, untier 
the Secretary of the Army and the Chief of Stafl, R Department 
of the Army general staff, a special staff, and administ~*ative and 
technical staffs and services; and such army areas in the zone of 
interio~* and in overseas commands as may be necessary to the 
national security. The organization also includes the Office, Chief, 
Army Field Forces, which is the field operating agency of the De
psr hnent of the Army within the continental limits of the United 
Sfaks ) for the ~eneral supervision, coordination, and inspection of 
all matters perlainkg to the training of all inciividuak anti units 
utilized in a fieki army. 

8. The mission of the Army is to provide field units properly or
ganized, trained, and equipped for combat operations; to provide 
Army units for attachment to the Air Force for performance of 
prescribed functions; to provide common type support for the 
Navy and Air Force as directed; and under the general pkn 

.	 
of the Department of the Amy .to prepare for, &d on order or 
in imminent emergency to execute$ planned operations for the 
defense of the United States. 

% The armed forces in the Reid consist of components of the Army, 
Navy, and MY Force organized separately, or in combination, into 
commands in theaters of operations, task forces; ?Mense com
mands, tmd the other commands as may be required for national 
defense. 



1(). Several field armies may be organized into a gm~p of armies 
uncle: a designated cornrnanc!er. Such “’agroup is primarily a 
tac-iical command, 

13. A field amny is composed of a headquarters, certain organic 
army t~oops, a variab!a number of corps, aml a variable number of 
divisions. Some or all of the divisions may be assigned or at
tached from time to time to corps. The army is an administrative 
as weH”as a tactical unit. 

. 

12. A co~’psconsists of a corps headquarters, certain organic and
 
attfichcd corps troops, and such combat divisions as may be at
tached to it. The corps is primarily a tactical unit. In some
 
situations, it also may be an administrative unit.
 

. 

1~. The division is the basic large unit of the combined arms. It 
comprises a headquarters; infantry, armored, or airborne units; 
artillery units; and certain other troops of the arms and sarvices. 
It is an administrative as well as a tactical unit. 

# 

Y4. A ihigacle k primarily a tactical unit composed of two or more 
re~iMenk or groups of the same arm, together with a head
qu’krs and headquarters company, or simikw unit. A brigacle 
may include units of other arms and services and may Imve ad
ministrative functions. 

~S. A gYOl@ is a flexible organization consisting of a headquarters 
ancl two or more attached units, usually battalions, combined 
under one superior headquarters for the purpose of accomplishing 
Q tactical, logistical, or administrative mission. . 

16. The 94cgin2e~2tis a tied unit which includes both administra
tive and tactical units. Ordinarily, the regiment consists of a 
llcdquarters; a headquarters company, and a service company, 
either separate or combined; and two or more battalions or similar 
units. It also may include one or more companies or simi!ar un~ts 
in which certain special weapons and means are assembled for 
tactical purposes, economy, instruction, and administration. 

17. The batta2ion or simiIar unit is the basic tactical unit. It is 
composed of a headquarters; two or more companies or similar 
units; and certain special units, organic or attached. Unkss or- . 

ganized as a separate battalion, it has few administrative functions. 

?8, In each arm or service, the compwz~, ktte~~, or dmikw unit 
k the basic administrative unit. It contains aU the agencies xw
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quird for subsistcncc, interior cccmomy, and ackninistration. For 
purposes of tactical control and training each c~mpmqr is sub
divided into smder uni~s. 

19. For economy ad flexibility in the assignment of tasks, th 
means not h~bitually required by a unit are pooled and crgmkdly 
assigned to a higher unit. ” This facilitates the allotment of 
~~eapons and services to subordinate units, in accordmlc~ with 
their requirements for particukw operations. Examples of this 
typb organization are the heavy weapons company of the infantry 
battalion, the service company of the infantry regiment, and the 
artillery units of General Reserve Artillery. “ 

ZO. a. To inswe unity of efiort, or to increase retzdimm ~or COm
,bat, part or all of the subordinate units of a commtand may be 
formed into one or more temporary tactical groupings (task 
forces), each under a designated commancler. In each task force, 
the integrity of component tactical units is preserved as far as 
practicable. 

h. In an armored division, the “combat command” is a tactical 
headquarters with its own headquarters company, designed for the 
tnctical control of suitabk tcmporwy tactical groupings of 
armored tawdry and armored infantry battalions and essential 
eIements of other arms in suitable proportion. 

c. ln an infantry division, the “combat team” normally will be 
!	 composed of an infantry regiment, a light field artillery battalion, 

an antiaircraft artillery battery, and a company of combat en
gin~erso In some situations a combat temn may need other attach
ments, such as r.n ambulance platoon and a clearing platoon from 
the medical battalion, a signal detachment from the signal tom) puny, additional field artilkry, or other units. The combat team 
will operate under the command of the infantry regimental com
mander. 

21. a. For details of organization of the field forces and major 
items of equipment, including weapons and transportation, see 
current 
ment 

Department
8 

of the Army tables of organization 
. . 

and equip-

b. For additional dctaik relative to territorial organization, see 
� FM 100-10. . 
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CH,4?TER ~ 

AM/lS AND 5HW!CES 
* 

z?. a. TIM ter?n~“arms” and “services” are we{{ to degignate ~ha 
br2ncl-M of the Arnlyo The term “mm” is used to designnte 
LAxe branches of the Army whose primary mission is combat find 
Colz-ht support. The term “services” refws to those branches of 
the Amy primarily concerned with combat support ant@r ad
ministration. Some of the branches have e.sscntial missicm in 
both fields. 

(1) ATws
(ttj hfantry. “ 
(b) Armored Cavalry. 
(c) FieM Artillery. 
(d) Coast ArtilIery. 
(e) Corps of Engineers. 
(f) Signal Corps. 

(u) Adjutant Mwni’s llepartment. 
(b) Chemical Corps.
 
(d Chaplains.
 
(d) Corps of Militwy Police.
 
(P) Finance Department.
J 

(f) Inspector General’s Ilepwtment. 
(9) Judge .4d~ocate General’s Dep@ment. ~ 
(h)	 Medichl l)epartmcnto 

� 

(2) Ordnance Department.
#O) .Quartermaster CorpS. 

(k) Signal Corps. 
(1) Corps of Engineers. 
(m) Transportation Corps. . 

k Branches havins missions in ttie service fields are groupd. 
as foHows: 

5 
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(1) Admi&tratiue S’Orvicc— 
(a) Acljutant General’s Department. 
(b) Cha~l~ins. 
(c) Corps of Military Police. 
(d) Inspector General’s Department. 
(e) Judge Advocate General’s Department. 
(t) Finance Department, 

(2) Techjzical SerVices— 
4 (a) Chemical Corps. 

(b) Corps of Engineers. 
(c) Quartermaster Corps. 
(d) Transportation. Corps. 

. 

(e) Ordnance Department.
 
U) Signal Corps.
 
(0) Medical Department. 

details of Army administration and logistical functions 
in the theater of operations, including logistical suppo~*t of the 
Air Forces in the combat zone see FM 100-10. 

23. Nloone arm wins battIes. The combined coordinated action or 
team work of all arms ancl services is essential to success. The 
characteristics of ench arm anc[service adapt it to the performance 
of its special functions. ‘k’hehigher corxmmmhx coordin:ltcs and 
directs the action of all, exploiting their powers to attain the ends 
sought. 

Section l!. !NFMATRY 

24. The infantry is essentially an arm of close combat. M primary 
nlissio~ in the attack is to C1OSCwith the enemy and destroy or 
c@ure him; in defense, to hold its position and repel the hostik 
. 4-4-nnl. 

25. The weapons of infantry aye rifles, Layonek, automatic rifles. 
machine guns, mort?.rs, carbines, pistols, grenadcs$ light antitank 
weapons, recoil!ess rifles, fiarne throwers, and tanks. 

, 

26. Infantry fights by combining fire, movement, and shock action. 
By fire, it inflicts Iosses on the enemy and neutralizes his combat 
~oxer; by movement, it closes with the enemy and makes its fire 
moxe effective; by shock action, it completes the destruction of the 
enemy in close combat. 

27. Infant~*y can maneuver ove~ dificult ground. Its abil~ty to 
move in smzdI and inconspicuous formations enables it to take 
advantage of covered routes of approach and minor accidents of 



mum fire e~ect, to Conserve pel’sonnel, $0 conceal movement, and 
to fa.ci]itate the maneuver and employment Of reserves A~.011~ 
Othl’ factors, the battle efec~ive]l~ss”Of infantry iS affeCted bj’ 
COIldikiO?IS of morale, ~~eather, terrain, physical 6)ff1CiellCy, tUIC! 
the nature of the operations. Continued operation under adverse 
conditions wiH render i~~fa~try less effective. Commanders must 
insure rest and reorganization ~Vithi~~the connnand by rotating 
units, by close supervision of sllpp~y of critical items necessary 
for the comfort of the command, and by proper and adequate medi
cal care and evacuation. 

28. Infantry is capable of some limited il~dependent action by 
employing its own weapon& Acti::g alone, its offensive powel* 
decreases q]preciably when its freeclom of maneuver is limited or 
when it is confronted by an orgonizecl defensive position. I’(N 
decisive operations, infantry must be reinforced adequately by 
aMlery, armored cavalry, and engineers. Coordination with 
combat aviation is also essential. The c?efensive power of infantry 
reache~ its maximum when it occupies a stxongly organized de
fensive ~osi~ion and the enemy’s frecclorn of maneuver is restricted. 

29. Infantry units completely motorized arc suited espccitdly for 
the C1OSC SU~~MJYt of ~1’niOIWdUllilS Or IOy prOnlpt di~p:ltCh M 
mobile reserves to distant areas accessible by road. Infant~*y 
troops, with equipment and supplies, aIso may be moved by air 
or water transport to seize decisive objectives or to operate in the 
enemy’s rear area. . 

30. For infantry organiz~tion ancl tactics, see tables of organiza
tion and equipment and FM’s, series 1 

section !!!. ARM02ED CAVALRY 

31. Armo:ed cavalry is an mm of mobility, armor-protected fire 
povw, and shock action. R uses its mobility in exploitation, in 
pursuit, in seizing objectives deep in enemy rear crew, iil recon
noitering over broad frontages, and providing depth and wide 
radius of action in defense. It concentrates its fire power at tkc 
decisive area of action to lead, accompany, or m.q)po~t infnn:N 

in the penetration of the enemy’s defenses, and to clwtroy efiwn~’ 
penetrations. It utilizes its shock action to close with and destrov w 
the enemy. 

32, %’heweapons of the armored cavalry are txk, self-prqx!kd 
guns and hmvitzzers, ma-chine guns, mortars. rocket launchers, sub
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machine guns, carbines, pistols, rlHes, bayonets, aucomatlc rules,
 
ancl grenades. Of tkxet the tank is the principal wenpon. While
 
these weapons correspond closely in type to those found in the
 
infantry, the proportion of the numbers of each is different and is 
basccl :);. the different requirements and missions assigned to 
armoivd cavaky units. 

. 
33. llecon~aissa~w usudy is pbrformcd by Iight armored cavalry 
u,nits which employ rapidity ancl flexibility of movement, communi
cation facilities, and fire power. Sustained offensive or defensive 
combat is avoidecL The capabilities of ~igbt armored cavalry in
clude both distant and close grouncl teconnaiwmee, counterrecon
naissance, seizing and holcling critical terrain features for a limited 
time, mwch and battlefield security, flank security, combat liaison, 
and Maying and harassing action. Reconnaissance units fight 
on a relatively broad f~*ont and in slight depth. In performing 
any of their missions these units customarily contribute to the 
security of the larger command and its elements by reporting 
locations ?nd strengths of enemy forces and by providing timely 
warning of impending ground and air attacks. Information is 

“transmitted	 directly to higher headquarters and to units whose 
security is threatened. 

34. ~h? ~lvllod il~hLCk k ~h~lls~ (IU iddy thro~~gh the QIl~lliYdc
fensiw organization on a relatively narrow front. It employs n 
mass of armor in close coordination with other arms and supported 
~J~t~~~ica~air. Armored action requires large quantities of sup
plies and etiective periods of vehicular maintenance. It is re
stricted by unfaxorabk terrain, obstacles, and waatfi.w. 

35. The defense is assumed when the situation requires ih The 
armored cavalry is primtirily an of ot%’ensewith a2QAm ch2r2ctcr
istics and capabilities designed for that role. Wgorous defense, 
however, is included in the capabilities of the mvmred cavalry. 
Even when pressing the attack, there ave times a portion of the 
armAoreclcavalry ~force engaged will tunporari!y assume the de
fensive while reorganizing, rcsupplyi243 or preparing to resume 
an attack which has not gained its final objectives. 

. 

36. For armored cavaky organization and tactics, see tables of 
organization 2nd equipment and F1l’s% serie~ 17. 

. . 
SectiorI IV. ANRK2Y 

. 

37. a. The artillery comprises two general tyges: iickl and anti
:iircraft. Its armament consists of guns} howitzers, mm%ars,
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rockets, guided missiles, automatic weapons, and controlled sub..ma~ine mines. 

~. For artillery organization ancl tactics see tables of organiza
tion and equipment and FJT’s, series 6 and 4L 

HELD ARTILLERY 

38. a. Field artillery is the principal arm of fire support. Its 
missions are the close support of the other arms; counterbatter~ 
fires to gain superiority over the hostile artillery; fires qpinst 
hostile reserves and command} communication, and ~u~~>~yin
stallations; and other long-range fires. 

b. Field artillery is equipped with mobile guns, howftzers, 
rockets, and the equipment required for observation, fire control, 
and signal communication. 

3% FieM artillery fire pcssesses great power of destruction and 
neutralization. It compels hostile troops in the open to adopt 
widely depbyecl formations and has adverse morale eficct. Fire 
hwn curved-trajectory weapons reaches objectives lacking 2.cIc-
Ciuztc ovcrlwd cover and tlxsc de51a.dcd against flat-traicctory.
 
\~#’(2;tpol)s.~ . _ .- _..——
 

MI. ~ield artillery fire a high degree of f?exibi}ity. ~kh~possesses 

artillery is capable of i~tewening over a zone of grea: width ancl . 
depth, and of rapidly shifting and concentrating its fire without 
changinfg its position. This characteristic makes it possible to 
concentrate the fire of large masses of field artilky under a 
common fire direction. Through the maneuver of artillery fire, 
commanders possess a powerful means of Mueneing the course 
of combat. The efficiency with which artillery fires are m.mavwc:ed 
is dependent upon adequate control. Control is effected by com
IlX311C~and by hiSOIL Control depends on close liaison with sw3
pcrtedj suppcXing, and adj scent tmiL~, on sufl~cient observati& 
e.fl%ientsurvey, and dependable signal communication. .Mcqu~te 
intelligence, particularly aCcurate ancl complete inf ornkticn of 

&artillery targets, also is essentiaL 

DIVISION FIELD AR’1’iUERY 

~1. TM principal mission of division field artillery is sup~wt by 
fm on those targets which interfere with the execution cf th~ 
mission of the supp-orted units. Divisiox field artilk~y is s:a
ployed also to neutralize enemy observation, to interdict kcstih 
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movements, and to assist corps artil!ery in counterbatterye It 
must be prepared to engage promptly hostile tanks within its field 
of fire. Field artillery should not be diverted unnecessarily from . 
its primary mission and employed strictly as an antitank weapon. 
In order to carry out its principaI combat missions, division field 
artiky ordinarily is subdivided for combat so that certain units 
are assigned to the clirect support of specified infantry, armorecl 
cavalary, ou airborne units, and the remainder is retained in 
general support of the division as a whole. 

42. The assignment of direct support missions to field artillery 
units insures close cooperation with the supported units and en
ables such artillery to act with greater promptness in meeting the 
requirements of a rapidly moving situation on the front of the 
supported units. A field artillery unit in direct support wtablishes 
liaison and signal communication with the supported unit and as 
far as possible executes the missions requested by the supported 
unit. Direct support artillery remains under the command of the 
the next higher artiHery commander. H renders maximum fire 
support to the supported unit. .On orders of the taslc force OL* 
clivision commanckr, its fires may be shifted to tar.yets that fire 
outside of the supported unit’s zone of action. The commander of 
a field 2rti Ilwy u]lit in clircd support is free to mancuwr as 
rlcccssfiyy in or(?cr tO furllkh maximum fire sup~)ort to the Sti~)
ported unit. 

43. Whenewr the situation perr.iks, both direct support and 
general support artillery are ~etainetl under the command of the 
division artilkry commander. Fie!d artiHery operates nlo~t & 
fectively in this manne~*. When the division artillery com.mmxler 
cannot control efficiently the fire of all of his artiilery because 
of the character of the operations, unusual extension of frarita:e, 
difficulties of terrain, lack of suitable observation, o~ MIicuities of 
signal communication~ such artillery shoukl be promptly attached 
to the infantry and armored cavalry units which it is to support.. 

CORPS ARTILLERY 

LM.~. Corps artillery consists of the organic corps artillery head
quarters and headquarters battery; the organic observation bat
talion, which iuch.des sound and flash ranking elements; and such ~ 
a(?ditior-.al McI and antiaircraft artillery units as may be attached 
from time to time by hi~ker headquarters and retained under the 
‘direct control of the corps commander, 

lz The mission of corps field artilIery is to support the action 

4 
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of the corps by reinforcing the fires ~f the division field artiby, 
by engaging t~.rget~ w~lich ~~e ljevo~~ the rmge Or power Of the 
division fie]~ ~r~il~~~y, by n~utr~l~’ing or destroyhg enemy artil
lery, by fire on hostile reserves, and by disrupting hostile com
mancl, commullicatio~$ and other important installations. 

C, The mission of COrpSantiaircraft artillery, is to provide maxi
mum protection against hostile aircraft fo~*units and instahtioi?s 
located in the corps area. The amount of antiaircraft artillery 
attached to the. corps will depencl on the air and ground tactical 
situation. So long as the situation permits, the employment of the 
corps antiaircraft t artillery shoukl rest directly with the corps 
commancler. This will insure coordination of means and maximum 
protection for the vital installations within the corps area of 
operations. When the fiuklity of the situation or the dispersion 
in the area of operations makes centralized control im.practic:’d, . 
antiaircraft artillery units may be attacked to subordinate units. 

45. The &gree to which command of the corps tMNe~*y k ck
centwlizcd is based on the same principles enuncktecl for clivkkn 
artillcqy. In ~encral the li~rht Ml wti]lcry IMMkns of t!w 
General lkxer;e k+til’lery w~ch have been attachec! to the corps 

Nxttt:wlld subwdimk divisiol!s. ~‘\f+Cr idtdmw:ts h;wciU”(2 h ~ 

lbwn made to the divisious, the mtilhwy rcnmi ning undw the com
mand of the corps artillery commundcr is organized to gi\Ie n,nxi
mum support to the corps as a whole. This support is assured by 
the assi=mment to the corps artiHery units of general support 
and reinforcing missions, counterbattery missions, and !ong-range 
nlissiGl?s. 

GENERALRESERVEARTILLERY 

L%. Gmcd Pkwve Artillery consists of N artillery units not 
oi*{;~.nicto divisions and corps. M consists of separate batteries, 
Jmttalions, groups, and brigadcs~ These units are available as 
a pool for allotment to theaters, army groups, armicsX or t~sk 
forces, according to their needs. 

ARTILLERYIN RESERVE 

47. Artillery is effective only by its fire; ordhmri]y, it Shtiid mt 

be hek’1in reserve. :%rtillery earmar!{ed for support of a unit held 
in xeswwe shoIuMbe placed in general support of the engag~t fwm 

3, if ti~ wil! permit its employment with t!~e reserve when the 
~, ~eserve is committed. 
;:*.5.. ------- --
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HARBOR 

48, Mobile artillery, either Md or antiaircraft, m,ay be used to 
reinforce harbor defense measures as required. 

49. Submarine mines are underwater mines planted in considered 
patterns across a harbor entrance in such a manner as to insure 
the closure of t~at entrance to enemy vessek+ particularly sub
marines Submarine mines can destroy enemy submarines which 
have not been detected by any other surveillance means. This is 
especially important because submarines are the only enemy craft, 
air or waterborne, capable of approaching our shores undetected 
b~~lmg-range surveillance means. Since the firing of control~ed 

‘ s;13ma~ine mines is regulated from a shore station, friendly ship
) pin:	 can lx! safely passed through a submarine mine defense. Pre

cautions rrwt be M{en to prevent hostile submarines from entering 
with such shipping. 

ANT!A!RCRAFTARTILLERY 

50. Antiaircraft artillery is equipped with antiaircraft guns, auto
matic weapons, rockets, guided missks, m:cl the equipment rcquh.wd 
for observation, warning, and “fire conhxl The primary mission 
of antiaircraft artillery is to provkle local protection for ikdcl 
forces and important ground establishments against all forms of 
enemy air attacks and activities by day and by night. 

51. Antiaircraft artillery also may be used against ground targets. 
Due to the characteristics of its weapons-high muzzk Mccity 
ancl flat trajcctorv— these weapons may be used etiectively for 
clircct fire againsi tanks, fortifications, and small nnval or land 
cm. ft. It may be used for indirect fire in the role of field artillery. 
When used on these missions, Mtk air defense should be expected; 
consequent~y, it should not be em~loycd against time targets uaks 
t%.1 air threat is secondary. Antiaircraft artillery will not be 
divertcd from i% primary Yoic without authority of division or 
higher commanders, except when the unit posi$ion is threatened 
with hostile ground attack. . Since the dispositions of antiaircraft 
mati$riel fcr ground role and air rok differ materially, the change 
from air to ground role shoukl not be made without careful .
estimate. 

5Q. An essential agency of antiai~craft artillery is its intelligence 
siln’ice (AAMS) This service gathers and trnnsmits illfor~a
tion of the enemy’s air activities for use in connection with tk.e 
employment of the antiaircraft artillery ‘units. Antiaircraft arti!



lLW also is provided with information about hostile aircraft by 
the aircraft warning service. Rapid interchmge of in fmnatkm 

bet~~’eenthese services is essential. 

Sedan V, CORPS W NWNURS 

53. The Corps of Engineers has the primary combat mission d 
increasing the combat pOWOI*of the field forces by construct~on 
or destsucticm, especially that which facilitates the movement of 
friendly Wmps w impedes that of the e2MmIy. 

. 
54. Engixxxxs facilitate the movement of troops by providing 
passage through obstacles, both natural and mm-nude, or by 
rmoving those obstacles. Any opwation, therefore, in which 
the physical characteristics of terrain constitute a major obstnc!e 
ta success, is of paramount interest to the Corps of IMginews. 
Waw.pies inchds clefile operations, river crossings, bridgi&, 
pnssage of obstacles, beachheads, airheac?s, anti demolitions. 

s5, The mission of hindering enemy movement is often of grc~t 
importance. The+ inherent mobility of enemy motorized and 
armored forces and the thrc~:lt of nirho r Ec forces must bo comkrm ! 
by coorclhmtcd and intensive uso of obsklcs and dcrnolit im~s. 
obstacles may consist of hastily erected bmicrs, such as read 
Mocks and mine Mds, as well as deliberately prepared zonx of 
obstacles. Obstacles are of”little tactical value unks they arc 
protected by fire. 

56. Engineers have many additional impoYtant Z21issioxs,Sc?lnaof 
which are wakr supply; proc?uction, reproduction, and supply of 
maps, n?osaics$ map Wktituw, :md rc]ici models as rQC@wi; 
reproduction ancl distribution of aerial photographs; opmwt!on 
of utilities; supply of construction, fortification, and cimout~g~ 

4 

matcria!s and other engineer equipmeni; oyeration 0? !anilin: 
craft in amphibious operations; beach operations; combat as 
inf?wntxy; and bfittlciicld illumination. 

W. IMr details of Corps of Engineers organization ad funct ion
ing in the field, see tables of organiz~tion and ~Uiplr,cnt and 
FM%, series 6, and F31 100-10. 

!kt!on VI, SIGNALCORPS 
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59. Signal COrps troops establish, operate, maintainimd signal 
col?llllu]lic:~tioll”systems with facililk for wire, radio, messe~gw, 
WC1vkwal commuuicaticm, twci provide sigml supply, repttk, ancl 
phokgraph~c sewice. It also operates the signal intelligence 
service. 

60. T!w Signal Corps exwciscs technical supervision over the en
tire ~ignal service of the .+rmy. It supplies other arms and services 
wi’th the technical equipment required for the instdation of their 
sigd communication ancl warning systems. 

61. For details of Signal Corps organiz;ition and functioning in 
*th” fidd, w tables of organization M eqt~ipment tm(l FM’s,
 

‘~sel~ics11.
 

SectiOn WI. CHEMICALcows	 . 

62. Combat hoops of the Chemical Corps have the mission of 
awis~i]lg other units of the fiekl forces by the use of chemical 
agents, smoke, incendiaries, and high explosives. The Chemical 
COWSexercises technicnl supervision over chemical warfare mat6
riel of the Army. Chemical Corps service units are provided field 
armies and the theater to perform such missions as nmin.tenance 
of Chemical Corps mat&iel, operation of chemical depots, fie~dim
pregnation of clothing, decontamination of areas and mat&iel, 
and laboratory malysis of chemical agents.

t 

63. Chemical units in the comb:~t zone are mm,y troops. They 
are attachccl to lower units ~asthe situation requires. Chemical 
units may h em ph)yccl ~rOMiMy in mass for large-scnle gas or 

)	 smoke opwations, or in snhll units for minor operations under 
division or lower unit control. 

64. Operations of chemical units are coordinated by the higher 
commander as may be necessary to avoid interference by gas or 
smoke with the operations of other friendly troops. 

. 
~~. For details of Chemical Corps organization and functioning 
in the field, see tables of organization and equipment and FM’s, 
series 3. 

Sectim VIII. MHXCAl DEPARTMENT’ UNITS 

i% M~dical Dqm%ment troops are organic to all units of all a~*ms 
and services of battalion size and larger$ except the b~ttulions of 
an infantry regiment; medical service .fo~*these battalions is pro

. 
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videcl by tjhe regimental medical company. OrganiC medic~l troops 
have the primary mission of providing emergency meclical care 
cmthe battlefield, on the march, and in bivouac. They alSOev~.cuate 
to and treat at dispensaries, battalion aid stations, and regimented 
cd ~c~ing stations. 

67. Medical units, such as battclionsj groups, mobile hospita?s 
(surgical, evacuation, @ convalescent), medical depots, and 
sanitary units, are assigned or attached to divisions, corps, or fichi 
armies to provide for evacuation, hospi~alizationt medical supnly~ 
ancl sanitation. Similar rneclical units are employed in the com
munications zone with the addition of such units as hospital trains 

‘and ships, and fixed hospitals. 

6& For details of Medical Department organization” and function
ing in the field, see tables of organization and equipment and .FWS, series 8. 

Section 1X. QUARTHWASTH?CORPS 

69. Quartermaster Corps troops have the primary mission of pro
viding supply and service support to combat units and to other 
supporting troops. With. the e~ception of organic clivkional troops, 
quartermaster units in the combat zone are field ar2ny troops. 

70. Quartermaster supply incMcs food, general supplies, in
dividual clothing and equipment, quartermaster organizational 
clothing and equipment. animals, and petroleum proclwts for 
cooking, lighting, space heating, vehicles, and intcrmd combustion.
 
engines.
 

7~. Quartermaster service includes laundry, mobile bath, bakery, 
tnobiIe refrigeration, salvage collection and evacuation, anizna! 
transportation, maintenance and repair of quartermaster items of 
clothing and equipment, sales stores, collection and Wpcsition 
of personal effects, graves registration and burials, and txoop labor. 

72. For details of Quartermaster Corps organization and func
tioning in the field, see tabks of o~*ganization and equipment and 
FM’s, series 10. 

. 

Secthm X. ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT 
. 

7s, The mission of the O~*dnanceDepartment is to clesign, develop, 
~NWUxe,stor~ issue, maintain, modify, renovate, repair, and Sa~,, 
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voge orclmxnce supplius and ammunition. It also trains WIC1fur
nishes specialized orclmmce troops. ,The Odn.mce Department 
exercises technical supervision over ordnance items throughout 
the Army. By memw of a technic$.! h]tal!igc~~ce service, it keeps 
abreast of worki develomnents in weapons and other ordnance& 
supply and equipment, 

74. Ordnmce units in the combat zone are flckl army troop~, ex
cept those organic to the infmtry, airborne, and armored divisions. 

7$. For details of Ordnance Department organization and func
tioning in” the field, see M 45-60, tables of organization and 

‘ equipment, and FM’s, series 9. 
) 

� 

Section X!. TRANSPORTATION COWS 

76. The mission of the Transportation Cozps is to move troops, 
equipment, and supplies required for the conduct and support of 
military operations, except those moved by organic transportation. 

77. Truck battaliom, car companies, and other transportation 
units attachd to divisions, or assigned or attached to corps, armies, 
task forces, and theaters, may be employed under centralized con
trol or attached to subordinate tti~~ts in accordance with the situa
tion and policies of the commander. 

78. .%mphibious truck battalions, port battalions, truck battalions,
 
and other trmuportation units, normally will be utilized, in an

“ phibious operations, to unload ships and to mow troops and sup
piics from ship to shore and over” benc!les. Amphibious truck
 

‘	 battalions dso may be utilized in river crossings and in simrc-to
shore operations. 

79. For detai!s of Transportation Corps organization and func
tioning in the field, see FM 100-10, tab~es of organization and 
equipment, and FM’s, series 55 and, until superseded, sel*ies 10. 
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CHAPTER 3 

LEADERSHIP 

80. Leadership is the art of influencing and directing peop!e to an 
assigned goal in such a manner as to command their obedience, 
confidence, respect, and loyai cooperation. “ 

$1. Man is the fundamental instrument in war; other instrumc~ts 
may change but he remains relatively constant. Unless his he-
Mwior and elemental attributes are understood, mista!ws will 
be mmile in planning operations and in troop leading. 

~z. In the training of the individual soklier, the essential con
siderations are to integrate individuals into a group and to estab
lish for that group a high standard of military condu& and 
performance of du~ without destroying the initiative of the 
individual. 

83. War severely tests the physical endurance and moral stamina 
of the individual soldier. To perform his duties c~liciently, he mus: 
not only be well equipped and technically trakcd but he nko must 
be physically qualified to endure the hardshios of field sewice 
and be constantly fortified by discip~ine based ‘on high stamdards 
of military conduct. Strong men, inculcated with a proper sense 
of duty, a conscious pride in their unit, and a feeling of mutwl 
obligation to their comrades in the group, can dorn@ate t!~e 
demoralizing— influences of battle far better than those imlmctl 
on]y with fear of ~unishment or disgrace. 
coupled with the knowledge of, and a firm belief in, the principles 
for which the war is being fought also are essential. 

w In spite of the advances in technology, the worth of the in
dividual man is still decisive. The open order of. combat ac
centuates his importance. The dispersion of troops in battl~ 
caused by the influence of modern weapons makes control mor~ 
difficult. Every individual must be trained to exploit a situation 
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with ener~gy and boldness and mustbe imbued with tb.e idea tkd 
sucwss wiIl depend upon his initiative aml action, 

, 

35. Cohesion lvi~hill tl ~ll~it is ~]~om~tedby good !c~dership, disci
pline, physical fitness, pmfichmcy in weapons, sound tactical train
ing, pricle in the acconlplishnlel?ts and rc~mta~!on of the unit} 
mutual confidence and conmncleship among i~a members, and 

,	 knowledge of the tasks to be accomplished by the unit nnd by its 
adjacent and. supporting elements. 

86. Lcacling troops in con?bat, regardless of the echelon of com
maucl, calls for cool and thoughtful leaders with a strong feding 
of the grent responsibility irnpowd upon them. They mwt be 
resolute and seIf-reliant in their decisions, energetic ancl insistent 
in execution, and unperturbed by the fluctuations of combat. 

87. A leader must have superior knowledge, will power, morale 
m-d physical courage, seIf-conficlence, initiative, resou:ccfulness, 
fo~cc and selflessness. .4ny show of fear or unwiHingness to slmre 
dmlgcr is fatal to leadership. On the other lmncl, a bold and deter
mined leader will carry his troops with him no matter how difficult 
the enterprise. A commander must bear in mind that physical 
unfitness will undermine his d’ticiency. He owes it to the men 

.under his command to conserve his own fitness. 

88. Troops are influenced strongly by the exnm.ple nncl conduct 
of their lcackws. Mutual confidence between the leader and his 
men is the surest basis for discipline. To gain this confidence, 

-“ the leader	 must find the way to the hearts of his men. This he 
will do by acquiring an understanding of their thoughts and 
feelings, and by showing a constant concern for their comfort 
and weIfare. 

W. A good commander avoids subjecting his troops to useless 
hardships and danger. He gual*cls ngainst dissipating their com
bat strength in inconsequential actions or harassing them through 
faulty stafi management. He keeps in C1OSCtouch with all sub
orclinate units by means of Personal visits and okrvation. It is 
essential that he l{now from .persozml contact the mental, moral, 
and physical state of his troops, the Conditions with which they 
are confronted, their accomplishments, their desires, and their 
needs. 

90, The &mmander shoukl extend prompt recognition for services 
well done, lend help where help is neeclecl,and give encouragement 

. 
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in adversity, Considerate and loyal to those whom he commands, 
hc must be faithful and loysi to those who comnwnd him. A cGnt
.ma]~der must live with his troops and share their dangcr~ @ 
privations as well as their joys and sorrows. By Pel%Xla~ ob
servatkm ancl experience he then will be able to judge their nmis 
and combat value. The proper expenditure of combat strength 
is in proportion to the objective to be attained. When nocessfwy 
to the execution of the mission, the cornmcmder requires andre
ceives from his unit the complete measure of sacrifice. 

91. .4 spirit of unselfish cooperation with their fellows is to lM 
fostered a~cmg oficers nnd nm. The strong and the capablo 
must encourage and lead the weak and less experienced. On such 
a founclation, a feeling of tr~~e comradeship will become firmly 
established and the full combat value of the troops will be macle 
available to the higher commander. 

92. The combat value of a unit is determined in great measure by 
the soldierly qualities of its leaders and members, and by its wil! 
to fight. Outward marks of this combat value will be fmmd in 
the set-up and appearance of the men, in the condition, care, find 
maintenance of the weapons and equipment, and in the re~diness 
of the unit for action. Superior combat value will offset numerical 
inferiority. Superior leadership combined with superior combat 
value of troops equipped with superior weapons constitutes a sure 
basis for success in battle. 

93. A poorly trained unit is likely to fail at a critical mmncnt
 
because of demoralizing rumors, impressions, and hallucinations
 
caused by une.spectecl events in combat. This is particularly true
 
in meeting engagements and among troops entering combat for
 
the first time. Therefore, trainink and discipline are of great im
portance. IZlvery leader must take energet; . action against lack
 
of discipline, panic, rumor, pillage, and other disruptive in
fluences. Discipline is the main cohesive force tha$ binds the
 
members of a unit.
 

9A. A wise and capable commander will so regulate the interior
 
administration of his unit that all groups perform the same
 
amount of wwrlc and enjoy the same amount of leisuxe. But in
 
so doing he will � preserve tactical unity in assignmerX of ks?{s
 
wherever this is possible. He will see that demonstrated ef%iei:cy
 
% promptly recognized and rewarcled. He will set before dl a
 
high standard of military conduct and apply to al! the same
 
Mes of discipline.
 



provised; they must be thoroughly plmmcd n nd systsmati( 
~promoted. They are bwn of just mici fair trcfitment, o ccns
 
concern for the sokiier’s welfoxc, thorough trainin$ in basic du
 

. confidence in weapons and combat ~!]i]ity, cGmra dcship an
 
. men, and pride in self, organization, and COIIntry. T!w estab 
ment and maintenance of goccl mora!e are imxxbent upon Cl 
comnlanc~er and are marks of good leadership. 

196.	 The first demand in wal*is de~isive action. Commander: 
spire confidence in their subordinates by their decisive COXN 

I and their ability to gain material advantage over the enemy. 
reputation for failure in a leader destroys morale. 
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Section L PRINCIPLESOF WAR 
. 

THE OBJECTWE V’ 

97. Tlw ultimate objectiw of all military operations is the de= 
slxw(ion of the enemy’s armed forces and his will to fight. Thc 
sckction of intermediate objectives. whose attainment contribute: 
most decisively and quickly to the accomplishment of the ultki;nt( 
~)l)j~;ctivc at the least cost, hunw.n ancl material, must be baset 

ai complete knowledge of the enemy and
 
is possible for the commander to gain ty
 

sources and means of information available
 
.
 

‘ SMtFLKi7Y
 

98. Plans should be as simple and direct as the attaimncnt o: 
the objective will permit. Simplicity of plans must be emphasized 
fQr in operations even the most simpk plan is USUNYdifi.cult 
execute. The final test of a pkm is its execution; this must 

. 

borne constantly in mind during planning. 

* IJNITYOF COM,MAND . 

w?. Unity of cmmnancl obtaim that unity- of effort w~ich is es 
sen Lial ti> the decisive application of the full combat power o 
the avaih+ble forces. Unity of effort is furthered by full coowra 
tion betwceu elements of the command. Command if a for& c 
joint or comuined arms is vested in the senior oflker prewn 
eligible to exercise commmul mdess nnother is specilicolly desi~ 
nated to commnnd. 

. . 

CHAPTER 4
 

N-IE EXERCISE OF COMMAND
 

1m. 
(km of 

, 

2 
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by the commanilcr of the right time tlnd pkice for oficnsivc action 
is a decisive factor in the SUCCMSof the Operaticm. .% clefe~~ive 
attitude may be forced On a commander by rrmy situations; but n 
d~fensive attitude should be c’cli~crately adopted only aS 8 tenw 
porary expedient while awaiting an o~]portunity for counteroiYen
sive action, or fo2*the purpose of economizing forces on a frOnt 
where a decision is not sought, 

,. 

t MANEUWR ‘ 

?01, Maneuver in itse]f can prod~l~e no de~isive results, but if 
properly employed it rnakcs decisive results possib~e through the 
application of the p~illciples of t!le offensive} nmss, economy of 

‘force, and surprise. 13etter armument and equipment, more ef
) fecthe fire, higlm morale, and better leadership, coupled with 

skillful maneuver, will frequently overcome hostile superior 
numbers. 

102. Mass or the concentration of superior forces, on the groun(?, 
at sea, and in the air, nt the decisive ploce and time, ancl theii em
ployment in a ckcisive direction, creates the conditions essential 
to victol*y. Such concentration requires strict economy in the 
strength of forces assigned to secondary missions. Detachments 
during combat are justifiable only when the execution of tasks 
assigned them contributes directly to success in the main battle. 

ECONC)?dYOF FORCES ~ 

103. The principle of economy of force is a corollary to the prin
ciple of maw. In order to concentrate superior combat strength 
in one place, economy of fo~ce must be exercised in other places. 
The situation will frequently permit a strategically defensive mis
sion to be effectively executed through offensive action. 

WUWSE 

?W, Surprise must be sought throughout the action by every 
means and by every echelon of command, Surprise may be pro
duced by measures which deny information to the enemy or de
ceive him as to our dispositions, movements, and plans; by 
variation in the means and methods wnployecl in combd; by 
rapidity and power of execution; and by the utilization of terrain 
which appears to impose great clifficulties. $urprise nmy corn. 
Pensate for numerical inferiorit~$ 
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10% Adequate ~~~~~~i~ ~g~in~t Stirpyise tequires ~ correct esti
mate of cmcmy ca~at)lfiti~~, resultant security measures, effective
 
reccmnaissance, aid readineg~ for aetiom Every unit takes the
 
necessary 
Provision 
pmkmce. 

measures 
for the 

for its 
security 02 flanks 

own local ground 
and rear 

and 
is of 

air 
sp

security. 
ecial im

section u. CCMM?AND 

106. Command k the authority which an individual in the military 
service kivfully exercises over subordinates by virttm of rank or 
:~ssignnwllt. In joint commands, the commander may be an 
Miter of the .4rmy, Navy, or Air Force, 

1o~. Command and leadership are inseparable. Whether the 
force is large or small, whether the functions of command are 
complex or simple, the commander must be the controlling head. 

108. Ikcision as to a specific course of action is the responsibility 
of the commander alone. l~hile he may accept advice and sug
gestions from any of his subordinates, he alone is responsible for 
what his unit does or fails to do. . . 
~o~. “A willingness to accept responsibility is an essential trait 
of leadership. Every indiviclual from the highest commander to 
the lowest private must always remember that inaction and 
r~cglect of opportunities will warrant more severe censure than 
ml error of judgment in the c.ctim taken. The subordinate unit is 
a part of a t~~ctical team employed by the higher commander to 
accomplish a certain mission, and any independence on the part 
of a subordinate commander must conform to the general plan 
for the unit as a whole. 

~~o. The commander’s mission is contained in the orders which 
he has received. Nevertheless, a commander of a subordinate unit 
cannot plead absence of orders as an excuse for inaction. If the 
situation does not permit communication with the supei.ior com
mander and the subordinate commander is familiar with the gen
eral plan of operations or the mission of the whole command, he 
should take appropriate action and report the situation as early 
as practicable. 

I I 1. In spite of the most careful planning and w~ticipation, un
expected obstacles, frictions, anil mistakes are common OCCW= 
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renew in battle. A commander must school hi~~;ielf to regaril thes~ 
events’ as commonplace and not permit them to frustrate him in 
the accomplishment of his mission, 

@ms and intentions of their superior. 

113. All the troops nssigncd to the execution of a distinct mission 
shouk!l be placed under one command, not only to imwre the unified 
execution of the mission, but also to insure a single chain of com

t	 mand during the operation. “A commander should not bypass 
other commanders in the chain of command except in emergency. 
When a commander bypasses another commander in the chain 
of command in an emergency, he should insure that the bypassed 
subordinate commander is informed, at the earliest opportunity, 
of the instructions issued. 

I I4. A commander who is advanced to a higher command ‘should 
be relieved from the responsibility of direet comznanc? of his for
mer unit. 

1?5. For details of command responsibility and organization, par
ticularly territorial, see FM 100-10. . 
. 
116. A stati assists the commander in the exercise of his command 
by providing information, by making studies and recommenda
tions, by preparing and distributing orders, and by supervision. 
Stafi ofl~cers must have n thorough undcrst:mcling of the policies 
of the commander and be acquaintwl with subordinate comxnanckrs 
and units, A commander should guide his stafi by clear~y enuw 
ciating directives and policies. ~ cornmanclcr n!onc is responsible 
for all that his command dces or fails to do; he carmot shift this 
responsibility to his staff or to submclir.ate commanders. A staff 
officer, as such, does not exercise command. 

I Iz As much and possibly more may be learned by a study of 
failure as from a study of success. See the Icssons of the defense 
of Pearl Harbor contained in the appendix. 

“ Smtkm M. ESTIMATE CM TW?SIWATION 

h my operation, the com2nander must evaluate all the wail
infmmmtion bearing on his task, estimate the situation, and 
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iwch a decision. The estimation of the situation is a continuing 
pwce%, and changecl conditions may &ll for a new decision at any 
time. 

w � 

~~% The estimate often require~ rapid thinking, with ccnsklera
tion li.mitccl to essential factors. In campaign, complete informs
tion concerning the enemy scklom can be obtained. To ilelay 
action in. an emergency because uf incompkte inf~rmation shows 
a lack of energetic leadership, and may result in lost opportunities. 
The situation, at times, may requi~*ethe taking of calcu?atcd risks. 

. .
 
~20. The mission is the basic factor in the commandez’s estimate.
 
‘I%is frcque~~tly n-my be resolved in terms of terrain. See para
gr;~wphs124-126. Thus, it may be vital to hold certain dominating 
guoLuxl, to protect a certain defile, or to capture such features. 

I Q1. I?he capabilities of the opposing forces and the possible ef
fect of their eimployrnent must be continually evaluated. The ccm
mauder must guard against ignoring other lines of action open 
to the enemy in the belief that the enemy’s intentions have ‘been 

.
discovered. 

~~z. In estimating the capabilities of forces, both fri&dly and 
hostile, the commander also must be provided with full and up-to
clate information on the existing and probable future weather 
conditions. 

123. For detaik relative to contents of the estimate of the situa
tion; see I’M 101-5. 

. 
secti9rl w. TERRAINAND VIEATHER 

I M. Tcrl’ain alviays should be ewhmted in terms of the following 
five factors: features critical to either combatant, routes of comm
unication and avenues of approach, obstacles, concealment and 
cover, and observation and fieIds of fire. Weather and clim.Qto
logical data also must be considered since weather and climate may 
initially affect the employment of aviation, and armor@ elements, 
and they also can affect visibility camouflage requirements, tra&.c
ability (both on roads and off), stream levels, temperature, and 
wkd. 

1ZS. a. That part of the commander’s estimate dealing with t!~e 
terrain and weather often exercises a decisive influence upon MS 

decision and pUm.- Pxoper evaluation aricl utilization of the tar. 
rain and of weather and clhnatological information reduce the 
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disudvantagw of incomplete information of the erAemy~ The more
 
im~ortant features to be considered in evaluating terrain incIude
 
not only natural ground forms such as mountains, ridges, streams,
 

“ bodies of water, swamps, bogs, WOOC?S, open spaces, but also
and 
artificial features such as roads, railroads, dmms, bridges, towns, 
and cultivated areas (as distinct from natural vegetation). The 
type, moisture content, drainage and surface and sub-surface con
ditions (due to frost, precipitation or physical obstructions) of 
the soil are of great importance in armored operations. 

b. Weather information includes forecasts as to precipitation, 
temperature, fog or ground haze, cloud conditions, phases of the 
moon, periods of daylight and darkness, the wind and other pre
dictable phenomena. Climatological information consists cssen
tia]ly of a summation and averaging of weather conditions OVe~* 
long periods of time. It affords a means for the evaluation of 
terrain and weather at a given season in the future, beyond the 
rmge of normal and accurate prediction. The studies of terrain 
and weather are inseparable; terrain always must be evaIuated in 
consideration of predictable weather, The commander seeks al
ways to utilize the terrain and weather to his own advantage and 
to the enemy’s disadvantage. 

~ 126. Topographical maps are the basis for terrain studies, but 
must be checked through use of txMicability studies, air recon
naissance, air photos, and groun”d reconnaissance. Changes in the 
terrain, especially in the road net, occur continually. When dis
covered, such changes must be reported promptly to higher heiid
quarters. 

Section V. CONDUCTlN BATTLE 

127. The commander% decision for his unit as a whole, and the 
missions to subordinate units, are communicated to subordinates 
by clear, concise, and timely orders. 

~Z% After providing for the issuance of orders, the commander 
places himself where he can best control the course of action and 
exert his leadership. When opportunity offers and when his 
presence at the command post is not urgently required, he will 
visit his subordinate commanders and his troops in ord& to in
spire confidence and to assure himself that his orders are under
stood and properly executed. During the decisive phase of battle, 
the place of the commander is neav the critical point of action. . 

129. Whwwer the commander leaves his command PM, he should 
orient his staff as to furthar plans to be prepared or measures 

I 
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LObc taken in anticipation of future. contingencies, and should 
inform his staff where he can be reached. 

1s3. .A comwmder influences the course of subsequent action by 
his ]eaclcrship, by the maneuver of subordinate elements to include 
rcsmwes, by the concentration of artil[ery fires, by the fires of 
other supporting units, and by the effective use of available com
bat wiationm 

~3]. The duration of a tactical operation seldom can be predicted. 
Successful engagements sometimes progress so slowly that the 
gains macle are not immediately appment. At other times, they 
progress so rapidly that. the gains made can be capitalized only 
by the most aggressive and farsighted leadership. 

T32. Losses must be anticipated by the commander and his stafi. 
Timely measures are taken for replacement of men, units, trans
port, and weanons, and fcm replenishment of ammunition and 
other supplies: Commanders must take appropriate steps to 
pemit unit rotation from combat. Failure to provide for rotation 
results in lowered battle efficiency and higher casLM]ty rates. 
When the situation permits, troops which have been heavily en
g~gcd ure rested, losses in personnel and equipment are replaced, 
the unit is reorganized, and time is allotted for training to weld 
replacements into the team before the unit is assigned a new and 
impel ~ant mission. 

Section VI. OPERATIONORDERS 
. 

133. The authority to issue orders is an inherent function of 
cornmand. Orders normally are issued to next subordinate com
manders. Bypassing the normal channels of command is resorted 
to only in urgent situations; in such cases both the commander 
issuing and the commander receiving the order should notify 
intermediate commanders of its content as soon as possible. 

134. Orders should be originated and disseminated in time to 
permit subordinate commanders the maximum periods $0 recon
noiter, to estimate their own situations, to issue their orders, and 
to prepare their troops for the contemplated operation. Conw 
manders must anticipate the delays involved in the successive 
dissemination of orders. l~en co”mplete orders cannot be issued, 
essential detaik should be issued in fragmentary form. 

W. Usually it is deskable to issue warning orders of impending 
operations. The principal purpose of the warning order is to 
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gain time for preparatory measures and to conserve the ener~ 
of the troops. Duringth eplanningstage it usually is desirable 
to confine knowledge of cmfxmplakl operati~m h the minimum 
number of commanders and stafl officers. “ 

136. An order should not trespass upon the province of a sub
ordinate. It should contain everything that the subordinate must 
know to carry out his mission and to further the mission of the 
next higher unit. It tells the subordinate what to do but not how 
to do it. s 

, 

137. Orders must be clear and explicit and as brief as is consistent 
with clarity. Short sentences are easily understood. Clarity is 
more important than technique. The more urgent the situation, 
the greater is the need of conciseness in the order. Any statement 
of reasons for measures adopted should be limited to what is neces
sary to obtain intelligent cooperation from subordinates. De
tai~ed instructions for a variety of contingencies or prescriptions 
that are a matter of training impair confidence ai~d have no place 

) 

in an order. 

138. Orclers which attempt to regulate action too far in the future 
resu!t in freqwxt changcse Such frequent changes overload the 
means of signal communication, cause confusion and misunder
standing, impose needless hardships on the troops, and injure their 
morale. 

. 

139. In every unit, standing operating procedure is prescribed 
by the commander whenever desirable. This procedure covers 

. 

“. . those features cf operations which lend themselves to a definite oi* 
standardized ccurse of action without loss of efhctiwmess. It as
sists in reducing the detail incorporated in the ope~ation order. 
It must be remembered that nsw!y-attached units are not fami!iar 

SOP’s of the unit to which attached. 

For fur ther details of operation orde~s, see FNI 101-5. 

Sec~im W. COMMANDPO$TS 

141. The tactical situation usually requires that the Imadquartem 
of large units be divided into more than one echelon, normally 
hto a forward and a rear echelon. When desirable, headquarters 
of smaller units may be similarly divided. 

142. The forward echelon consists of those staff agmcies requkl 
,to assist the comnmnder immediately in tactical operations. The . 
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commancl post is the ‘Ioctition tif the forw&d echelbn’”of a head
qunl’k’s. All agencies of signal communication center at the 
commancl post. The rear echelon, primarily admh~istratiw, con
sists of the remaining staff agencies. . 

143. A commander freqllent]y places himself forward of the 
coinrnan(l post, better to observe ancl direct the action. In such 
cows, he should be in communication with his command post. He 
may be accompanied by a small staff. 

144. In the selection of a command post, prima~y consideration 
is given to the requirements of signal cornmunicattion to facilitate 
command and control of subordinate units. Due regard is given 
to the disposition of troops, routes of communication, space for 
staff activities, cover, concealment, and security. Generally, when 
the command post is located at an existing or potential center of 
signal communication facilities, the other requisites of a command 
post will be found there also. 

1~s. The number of moves of a command post should be held to o 
rninirnmm Each movement of a command 

.
ixxt, even when SH !-

Mlvy taccomphshed, causes a ternpor;wy recludion in sM? effic.iwcy 
wd i]~the c[!kctivcness of ccmtrol 0[ subor(ii~]~t.u units. Hov,”evcrt 
time must be no delay in moving the command post when there 
is danger of sacrificing control. The aggremive forward displace
ment of the command post must be bakznced against the require
ments for adequate signal communication control. Eeforc a 
change of location is made, the necessary means of signal cont
rnunication for the new command post must be established. This 
requires that the signal officer be notified well in advance of such 
a movcn2er3t. . 

146. On the march, a command post may move by bounds along 
a designated route, or it may Xno\’eat a designated place in a 
cokm?n. 

P 
.
 

~AT. A commander must keep superior ancl subordinatetunits in
fo~*med of the location and contemplated movement of his com
numd post. II ach large unit announces tlw location of its ccmmand 
post and, when practicable, the general location of the cci~llmand 
post of each of its major subordinate units. In operations re& 
qui ~ing the movement of com.mfind ~Josts, e~ch large unit r.:~~y 
designate its own axis of signal comrnunicatio:l by nan~i~g the 
probabIe successive- locations of its command post, md may 
Similarity assign an axis of signal communication to each of its 

.+ 



major subordinate units, in order to insure an integrated signnl 
communication system. 

\ 4s. The maintenance of secrecy as to the location ot command 
posts, particularly of large units, is of great importance. They 
are the special objectives of hosti~e artil~ery, air attack, armored 
units, airborne troops, and raiding parties. This threat makes 
it necessary not only to provide security against surprise attack 
from either the air or ground, but also to usc great care not to 
disclose the command post location to the enemy. Concealment 
from the air is of major importance. Traffic in and out of com
mand posts is rigidly controllecl. Lzmd;ng fields, drop and pick-up 
grounds, and radio stations are placed at a distance. Signs +o 

~$ mark their locations and the routes thereto are used sparingly. 
: When the danger is great, signs are not used; in their stead guides 

are posted to point the way and messengers are given more precise 
. inshwctions. 

Section Vlll. SiGNALCOMMUNKA1’K)N 
. 

~LW.The efl~cicnt exercise of command and the prompt trans
mission of information and instructions require the establishment 
of rcliahk mcnns of sig]ud communication. 13ntirc dcpcndencc 
cannot be placed upon nny one means; alternate means must be 
provided. 

150. Every commander is responsible for the establishment and 
maintenance of the signal communication system of his unit and 

.	 for its efi.cient operation as a part of the system of the next higher 
command. The command posts are the control points of the 
signal communication sy~temo When headquarters are in move
ment, signal communication is maintained between comimanii 
posts and with columns. 

151. The establishment and maintenance of signal communica
4 tion between	 superior and subordinate units-are the responsibility
 

of the superior commander; between acljacent units, as directed
 
by their common superior. A supporting unit is responsible for
 
the establishment and maintenance of signal communication witin
 
the supported unit. .
 

152. Meaw of signal communication include wire, raclio, visual, 
scn.mtl, pigeon, and messenger. The various means of signal com

are emp!oyed SO that they supplement each other. 
which provide the maxirn~irn in reliability} flexcbili~, 



SCCIWCY,and speed with the “minimum of effort nnd mat~!al ~en
crtdly will be the basic nleans in a given situation. 

. 

153. Iihly information must be given to the signal or communica
tion oficer of a unit abo~lt pl”ojectecl operations in order to 
fficilitate the prompt establishment of signal communication. The 
necessary instructiolx tllerefor are prepared by the unit signal or 
communication officer in accordance with the directions of the 
commander. The signal officer of a higher unit maintains close 
lkison with the signal or communication officer of the subo~*dinate 
unit. 

I W. Communication centws are operated by signal or communica
tion personnel at all battalion or higher command posts and at 
the rear echelons of large unit headquarters for the purpose of 
speeding message transmission. In general, the choice of the 
means of sending messages, and the cryptographing and decry pto
gyaphing of me~~~ges are t~~e~“esponsibility of the communication 
center. The writer may confer with the communication center 
about the means of transmission. In large units, a more positive 
mews of stati message control is employed. The communication 
center trr.nsmits mcssngcs in accordanc~ with precedence indicated 
by the Writer. 

155. Additional communication ccntws arc established whcmxw 
needed fo~*the reception and relay of messages. Information :;s 
to their location must be transmitted promptly to all concerned. 

15& Wire communication (telephone, facsimile, and teletype
writer) constitute the basic means of sigmd communication fm 
the infantry division and the larger unit headquarters. It is rtot 
ahvays practical, however, when forces are operating at a conskler
able distance from each other. The time required for installation 
of wire communication diminishes its value in moving situations. 
Wire communication is susceptible to interception and seldom 
simdd be used to transmit clear-tc.st ckwsi~.cd messages. 

157. Radio communication is especially applicable in spinning 
dMmcw between widely separated mobile forces, between ground 
find air, ancl in the fire-swept zone of the forward area. It is less 
vuh~erable than wire communication to hostile fire and is, the~e. 
fore, a valuable supplem.ent to wire systems in combat. It is sub- . 
j cct, however, to static, to willful interference created by th. 
enemy, and to electrical and mechanical faihwes, Its operatio:m! 
capabilities are affected by time of day, season of the yeur, s.nd 

. by the number of channels awilable. 



� 
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158. Enemy interception of N radio mwsages must k presumed. 
Discretion must be used even in the sending of messages in coda 
or cipher. When prompt action is called for, tho conmandc~* must 

decide whether the uygency of sending the message in the clear 
outweighs the value of the inform~tion to the enemy. Radio tram-
mission in the clear is justified in ~it~[:ltiOn~W}lCI1t~c tin~c nvai~. 
:dde to the enemy is insufficient for exploitation of the information 
corito~ined in the message, During certain phases of operations, 

‘use of radio must bc rigic!ly tiestrictcd or prohibited. 

I~~, Visual signal conmmlication (lamps, L\gs, pyrotechnics, 
panels, NIC1airplane maneuvers) is not suitnbk for Iong messages 
or over great clistances, but finds espccid app!icntiou for com
municating within and between small units and with airpkmes. 

160. Sound communication (principally public address sets, horns, 
bugles, whistles, gongs, sirens, and small arms fire) is used chicf?y 
to spread an akwm, as a means to attract attention, and to transmit 

,	 short prearranged messages. 

0161. The use of pigeon communication is nearly obsolete due to 

the widespread use of raclio in conjunction with the airplane to 
contact and supply isolated parties. Training in pigeon com
munication will be conducted only when the need for it is foreseen. 

162. a. In spite of the advances of technical means of signal com
mu nicaticn, the messenger system still is essential to Army signal 
cornwlu~ication. The efficiency of the messenger system depencis 
on the individual messenger. He must be chosen for his sturdi

“ ness, courage,	 self-rdiance, and extreme loyalty. 

b. Messengers arc required to transport maps and overlays, and 
to deliver messages which require additioncd clarification. The 
faihre of technical means of communication does not relieve the. 
commander of his communication responsibilities. Messenger 
communication is needed and used by all units from the smallest 
to the largest. Scheduled messenger service is established when 
locations are fixed for a sufficient length of time to warrant the 
service. Special messengers always shoukl be mmilable at the 
communication center; they are dispatched on special missions as 
requirecl by the situation. Local messengers serve the units located* 
;~~~~]~c?the di~isiO~~~o~l~l]a~~dpost or ~e~~ echcl~~~, 

C. Messengers are dispatched by the most eificient means of 
transport available. In addition to runners, other methods of 
transportation may include airplanes, motors, bicycles and animals, 



Mwwongws are oxtrernely’ vulnerable to enemy action. The Pro
vision of an wnned escort sometimes @ required when in w nc~r 
hostile territory. It is advisable to send important bymessages
two or more messengers who trwel by separate rot~tes. All com
manders will assist messengers in expediting delivery of messages. 

163. Early” signal communication in amphibious and airborne 
operations is paramount, This requires combat loading of sigmd 
personnel with signal equipment and coordination of signal pro
cedure for groLmd, air, and naval forces prior to embarkation or 
mnpkming. . 

1640 For details relative to signal communication, see FM’S of 

the 11 and 24 series. 
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CHAPTiU? 5 

COMBAT INTELLIGN4CE, RECONNAISSANCE,AND 
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE . 

. 
u 

Sec~ion !. COMBAT’HWEL!JGENCE 

I~55. Information of the enemy and of the area of operations must 
be evaluated to determine its probable accuracy and must be inter
preted to determine its probdie significance. It then becomes 
combat intelligence. From adequate and timely intelligence the 
commander is able to draw logical conclusions concerning enew.y 
courses of action. Combat intelligence is thus an essential factor 
in the estimate of the situation and in the conduct of operations. 

166. The commander is responsible for all intelligence activities 
of his unit. Thus, he is responsible that his command, within 
its capabilities and mission$ gathers all possible information of 
the enemy, terrain, and weather that is pertinent to operations; 
md that his command transmits this information to appropriate 
h i~her >lower, and adjacent 

� 

.5 units. 

?67. The commander k responsible also for the conversion into 
i]~telligence of all information of the enemy ancl area of operations 
that is pertinent to his command and mission, and for the dis
semination of this intelligence to superior, subordinate, and ad
jacent units. To aid him in carrying out these duties and re
sponsibilities, the commander is provided with stafl oficers and 
agencies trained in intelligence procedures. . 

168. The gathering of information and the production of intelli
gence must be based not only upon our own plans and intentions 
but also upon a consideration of enemy capabilities. Intelligence 
activities must be coordinated with one another so as to provide 
comp!ete coverage, to eliminate all unnecessary duplication of 
effort, and to fit “such activities harmoniously into the entire 

.operation. 
-. -.. . 

34 
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I W. Combat MMigencc functions, procedures, and forms arc 
co~cred in detail in FM 30 series. “ 

170. The attention and activities 0$ all information-collecting agcn
cics and intelligence personnel arc focus’eil on that specific intelli
gence which, from the commander’s viewnoint, is needed at a “ 
particular time in order to make a sound ~!ecision, to carry out 
a clccision already made, to avoid surprise, or to arrive at a 
decision for future operations. The requirements for such specific 
intelligence are announced by the commander as cssextial clc
mcnts of inf ormatimz (13EI). In other words, the EEI are a 
st:~tcrnent of the specific intel~igence neecled by the commander at 
a particular time. 

171. In the combat zone the fol!owing items usu~lly are inciudcd 
nmong the essential eIements of information-what is the strength, 
conmosition, and disposition of the ene~Ay; what courses of ~ct!on 
t]l:~t’can affect our mission are with~in the physical capabilities 
of the enemy; when and under what circumstances can he pat er.ch 
course of action into effect; and whether, when, and in J\*h:\t 
strength, can he be reinforced? The essential elements also in-
elude unknown details of the area of operations that may aflect 
our own maneuvel*. They also may include items of information ~ 
clcsircd by higher, lower, or adjacent units; and data on suitakde 
distant objectives for air, amphibious, mechanized, or other highly 
mobile units, and on meteorological and hydrographic conditions 
em+oute to such objectives. 

172. The essential elements of information constitute the basis fc~* 
orders, i~structions, ancl requests governing the search for in
formation. They do not impose limitations on reporting other 
il]formation. While the primary mission of all collecting agencies 
is to satisfy the requirements arising from the essential c!ernents 
of information, these agencies must also transmit all additioncd 
enemy information that comes to their attention. Ordinarily, the 
intelligence of the enemy that is required by the essential 

,
elements 

of information is deduced from numerous Micat&ms of the 
enemy’s activities. Reconnaissance and other agencies “are ti~ere
fore directed to search primarily for these indications. 

173, Collection is the exploitation of sources of inform~tion bv 
collection agencies and the prompt (lClivcry of the inf~rm~ti& 
secured to the commander. The information should be as complete 
and accurate in detail as circumstances permit. It must be trar.s
mi ttecl to the headquarters requiring it in time to be of use. 



t“”:Iw Collecting agencies awiluble to a commander of any c~w.bat 
unit are the troops themselves, particularly reconnaissance ancl 
observation elements, both ground and air; elements of t!le Air 
Force or Navy operating with or in support of the unit; inb:lli
gcnce sk. ff personnel, assi~ncd or atlx.chcd, incl~di~!g technical 

~ and scientific intelligence teams; and intelligence liaison with 
hi~her, lower, and adjacent headquarters. Additional cclkciion 
ag&ciw may be made available to units that arc operating alone 

t or for special purposes. 

175. The principal sources of hlteHigence initially avaikbk in the 
theater of operations arc the intelligence studies made by the De
partment of the Army and furnished the field forces prior to 
operations. These sources are supplemented by more detailed in
formation obtained in the field from study of recent maps and map 
supplements; captured documents and equipment; the hostile and 
neutral press and radio; interrogation of. inhabitants, repatriates, 
prisoners, and deserters; the observation of enemy activity by 
agents; air and ground reconnaissance ancl observation; troops 
in contact with the enemy; and special information services of 
component units such as aircraft warning service, radio direction 
finding, and interception. 

176. Collected information must be processed to make it intelli
gence. The processing may take place entirely h the mind of 
the commander or may take place as a routine fundio~ of the 
intelligence section of the commander’s staff. o The critical step 
of processing is evaluation and interpretation. These procedures 
transform raw informatio~l into intelligence by establishing its 
pertinence, the reliability of its smwce, the accuracy of its content 
and, in addition, its significance in the light of inteHigence already 
on hand. 

177. The combat intelligence produced is disseminated within the 
headquarters and to higher, lower and adjacent units by means 
of operation orders, messages, periodic reports and summaries, 
or by any other convenient form. The object of dissemination is 
to insure that intelligence reaches the inclitiduals or units con
cerned in time to serve its intended purpose. Special attention 
must be given to the transmission of specifically requested infor
mation as soon as it is obtained. Special signal communication 
measures, such aS flash warnings, must be ta]{en for the dis~emi~. 
ation of urgent information. Intelligence of the fighting character
istics of the enemy soldier, the clmracteristics of his we~pons, his 
tactics, and the terrain he occupies must be disseminated to all 



koops with first priority to those in closest contact with cw ~ 
. ,,7

p~oxinlity to the enemy. 

intelligence is to nsskt dl co~b~lalldcrs to 
decisions. Comrmmclers use this awiS-

Ollts by incorporating the latest intelligence into the continuing 
csthnate of the situation. The purpose of the intelligence estimate 
is to determine, on the basis of the latest information ~vailabk, 
the cap?.bilities of the enemy. When reiiable, factual indications 
of future enemy actions are availoMe, the intelligence estimate 
should state the capability that the enemy is most likely to ~do~~t} 
together with the resources ancl methods he is most Ii!mly to 
employ. Whenever this indicated course of enemy action is not 
the most disadvantageous to our mission, the indications must 
h re-examined for .reliability and accuracy. 

Se~tion !!. RECONNAISSANCE 

Iz~. CLIleconnaissonce k directed etiort in the field by miEtary
 
Mik b gat’her information of the enemy, weather, terrain, or
 
resources, It is classified as distant, close, and battle. The
 
tech niques of reconnaissance employecl by the several arms arc
 
described in their respective field manuals.
 

b. The purpose of reconnaissance is to gain information for
 
use as a basis for tactical or strategical operations.
 

180. U. Information concerning the enemy may include his iden
tification, location, ”clispositions, strength, organization} co~tposi
tion, movements, attitude, equipment, Supplyt morale, and condi
tion. Evidence of ch~nges in these factors is of particular im. 
portance. . 

b. Information concerning the terrain may include battle posi
m and the approaches thereto, charxter of roads, routes of 
mm unication, soil trafficability, streams, obstacles, cover, ccm

wdment, fields of fke, observation, and bivouac areas. 
&
 

c. I~formation concerning weather may include precipitation, 
temperature, fog, cloud conclitions, moon phases, wind, &nrise, 
sunset, and magnetic phenomena, as well as tide and surf con
ditions, if applicable. 

1g1. The methods of”obtaining inform:~ticn we varied ancl include 
actual observation of terrain or physical objects, ground ar.d ai: 
reconnai”swmce, and the examinatiort ancl identification of inh a’oi
tants, prisoners, spies, documents, and air photographs, .Mthoush 
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reconnaissance missions generally require secrecy of movement 
it may be necessary to resort to combat for the purpose of obtai~
ing inf~rma~ion, 

182. Ground reconnaissance elements can maintain continuous 
contact, operate under weather conditions which preclude air re
connaissance, and can determine details of enemy activity, 
strength, composition, and combat efficiency. However, unless they 
are balanced, mobile, combat forces, they cannot obtain a com
plete picture of the enemy situation to any great depth in rear 
of the hostile screen. They should be complemented by air recon
naissance elements 

183. Armored reconnaissance units are balanced combat . forces, 
capable of executing distant reconnaissance missions, operating on 
an extensive front, operating beyond the supporting range of other 
ground combat units and, in general, of executing any mission 
within the limitations of their organization and equipment. It 
n?ay be tlesil*able to reinforce armored reconnaissance units with 
other MT-IS; it is especially desirable to augment their operations 
with air reconnaissance. 

* . 

184. (Xose and intensive reconnaissance by infmtry, artillery, 
~anclen.qinccr units suppIcmcntbs the more distant reconnaissance. 
Infmtry reconnaissance assumes special importance when armorecl 
reconnaissance units are lacking or weak. In such cases a recon
naissance unit consisting of avdab~e armored reconnaissance ele
ments and motorized infantry or motorized infantry exclusively, 
may be employed. It may be desirable to reinforce such a unit 
with other arms. Infantry reconnaissance is constant and inten
sive when the opposing ,forces are in contact and especially during 
combat. Light aircraft, within their limitations, are used by in
fantry,. armored cavalry, artillery, and engineers in reconnais
sance. 

1M. Small engineer parties may constitute a portion of ground 
reconnaissance units o~*other units on reconnaissance missions or 
they may operate independently to obtain and report detailed or 
technical information about routes of communication and move
ment, demolitions, land mines, obstructions, and bridges.

.“ 

186. Reconnaissance is executed so as to secure information. In
formation on the Iocation, strength and movement of hostile troop 
units must be gained at the earliest practicable nmmeri~ Contact 
with the enemy, once gainecl, must be continuously maintained. 
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reconnaissance. 
., 

, 

1w’, IiHTectivereconnaissance requires concentration of the avail
able means on the most important missions. Depending on th 

situation, some reconnaissance elements my be held in reserve 
to reinforce the reconnaissance which is in progress, and to project 
reconnaissance in a new di14ection. . � 

188. Ground reconnaissance elements gain and maintain contact 
with the enemy and, by working through gaps and mound the 
flanks and the rear, entieavor to ascertain the strength, movements, 
composition, and dispositions of the enemy’s main force, and the 
ap preach !f enemy reinforcements Light aircraft organic within 
ground units may be employed to supplement and complement 
the execution of reconnaissance by ground units with due regard . 
to the vulnerability of light aircraft to hostile action. 

~89. Orclers for the development of a command frequently assign 
tiones of reconnaissance to subordinate units. Units maintain 
1iaison and contact with adj scent units on tlneir interior flanks. 
N ank units are usually given specific orclers about reconnakmce 
on an open flank. However, even without orders from the higher 
commander, each unit executes such reconnaissance within its own 
zone of action and toward unsupported flanks as is necessary to 
gain information and to avoid surprise. 

]90. Ground forces assigned to reconnaissance missions secure 
information chiefiy through the use of patrok. When, because 
of hostile activities or the distance of objectives, patrols rcqui~e 
clcse support in the execution of their mission, rcconnaisswnce is 
esecutccl by detachments which closely back up the action of 
p:lLmls and furnish reliefs for patrol duty, 

~Q~. The most detailed information will be required concerning 
:~Yeas of importance in the combat zone. Detailed information of 
UICterrain in the possible areas of combat is cssenti:d. ~ Terrain . 
features that afford observation of the hostile clispositions ccm
stitute special objectives of reconnaissance. .4ctive and ~ggressivc 
action of patrols in seizing critical terrain features is im.pcrative. 

192. a. Frequently essential information can be obtained 02~ly 
through attack. Reconnaissance units attack when the mission 
requires it. 

b. When hostile resistance is encountered which cmnot be 
pendrated or enveloped, a reconnaissance in force constitutes & 



lXG nearer the ~pproach ta the enemy, Me more intensive k tnc 1 
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reconnaissance. 
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~87. Effective reconnaissance requires concentration of the avail- ‘ 
able means on the most important missions. Depending on the 
situation} some reconnaisszmce eIements may be held in reserve 
to reinforce the reconnaissance which is in progress, and to project 
reconnaissance in a new direction. 8 

. 

188. Ground reconnaissance elements gain and maintain contact 
with the enemy and, by working through gaps and around the 
flanks and the rear, endeavor to ascertain the strength} movements, 
composition, and dispositions of the enemy’s main force, and the 
np~roach of enemy reinforcements. Light aircraft organic within 
ground units may be employed to supplement and complement 
the execution of reconnaissance by ground units with due regard . 
to the vulnerability of light aircraft to hostile action. 

18% Orclers for the development of a command frequently assign 
zones of reconnaissance to subordinate units. Units maintain 
liaison and contact with adjacent units on their interior iladis. 
Flank units are usually given specific orclers about reconnaissmce 
on nn open flank. However, even without orders from the higher 
commander, each unit executes such reconnaissance within its own 
zone of action ancl toward unsupported flanks as is necessary to 
gain information and to avoid surprise. 

IW. Ground forces assigned to reconnaissance missions secure 
in formatkn chiefly through the use of patrols. When, because 
0[ hostile activities or the CM ante of objectives, patrols rtquire 
CICSCsupport in the execution of their mission, reconnaissance is 
esecu tcd by detachments which closely back up the action of 
p~~trok and furnish reliefs for patrol duty, 

191. The most detailed information will be required concerning 
areas of importance in the combat zone. Detailed information of 
the terrain in the possible areas of combat is essential., Terrain 
features that afford observation of the hostile clispositions con
s titute special objectives of reconnaissance. .4c$ive and ~ggressi~-c 
action of patrols in seizing critical terrain features is imperative. 

192. w Frequently essential information can be obt’ained ody 
through attack. Reconnaissance units attack when the ~~ission 
requires it. 

b. When hostile resistance is encountered which cannot lx 
pc miirated	 or enveloped, a reconnaissance in force constitutes the 

. 39.	 . 



best means of clearing up an uncertain situation, ‘Jkoops engaged 
‘ iu a reconnaissance in force usually make R local attack with a 

Iimitecl objective. The commander who ortlers a reconnaissmce 
in force must consider lJle possibility that his intentions or those 
of the higher commander may thcrbby be disclosed. He must ba 
preparecl also for the possibility that such reconnaissance rimy 
bring on a general engagement. If the situation is suitable, M 
for example where contact his been fully established and the at
taclmr is probing for a weak spot, reserves should be available 
to exploit success. 

193. It is a responsibility of the tactical air force to provide air 
reconnaissance for the nrmy. Air reconnaissance covers areas 
which cannot be reached by ~round reconnaissance. Jt provides 
rapid, fra~mentary information ~atherecl photo~raphica!ly and 

, visually,	 R is limited by hostile action, inclement weather, dark
ness, and vegetation. Increased aircraft speed may provide addi
tional limitations. 

194. Night photographic recmmaissance by means of artificial 
illumhmtion nmy detect hwvy troop WN1vehicle movc:nents. lth:. 
con missmce {lights made shortly after dawn :znd befor~ d;wk 
ofl’w a favorab!c opportunity for discovery of night movwwwts 
Arcndy wcornplishcd or contemplated. “ 

T95. Requests for air reconnaissance must be pkmned to insure 
Continuity of observation of critical areas to discover the location, 
disposition, and movement of the enemy’s forces. These objectives 
are closely observed both day” and night to discover the e~-emy% 
main forces and rcinforcwnentst and their direction of movement. 

T!VW5AA;SSK)?4
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196. Ti]c best information wiH be of no use if it arrives too !ate 
at the head{luarters for which it is intended. l?rorn~t t~ansmittal 
of all information and dissemination of pertinent i~telligence is 
the responsibility of all commanders. 

197. While a commander who is in need of information from other 
headquartii~*s is responsible for requesting it, adjacent units should 
habitual~y exchange pertinent information regardless of whether 
or not such a request has been made.. 

1W. U. Generally, no attempt will be made by a collecting agency 
to evaluate information prior to its transr.ittal to higher hcnd
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quarters. In orcler to eliminate a mzws of detail, higher heW
quarters may indicate the extent of screening to be accomplished 
~~~subordinate units. All items o-f inftirmation that may pertain 
in any way to the essential elements of infor~ation or to specific 
clirectives or requests should be reported, as they may be of sig
nificance to a higher commander when considered in conjunction 
with otlw information. 

b. Negative information frequently is important as confu’ma
tion that the situation during a specific period of time has re
mained unchanged. First contact with the enemy and new hlenti
fications always are reported by the most rapid means avai!able. 
Other results of reconnaissance are reported as required in orders. 

~%?. CS.Important and urgent information, in addition to being 
transmitted to the next higher commander, is sent by the most 
r:@d means available to all headcluarters affected, without regard 
to the usual military channels. 

b. Artil!ery observers and liaison officers are often in a posi
tion to transmit to the higher comrnan(?er over their own sigxd 
ccmmunicztion systems early reps.ts of important combat events 
when such information might otherwise be delayed in transmission. 

200. During pauses in comb:~t, or whenever the situation demands, 
subordinate commanders make brief reports to the next highar 
headquarters on their own situation and on the enemy situation 
to their front. Periodic reports are made as directed. 

� 

COUXTERRECONNA!SSANCE 

zo ~. ~. Counterreconnaissance includes the active measures em
ployed by a commamier to screen his co~m~~l~il~ frcm hosti!e rLco:l
naisxmce. It is ex~cuted principally by aviation, antiaircrr.ft 
~rtj Hery, arnmred cavalry, and other ground security detachments. 
A cormnamkr coordinates the action of fill his ground force counkQ
recommissance agencies by assigning to each a mission in accord
ance with its capabilities. The air force commander will coor— 

clinate his forces in a similar manner, maintaining cbs$ liaison 
with the ground forces comm:mcler. 

b. Reconnaissance and cotllltcrrecollzl:~issance en the gi”OUn{l 
complement one another and cannot be reoclily sepam.tcd. Good 
around reconnaissance assures sinmMu~eously a certain amount of 
;ecurity. On the other hand, the activity of a cotmtcrreconxak
wince force provides a ce~tain amount of recomiaissance. ~e~6~~. 
naissance forces diredt themselves against the enemy and move 



freely about the terrain, while counterreconnaissance forces are 

fixed in relatively definite areas. 

c. Should it be necessary to assi=m a force simultaneously to 
“the mission of reconnaissance ancl eounterreconnaissance, the 

order must state explicitly which has precedence. ln forces of 
sufficient size, a portion may be assigned each task. 

t 
2i)2. By attacking all hostile aviation, our aviation contributes 
materiaHy to counterreconnaissance on fronts where it is im
portant to conceal our own activity from hostile air reconnais
sance. Complete elimination of hostile air reconnaissance cannot 
be expected. Where secrecy is desired, ground forces must con

.ceal their movements and dispositions. 

203. In its counterreconnaissance missions, aviation is suppk
mented by antiaircraft artillery and the suitable weapons of other 
ground units. Subject to the desirabilityy of maintaining secrecy, 

*	 all hostile aviation within range is fired upon to p~event observa
tion. Befol*e the fire of antiaircraft weapons is resorted to, con
sideration must be given to the fact that such fire may disclose 
the importance of the area being screened, and that camouflage 
and concealment may better serve our purposes. 

Z04. a. Units assigned counterreconnaissance as their principal 
mission seek to defeat or neutralize hostile reconnaissance forces. 
In the execution of this mission, they operate offei~si~ely, dei%n-
SMY, or by delaying action, resorting to aH forms of combat 
when necessary. 

b. Offensive counterreconnaissa~lce is most Mectively executed 
by the defeat of the hostile reconnaissance force. 

C. Defensive counterreconmdsszmce is most effective when the 
screen can be established behind an obstacle which might be 
crossed by hostile reconnaissance forces. Elements then are em

“	 ployed to obtain information, to attack advanced enemy detach
ments, or to obstruct thei~ operations. 

d. Miation assisting in counterreconnaissance attacks hostile 
aviation attempting to cross the zone of counterreconnaissnnce 
and reports hostile g~*ound movements, especially the approach 
of highly mobile units. 

205, A counterreconnaissance screen m~y “be either moving or 
stationary. A moving screen is especially applicable to a situa
I&mwhere the movement of a force must be screened; a stationary 
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screen 1s appIlcaole m screemng a concentration of troops or in 
preventing the enemy from reconnoitering an area. . 

. 

206. The primary object of counterintelligence is to neutrniize 
or destroy the effectiveness of hostile or potentially hostile intcHi
gcncc and subversive efforts, 

207. Surprise is highly important to the success of any opera
tion. Counterintelligence, by denying information to the enemy 
or misleading him as to our capabilities and intentions, assists the 
con~mancle~*in achieving surprise. In any operation, ”regardless 
of type, it is imperative that knowledge of the time and place of 
decisive action be kept from the enemy. All other information 
shoulcI be kept from the enemy to the maximum extent consistent 
with Micient execution of the operation. 

208. Counterintelligence activities and functions within a com.
rmmcl normally include secrecy discipline; concealment; communi
cation security; restrictions on the preparation,- transmission, and 
Me of docurncn ts; dcccptive measures including feints, demonst r:~
tiol~s, and ruses; regulation of the activities of press correspond
cl~ts, photographers, radio broadcasters, visitors, and such other 
pcxsons as may accompany or visit the command; censorship; 
countersabotage; security control of civil population; counter
cspimmge. Counterintelligence personnel also assist psychological 
w::dare agencies in the conduct of counterpropaganda activities 
(see par. 21T). Counterintelligence functions, procedures, and 

forms are covered in detail in FM 30 series. 

209. Security and operational efficiency are harmonious only up 
to a certain point, where their interests will inevitably clash. Wkn 
this point is reached, the responsible commander must decide 
which will take precedence. Furthermore, care must be ~xe~ciswi 
in prescribing counterintelligence measures, as troops tend to ilis
regarcl those which obviously are unnecessary cm unreasonable. 

210. U. Personnel must be trained to the constant observance of 
~~~recy ~~nder a]l conditions. Military information such as iil
structions, plans, operations, movements, ancl the stren@h, com.
position, or location of units never must be discussecI except in 
he of! duty and tl?en-on]y ~vith persons whose duties require such 
information. 

k Personnel will be trained with regarcl to their conduct if 
I 
. 



Captu’d. Each individual will be clircck?d to reveal to the enemy 
his name, rank, and serial number only, and to nmir~tain absolute 
silene~ when askecl any other questions; to cxcrcisc utmost dis
cretion in conversations with other prisol:ers. 

In	 prcpauing operabionsi it frequently will be advisable to 
special precautions to mnintain secrecy. Such puccm~tions, 

however, must not be so restrictive as to jeopardize the success 
of operations by withholdii~g information necessary to the forces 
involved. 

~126 a. ~Ia~imUm use mt~st be made of Zliltural and artificial tOll
ceahnent. Natural concealment shoukl be supplemented by camou
flage, where necessary. Since photographs will disclose things 
not visible to a observer’s unaided eye, commanders must prevent 
the making of tracks or other telltale marks in the vicinity of any 
installation, position, or other area occupied by the command. 

h. Hostile air activity may require that troop move~lents in 
exposed areas should be made uncler cover of da~k~iess and with 
restrictions on the usc of lights and radios. When the e2mmy 
possesses an effective air force, a blackout system must be cm
ployecl. Whenever possible, artificial means should he employecl 
to mask the sounds~ movement, especially in armored or motor
ized units. 

“’ C. Uncler ofavorable conditions, smoke can be placed ovw w 

.,	 shictcd areas for limited periods of time to conceal information 
cf importance. 

.	 . 

z]& a. Strict observance of regulations governing the prepara
tion, transmission, and use of classified dGcuments and other 
material (AR 380-5) is essential. 

b, Personnel in the front lines, on recomuissmce, or on missions 
over enemy territory, or othe~ ci~curnstances where capture is 
possible, will not have in thei~bpossession, under any conditions, 
any documents, official or personal, except those absolutely es
sential to the execution of the mission. 

C. Before leaving a camp, concentration area, bivouac, or rest 
area, and in withdrawals from defensive postions, troops will make 

-	 a systematic search of the arwi to insure that no documents, 
rnateria!, or other item of intelligence value to the enemy, remain 

.behind, 

z ] Q. Commander are responsible for the establ Mmmmt and nmin
tenance of signal communication security. within their commands. 
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? ‘Strict obsmwance of regulations re~ardin~ preparation, traIIs
“s:mission, and use of classified messages, incluilin~ clear-text copies 

aucl paraphrases thereof, is of the utmost importance. Wits of 
the Army Security Agency are responsible for the security sur
vcilkmce of friendly signal communication. use of codes Zmcl 
ciphers is generally restricted to personnel specially trained in . 
and cle~.red for cryptography. 

. 

Q~S. Regulations governing the activities of press correspondents, 
plmtogrq>hers, radio broadcasters, ancl visitors must be carefullv 
~j~c~~~~edand enforced. The activities of such persons are 2m~:
ltudly supervised by the public information ofiicer of the command. 
1-IQis guided in all security matters by the intelligence ofilcer. 

z ~& Censorship is the systematic channeling ancl technical ex
amination of all co~mmunications, other than ofl~cial utter, for 
the. purpose of suppressing information of value to the enemy, 

. . @ detecting illicit hostile activities, of insuring the accuracy of 
~eleaszible military information, and of collecting informathm 

,hdpful to intelligence. The effectiveness o-f unit censorship and 
%. ‘the e~cicmc~ of attached censorship teams is a responsibility ci 

. 
.’ / 

the commander. . 

z Iz The psych olo~ical warfare branch of higher headquarters 
such as army, army ~roup, and the~ter, carry out counterpron
iI~xncla measures. Assistance is rendered by counterinteliigen~c 
aqmcics which cictect the covert means employed by the emmy for.
dissimination of propaganda. It is essential that counterpropa
gfinda measures be controlled and coordinated by the highest 
echelon concerned so that conflicting statements may not be giwn 
Lothe enemy. . 

2 T8. Security measures applying to the civilian population are 
based upon policies announced by theater and higher heatlquayters
 

z,.ancl are normally executed by civil affairs or znilitary government
 
~&wsonnQl in close coordination with Counter Intelligence Corps
 
-.,.,,&&mhments and other counterintelligence agencies.
 

fg. 
!,:~1% a. ‘rhe mission of the Counter Intelligence Corps includes 

I!!?the conduct of counterespionage, cot&ersabotage, and countersub
1
,-, . 



C. Countep Intelligence Corps clctachrncnts operate within the 
area under control of the headquarters to which attached or as
signed, without regwcl to boundaries of subordinate units. Gen
emlly, Counter Intelligence Corps operations involve the employ
ment of me:tsures and techniques which are designecl to detect and 
apprehend enemy agents, puevent sabotage, uncover subversive ac
tivities within or pertaining to the military ancl civil populations, 
:md such other Mated tasks as may be requirecl. 

. 

i 
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CHAPTER6
 
. . 

SECURITY 

Section L GENERAL 

220. a. Security embraces aH measures taken by a conin~and to 

protect itseli against annoyance, surprise, and observation by an 
enemy. 9 

b. KnowIetIge of the situation and of the characteristics of the 
enemy’s weapons and equipment and familiarity with enemy 
tactical doctrines and procedures, when disseminated throughout 
the command, increases the effectiveness of security measures. 

. 

z 1. a. The primary mission of a sec~wity cletachment is to pro
tect the command against surprise attack and observation by hos
tile air and ground forces, and to maintain freeclom of maneuver 
for the command by gaining the time and space it requires to 
nm?~e the necessary ciispositions. Ileconnaissance provides in-
fol~llla~~ol~o~l ~~hic]~ to base sec~~rity measures to be taken for 
puotcction of the command. Continuous reconnaissimce therefore 

.
is essential on the part of all security detachments. 

b. Security forces operate primarily with reference to the 
command they secure; reconnaissance forces operate primarily 
with reference to the e~emy. 

222. The commander prescribes security measures for the pro
tection of the command as a whole and coordinates those &lopted 
bv subordinate commanders. Subordinate commandem” pro\7ide 
&Mional security required for their own local protection, in
cluding the protection of their lines of communications unless such 
protection is furnished by the higher cwmmmier. Commanders 
rnaintdri contact with adjacent security forces by signal communic
ation facilities, liaison pbmes, liaison agents, and patrols. 

. * 

XX?.M security measures include an adequate warning system i 
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wium promptly of hostile dispositions and OPWMUZWon %~ @w~d 
or in the ai~*. 

224. When contact is imminent, security meti~urcs mw i~~e~tied. 
However, security forces should be only, stnmgth b of sufficient
preservethe commwtdw% freulom of action. h their comm$l~ 
tion, consideration is given to preserving taeticd unity. N is 
advisable that they posstis mobility at 10@ equal to that d? the 
forces they w expected to oppose. 

2Q5. A carefully and completely integrated air-gmu~d pkm cGm
tributes to effective security. The ground cornmnnder should kXKVN 
exactly what friendly aviation is doing, All security plOM should 
take cognizance of such action and be drawn so as to fit th~ &’
ground plan, thereby taking advantage of warnings, information 
facilities, and assistance of the air forces. 

Section IL SECL$NTYCWFUNGMOVHWNT 
. 

, . 
.,+ :.22.6. A military fo~ce in movement secures itself by recmmais
;
.y“‘., ymce elements which operate in front of the comrnancl ancl by 
i>, 
n
/...“”~‘atllmmce, rear> and flank guards when appropriate Where ter

,.‘,’ ,~i~iu cof~clitions permit, the reconnaissance elements are mobile.
 
..
~:. :Qtqxmding upon the size ~nd composition of the commmd, the 

., i%ommaissance elements vary from large units of all arms and 
w. avi’ation to small detachments. 

, 

227. In the ofiensive, large forces, particularly armo~*ed and other 
nmbile formitions,” may be preceded by a covering force of com
bhmd arnls. ‘The purpose of such a force is the earlv development 
of the situation, including the crushing of hostile res;stm?ce within 
its power, or the seizing of a lmy terrai]~ feature. &lch a force 
prececles the column advance guards, hence nmst furnish its own 
security. It nmmdly wiH advance by bouncls from position to 
position. Against an aggressive enemy, cauc must be exercised 
to avoid defeat before the main force can intervene. ~ covering 
force qf this type therefore shou!d be given till possible mobility. 
Such a covering force ernp~oys the formations and tactics of any 

. force of comparable composition and mission. Covering forces
 
are mm~ dso on th~ defensive. I?br Wails see chapter 9.
 

~‘.&%Z~&%1~~commander of such “a covwix~g force normally Will oner-Z-’,. 
,.~+ia~~UXN$BRthe dired command of the force comm.:mdcr. The ~~0. 
~~~., covoting c;oes not cl im in ate INCCWW* $&@&~=~@MMcdb.y ih force 
f...!,:“yJ;i?~6titiiI;tif:~~6~IstI~Ye:jcomm anclw m ai n f orce~ IN al? by the of the 4. - !,,”$:+$V-.
,+j;~:ldl~$c :.i(titismwal commander will nrovid c ti-ie~ colmrms eaclh column 



the nec.wswy udvance guard and such flank and other security as 
the situation requires. Mobile reconnaissance detachments wiIl 
operate well forwhrd Of the aclvanci guards, maintaining contact 
with the covering force. 

. 

Q29. u. The advance guard of a column precedes its mainbody & 
wotcct it against surprise ancl ground observation, ml to insure 
& the main body adequate time and space for deployment. By 
a.ggrcssive action to overcome resistance within its capabilities 
it often maims it”possible to defer deployment of the main body. 

. 

b, Once contact with strong enemy forces is made, the action 
of the advance guard depends upon the column commander’s plan “ 
for the employment of his force. In the absence of specific in
stn[ ctions the advance guard commaniier takes the action calied 
for bv“ his mission and the situation. 

ZW. ~. ‘The adwmce guard commander is given early infarr.ation
 
of developments by supporting combat aviation} by reports from
 
the covering force, if one precedes the column, and by his own
 
mobi]e security elements. The advance guard commander is also
 
kept informed of the plans of his comnmncler as the situation, de
velops. Thus by the tii~~ cont:lct is made orders for the einpIov“
 
me~lt of the advance guard. will usually have been issuecl.
 

b. If the covering force is already in contact with the enemv 
the advance guard may extend the action in accordmce v~ith th~ 
cwcr-all plan.. If only mobile reconnaissance detachments hm-e 
preceded the advance guard the necessary measures are takc:~ 
~.oCICWIop aggressively the situation ancl protect the develop n:c:?: 
of the command. Where the situation permits, this normdiy is 
jmt accomplished by the seizu~e of terrain critical to tli~ needs of 
~~]~rn~.il~‘fl~dy. The enemy reaction to such action frequently VJH1 
ir.dic~>.f:eboth the hosti?e strength r.ncl clispositions. 

231. The .Strc ngth and composition of an aclvance ~~umxlvary with 
the strength and mobility of the commancl, its missiou, the situa
tion, the terrain, and the time of day. It shmdcl be no stronger 
than is necesary for security. Greater strength is r&ui~ed as 
the distance from the enemy decreases. For large commmls, it 
cOmpriscs components of all arms. 13ngineers are kepfi weli for. 
warcl in ttdvance guards. ~rtil~ery with the ~dvancc .gva d is 
~wcpurcd for prompt support, clisplwing by bounds from om~ 
firin~ positkm to another when cGntact is immincmt. (See chap

.t%” G.) 
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232. U. Reconnaissance ~viation and organic light aviation may 
transmit urgent information directly to aclvance guard corn- “ 
manders. Ample signal communicatmn between the covering 
force and elements of the advance guard and between the advance 
guaud and the main body must be provided. 

5. Organic light aviation is particularly useful for con~munica
tion ~3urposes thLecolumn. . within 

~33. a. The distance between the advance guard and the main
 
bociy is sufiicicnt to preserve for the commander his freedom of
 
action in the employment of the main body, but is never so great
 
as to expose the advance guard to defeat before assistance can
 

4 l’eaCh it. Distances are reduced at night, in close terrain, and
 

)d un er conditions of low visibility and restricted observation. 

b. An advance guard accomplishes its mission by searching the. 
terrain to the front and on each side of the line of march, muw
coming isolated hostile resistance, and preparing so far as prac
ticable the route of advance for the movement of the troops by 
removing obstacles ancl mines and by making minor repairs to 
briclges and roacko It reconnoiters those points which afiord ex
tenclccl observation of the dispositions of the main body, or which 
pyovicle concealment for hostile reconnoitering or harassing cle
tnchmcnts. It3 reconnaissance elements are aggressively sup
ported. ArtiHery with the advance guard is prepal*ed constantly 
to support the advance with part of its strength and with ail its 
fires i’n minimum time. The advance guard seizes and holds im
portant features of the terrain, particularly those that will cover 
the deployment of the main body from hostile observation. Ac
cording to circumstances it clrives back hostile covering detach
ments, ix opposes an enemy advance in force. 

234. ‘The formation of an advance guarcl is such as to insure its 
own security and provide su.5icient distribution in depth and wiclth 
for its maneuver. From front to rear, it is divided i&o higMy 
mobile reconnaissance detachments: the point, the advance party, 
the supnort, and the reserve. In small advance gua~ds, the reserve 
may be-omitted. 

235 When hostile resistance is net, the elements of the advance 
gu&d deploy successively on ~ broad front. Prompt support of 
leading elements is necessary. Precautions are taken against in
iiltuition by hostiie elements. 
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wincipal moclificatio~~s result from the superior rnobiliby of the. 
U:?its. ‘For these units, advance gu~rds operate with greater 
distances between their owri elements. The zone of reconnaissance 
is more extensive, both to the f rcmt and to the flanks, to provide 
the necewwy time for deployment of the faster moving force. 
Movement normally will be by bounds making a constant formal 
delineation between point, advance party, support, and reserve 
impractical. Close cooperation of reconnaissance aviation is es
sential. 

237. U. When the f!anks of a command are not protected by adja
cc]jt units, it frequently will become necessary to provide protec
~~onby using a pmtim of the command as a flank guard WhOSe 

mission is to protect the marching column f rom ground observation 
MN1surprise from the flank, and in the event of an attack in force 
to provide the necessary time and space for the clevelopment of the 
]miin Im3yo The flank guard usually moves parallel to the main 
body, either by bounds from position to position, or employing the 
~-ctic~ of an advance g~al’d, as appropriate. 

b. When the main body executes a flank march in proximity to 
the enemy, flank protection assumes great importfince; a strong 
flank guard is detailecl. The advance guard may be converted i“:to 
a flank guard to provide the protection required by a change in the 
direction of march. In this event, a new advance guard is or
ganized. . 

238.. The rear guard consists of a portion of the command which 
follows the main body in the zone of march, USUNYby bounds, for 
prohction of the rear of the main bocly from attack, ob~wwation, 

.Or interference by hostile forces. 

239. When the command makes a long halt during the course of 
a ma ~Cil, the advar.~e or rear guard establishes a march otutpost~ 
uswd]y from the support. Units of the support occupy critics! 
terrain features controlling the approaches to the column, es
tablish outguards at commanding points, and when necessary, send 
out patrols. 

5ecflon !11. SECLR!’i’YAT A HALT 
. 

240. .4 resting force secures itself by means of outposts which 
are security detachments consisting of portions of the command 
disposed to cover its front, flanks and rear, in order to protect the 
fioz.~eagainst annoyamce, surprise, and observation by hostile 
gro.upd fo~ces. 
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241!::Tlie strength, location, ml composition of outposts vary with 
the location, nlobility, mmmmnt, mlcl capabilities of the enemy; 
the terrain; the time of day; the size of the comnmnd to be 
st?cured; the degree of resistance desired; and the special tas!w 
Lssigncd. Its str.cngth should be sul%ckwt to permit timely warnhg, 
..-KIdcl~y JJ-lUmncccssnry~ of any hostile “forcewhich may penetrate 
more distant security elements, until the mail] body can ccrnpletc 
prcpm’atiol~s for action. *in outpost Shoukl be no Strongm’ tha!l 

‘	 iS consistent with reasonable security. An outpost may include 
varying proportions of the combined arms. Ilngineers fissume 
great @@ancc clue to the necessity for the constructicm of Ob

. stacles and, at times, of clcmolitions ancl destruction. 

z42. The outpost of a kwge conmmml is ~fividcclfrom rear to frout . 
into reserve} supports, outguards, nnd scntinclsm WheN inqmrhmt 
points to be secured lie outsicle the sectors of the supports, de
tached posts are established. 

243. T’hemksions of the reserveare to reinforce the forwarcl e]e-
Imnts of the outpost; to counte I*aMc1{; or, if the outpost has been 



——

kve tlm mission of discovering hostlk actiwty, giving’ the Mum j~ 
Cm of attack, ancl carrying out other orders---- -- specifically Pre
scribccl for their posts. SenKileliF”W16i~le postedl~p~rs. 1

f 

higher commander. 

24% ~;~tro]s execute ~econnnissance in advance” of the line OF 
sc]ltincls and in areas not coverecl by sentinels. Patrols also main
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._.aQst~s &o.take if it is attacked in force, outlines speckl recon
naissance to–be—e~ecutedjindicates tho approaches which are to 
be espwia!ly guarded, and regulates the signal communication to 
be estnliished between adjacent outposts. He may direct the 
establishment of detached posts either by elements of the main 
body or by the outpost. 

N5, a, The elements of tile outpost conceal their locations and 
‘maverrlents from ground andairobservfition. They preptwe their 
positions for all around defense. Maximum use is made of ob
stacles and mines, antitnnk and automatic weapons, and long-
range fires by artillery. The outposts thus attwnpt to deceive 
the enemy as to the true disposition of the main body, 
. 

b. Antitank weapons with the outpost are emplacecl to cover 
the favorable approaches. Positions suitable for daylight occu
pation will frequently require modification-to night positions which 
control night approaches, such as roads. 

256. The outpost should be supported by adequate signal comm
unication means established to facilitate prompt report to the 
con~mcmler of important information. Sigmd communication 
installations involvcc{ should consider both clay and night locations. 

257. Armored cavalry and motorized units detailed fo~” outpost 
should be used to extend reconnaissance and to acid increased depth 
to the security, YVhen at a distance from the enemy and not 
protected by other troops, these mobile units may be used to pro
vide security detachments to hold critical points on the routes of 
approach from the front, flanks and rear. �These detachments 
preferably are posted dlong favorable terrain features such as 
defiles, streams, and crossings which the enemy will be forcad to 
pass in his advance. Outguards are posted and patrols sent out 
from the cletachmcnts. Additional c!ose-in security may be re
qu ired by M main force. In close proximitv to the enemy the 
mobility of such units cannot be profitably ‘exploited and they 
generally will be replaced by less mobile elements. 

hction W. SECURHY MEASURES WITHIN IWWAC AW4S 

. 
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259. a. ~ln interior guard is established to defend imporkmt 
activities Or inskllaticms, and especidiy valuable miMriel such 
M guns or aircraft? to give the alarm in case of a{r~ oirbmmq 
gmncl, or gas attack, and to enforce traffic, police andcamou-
Mge discipline. E!uch guards sWM be given tiz&maximum pro
tection commensurate with the full performance of their duties. 

b, In hostil$ territory, intexior gwwclswe made stronger. It is 
oflxmnccoswry to have guards for bridges and railway st~tions; 
scuirching parties for enemy wire and radio instalktions; guards 
for prisoners, host~gq roads closed to civilian%a~c; and for 
other special security measures. 

260. ~ntitnnk weapons are ernpkwcd for direct fire in the event 
of armored attack. Antiaircraft weapons are habitually locatcd 
to permit ground fire when such does not interfere with the pri
n-xwy antiaircraft mission. When antiaircraft artillery units 
Iuwc been relieved of their primary mission, all antiaircraft 
wcapo~:s may be sited for defense against armored attack. How
CWX,no weapons should reveal the location of a concealed bivouac 
by prcl’mltul’e IN*O, . 

261, In addition to the responsibility of ench unit for its own anti
:Mxnwc sectwity~ mobiIe units d the rcscrvc may be dcsignahxl 
to ])rovide antinirborne defense as a high priority mission. 

262. a. A minimum of one oilicer at each headquarters of cc)m
nany size or larger, and one noncommissioned Oilhg in each ple. 
!oon, or sirnikw unit, are constantly on duty to alert the cmxmanci 
in an emergency, 

b. To dm.t :IH the troops, a genawl alarm is sounded. If the 
firm comma decides to nkwt certain troops ke notifiesncler only 
tkm by the quickest means avail alie. Upon alert each unit ns-
WXRblesin its designated area and reports its reac?inass to the 
cumnander. Quiet and orcler are nnintained. Prior rehearsals 
:LMhclcl in order that each man may know where to ~roand wlmt 
to do. b9 

263. Passive measures include diswmsicn, concealment a’nd cows. 
Iudivid~~al cowr should be availabic against air or armored attack. 
Camouflagemeasures are taken when required by the sitwxtion. 

5GcWmV. SECURITY’AGAINST ARMORED ATTACK 

264, 4Xwx!Mndion d all means of security a~ninst arnor~d tittuck 
is a comm.~nil resDonsibiIitY, Each unit comri~anc%r cmstantly 

. 
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employs all means availablo to him for this purpose. Measures 
taken will be integrated by, higher headquarters to insure co’ 
orclinnted security nga!ust m attack of any type. This coordirm
tion is achievecl by odwmce plwming md timely orders. Imp~*ove
ment of the security against hostile armor is a continuous process. 

265. a, The security measttves habitually Men for the local 
security of each Unit incluclc provision against mnoretl attack. 
The force commander wilt coordinate these local security measures 
by th~ assignment of specific scctws of responsibility and by 
proscribing other impoitant det~i!s. 

b, Security provisions for the protection of the force as a whoIe 
a!so include provisions against armored attaclt as part of thQ 
integrated security plan, ‘Certtiin measures atiording such pro
tection aflord common protection against attacks of other types, 
bo~l? grouncl and air. For example, mobile reserves strong in 
wmor usually are k~elclin reserve centwd!y located for use as a 
mmeuvering force against possible attacks including armored .
and airborne. 

. . 

266. tL Both active and p:~ssive mewuw are utiiizec[ in integrated 
combination. Active measures inchds empluymcnt of field artil
lel’y, combat avjation, chemical ngents, mtiaircraft artillery of 
types capaMe of direct fire against ground targets, timd~s and 
other antitank weapons. Missions assigned in instnnces will be 
secondary to the pri.nuwy missions assigned certain of the weapons 
involved. 

k Passive rneasurw include air” and ground reconnaissance, use 
of concdment, cowk, antitank mines, demolitions ancl natura! and 
fir bificial obstacles inclutliog t!w use bf buildings and organized 
localities. 

\ 

167. ~. i$ll su~ measures should be employed to insure maxi
rnurn efi$ectiveness. An ellicicnt wmmhg syskm with a cOm.xKn
akd intelligence and signal communicr.ticn system provicles for 
early and continuing information of the presence and nctiu21 of 
hos ~il~ forces including armor or air. I?riendly air missions are 
employed to discover and attack hostile armor and when neces
sQry assist in transmission ‘of i~tiormation md orders. A i~l~p 
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b. ANWXKI cavalry reconnaissance elements OIXWIWwell to 
W2 front and flanks to giye warnin~o All round observatioti aml v{ 
recOmlnissance agencies me trained to make immediate report of 
an wv-no~*eclthreat by the most c:q)eclitious mums wmikblc. Wkn 
the tmtkxi! situation permits, artillery may be USCd~t long ancl 
medium ranges to break u~lhostile armored attwks and fit medium 
and short ranges to clestroy individual tanks. 

263, ~h.’ c[etds of defensive” measures against armored ahck
 
see chapter 8.
 

%c~ion VI. SECURITY AGAINST AR ATTACK 

269. All units must take appropriate nwasures agahlst air attack 
and air rcconnaissancea Nlcasures taken by units ~for their cwn 
protection are a responsibility of comrnancl and should ba il?clndwl 
in orders. Active means of protection include fighter aviation, 
antiaircraft artillery and other suit~able organic weapons, Passive 
means inqlude the air” warning system, concealment, c1isperson 

cover. Memmres taken vary with the situation, the degree 
kibil.ity, the concealment a INI cover a~tforded by the terrai~~, 
the cap~~bilities of tho enemy’s aviation. “ 

Mwisurcs authorized units for the~r own protection must 
prcwicle for reliable iclentifici~tion of aircrait tlwough either an 
:(ir warnh;g system or by the actions of the aircraft thei~~sel~res. 
In p!nnning for defense against an attack commanders take into 
consideration the effectiveness of available weapons, the tactics ai~d 

. emcctiveness of hostile ~air}clispersion of troops? terrain character
istics, and requirements of speed and stealth of movement. 

271. In the comht zone, the antiaireraf t aNillery with the t ski 
:~rmy” ~jrovides the antiaimwf t defense of all ~air!%kls and otkcr 
~lir Force instaikdhs, field artillery, priwipal t~oog cor.~e”r.ti.*:~
tions and assembiy positions, important con~zmil and supp!’: in
s talkdions, and movement of troops through ddh and &her 

&critical localities. 

272. ‘Ne fii-st requirement of antiaircraft security is an efficien~ 
warni n (JOsystem to detect and trace movements of hostile aircraft,.3
 
md to disseminate timely information to frie~~clly ngencies.
 

273. Upon receiving nn air akrm, tYoops in !msition, bivouac, o: 
billets seek the nearest concea!n~cnt or cover nnd remain motion
.Iass. ~~ gentwd, fiot troops on the ro~~d(l@oy ~~id seek cover. 
Wlmn tba of warkw rxn’mitd, foot troops will deploy off the 



road and continue the march. In general, motorized or wrnored 
troous continue the march, quickening their speed when possible. 
.+11iuitable weapons open fire on hostile aircraft when the situa

. tion favors sLIch action. 

WI. When the situation indicates the ]:ecessity for continued 
movement, particularly by day, ml a command is subjected to 

~ frequent air attacks, maximum adwmtago is taken of clispersion 
and available conceahncnt and covc~*without delaying the move
ment. ~roops must be prepared to accept smne casualties rather 
than delay arrival of large units at their destination at the 
appointed time. 

27S. ~ command diminishes its vulnerability to air observation 
and attacli by adopting dispersed formations and increasing speed 
of movement. Dispersion in formation may be accomplished by 
increased width and depth of disposition or by reduced density 
within columns or groups. 

276. Measures taken for concealment seek to thwart both hostile 
visual reconnaissance ancl air photography. The presence and 
position of troop3 are cliscloscd to an air o?xerver by movement, 
by regultir formation or outline, by reflection of light, or by dust, 
smoke, or newly made tracks and int renchments. Commanders 
will take appropriate countermeasures to prevent detection. All 
troops should be impressed with the necessity for individual 
camouflage protective measures. 

277. a. ~hadows cast by the sun early in the morning and late in 
the afternoon facilitate concealment. Iluring darkness, blackout 
provicles effective concealment. Artificia! ilhmlination can be used 
to increase conceahncnt by blinding the enemy as well as by 
casting shaclows. Woods a21dvillages aflord concealment from air 
observation and reconnaissance. Incliviclual cover is provided by 
digging fox holes. 

b, Intrenchrnents and field works are visible from the air unless 
carefully sited and camouflaged. Protection is sougM by the 
distribution of the defenses on the terrain and by their adaptation 
to concealment and cover, such as buildings, brush, hedges, banks, 
ditches, and cuts. 

278. The antiaircraft security of a column depends in large meas
ure on the success of its concealment in its last bivouac. During 
movement security measures must consider the visibility and the 
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possi!~ilities of dispersion. Proper march planning will usua!ly 
permit adequate dispersion during ““the formation of march 
ml un~ns and movement into bivouac or assembly areas at the end 
OF a ma~cho During temporary halts troops anti vehicles c!ear 
the road ancl take full advantage of cover. Distances bet~~eeen 
vehick and elements in the COIUGUIare increased when the situa
tion permits. Antiaircraft protection is particularly essential at 
crossings and at defiles. If sufficient antiaircraft is available 
some should be distributed within the column to supplement or
~anie means. 

Section W. SECURITY AGAINST A!! WORNE ATTACK 

279. a. The threat from airborne troops requires special security 
measures. Responsibility for these measures extends through a!l 
echelons of command. The measures adopted within each echelon 
aYecoordinated to provide a unified system over the entire danger 
area. 

b, Many of the security measures taken against armored attack 
coIIstitute common protection against airborne attack. Security 
meiwures common to both include warning systems, certain re
co)maissance measures and the provisiou of mobile reserves. 

z30. a. In general, the security measures required should provide 
earl y information, permit attack of incoming enemy transports 
by combat aviation and antiaircraft fire and the destruction of 
parachute troops while they are in the act of landing or imme
diately after. Landing forces not so destroyed should be isolated 
fmm resupply and reinforcement and attacked and clestro~*ed as 
rapidly as the situation permits. 

b. Passive measures include the obstruction of nll possib!e kmd
ing fields not required by frienclly air operations. .kreas 03
shwctecl would include landing fields, open fields, straight stretch.es 
of level highway or other possible drop zones, or landing fields fo~* 
hostile airborne troops. 

2.B1. For additional details relative to antiairborne security meas
u res see chapter 9. 

Sectkm WL SECURITYAGAINST CHEMICALATTACK 

z82. Responsibility for the measures necessary to provide security 
against chemical attack lies with the unit connnnnder. Timely 
and aclequate protective measures wil! minimize the likelihood of 
a dmrnical attack or Greatly reduce the effactiveness of the attac!< 
shouM tlm ariemy resort to this type of warfare. 
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2i14. Protective equipment to assist the commander in discharg
ing his responsibility consists of two general types-

u. The protective equipment provided for tha individtml soldier 
consisting of the gas mask, protective ointment, prot~ctive COVerS$ 
and protective clothing. 

b. Collective protective equipment provicled for the protection 
of groups of individuals or organization equipment and supplies, 
consisting of collective protectors for gas proof shelters, p]*otec
tivc covers for cqui~jmcnt and supplies, gasproof curtoins, and 
dccont.aminating equipment and supp]ies. 

2s5. The tactical measures taken by a eommmxkx to protect his 
command from chemical attack i~cludes: troop dispositions which 
take advantage, as far as practicable, of terrain unfavorable for 
gas concentrations and the avoidance, evacuation, or dccontnmin
“atIon to the extent ~ossible, of gassed areas. 

Section X. S?iCIJR1l’YAGAMT RADIOLOGICAL WWXXNS 
* 

2i36. Tha introduction of atomic weapons has product- [ the ~ddi. 
tiomd prob[crn of protection of personnel from the harmful ef
fects of radiation and raciio-active materials. Increased clfspcrsion 
of units and installations up to the limits of efiective control 
wilI reduce the effect of atomic weapons. ROtective measurm 
inchlde radiation reconnaissance, posting of danger areas, and 
insuring that personnel required to enter these areas do not 
receive more than the maximum safe exposure to the radiation. 

Sec~km X. SECURITYAGAINST IWX(2GICA1 WARFARE
 

-237. The threat of biological warfare imposes upon all Cmrb 
manders the xesp~nsihility for protection of ymm~cd fromthe 
ed%wtsof this form of attack. Definite iriformation ~ the em
pl~ent of” biological warfare will probably be Wssamina%d 



TROOP MCNWWNT 
# 

o 

2SS. Troop movements are made by marching (by foot, animal, or 
motor), by rail, by water, by air, and by various combinations of 
these methods. . 

. 

28% A successful movement places troops at their destination at 
the proper time and in effective condition for combat. It is the 
task of commandos to reconcile the conflicting requirements of 
rapidity of mownlellt and conservation of fighting power. 

290. special attention to the care of t~*oops and to the means of 
trallsportatio~l is essential to successful movement. Commanders 
take the necessary measures prior to a movement to place men 
and transportation in the best possible condition and e:<ercise the 
necessary supervision ‘during ancl after the movement to main

,	 tain them in that condition. lilxtremes of weathel* constitute 
one of the greatest sources of hardship on tha march. 

Section N. FOOT MARCHES 

291. The ability of a command to achieve dccisivc results on the 
battlefield may depend, in a large measure, upon the marching 
capacity of the tl*oops. Troops must be conditioned to withstand 
the most unfavorable march conditions” which they are likely to 
encounter in operations. They must be hardened gradually to 
this standard. Once attained, standards should be maintaimil, 
even though extensive use at times may be made of mechanical 
transport. 

292. During active operations, ~Yoops must not be allowed to 
become unnecessarily fatigued. They are not ke@ in column nor 
under arms any long~r tl~a~~necessary, and full use is made of 

c 



nwhmical ‘mans of transport for both the men and their equjp
. 

. 

not always be possible to attach suiTlcient motor 
a commmc? to enable it to move all its pc:sonr. el 
one trip, the ability of a command to col:ce:ltrnte 

,swerior forcels quickly at t’he desired pIace, in time to achieve a& 
decisive result} will often depend upon skill in tb.e use of organic 
moztor transportation to move by echelon. Whether the ;lcr~~~+l 
ioads of motxw vehicles arc clispatclmcl before or nftcr the foot 
troops depends upon the mkwc of these hxids wd the tactical 
situation. The amount of orgmic tmnsportation whic!l prudentk 
can be clivertecl from its normal purpose to move foot troops cl;
I:WIS upon the degree of readiness for combat required by nil or 
part of the conwnand, the supply requirements, the h~zard of 
;wmob i!izin.g essential Ionclsat a critical time, and the consequence 
oi possible disorganization of the command by enemy action. IZx
ceptfor these vehicles issued for the movcix.ent of active 
~;~i~has prime movers or weapon carriers, all trucks of any relit 
[Im considered as a pool of transporMion to be used as 

294. The location oi the detrucking area is largely glepencld on 
the time required to complete the movement, the emxm-’s capabili
ties to interfere with the movement, the location o~ cover and 
terrain suitable for the detrucking, and tile employment of the 
troops involved. The time requijed to complete the mow? is 
di%cted by the number and condition of roads, the distance ba
twccn entrucking and detrucking areas, the availalic trcmsport, 
the time length of columns, the delay caused by enemy interference . 
or other obstructions, the time lag between the issuance of odeus 
find the beginning of the march and, if the move is to ~Je ma[~c 
i:~ more than one trip, the time consumed in loading and unlcndi:g 
~wrmnnel and equipment and in assembling and organizing vtce
FL~clcsat turnarouncls. 

295. ~. In the execution of movements, the commander .~ivklcs his 
commancl into tactical groupings which are moved successiwly to 
their destination. Completely mobile units, such as armored 
divisions, can make the entire movement in one forwa~d trin usi:~g 
organic transportation. Units which are not completely ~iobile, 
can move successive tactical groupings by augmenting thair or
ganic transportation with transportation ibtaincd fro:n higher 
headquarters, or can accomplish the move in two or more trip S, 
using their organic transportation only. 



b. When recessary, administrative 10wIs not immediately needed 
for combat can be left in the OICIarea and moved forward when 
thti movement of troops and ciscntial equipment and supplies has 
been completed. As far aS practicable each grouping for m.ove
ment”is composed of the units normally associated tactically in 
combat, together with the organic weapons, ammunition, and 
rations, of such units, so that each grouping will constitute a 
tactical formation ready for combat employment at its destination. 

2%. I?oot and motor movements may be combined. When a move
ment by organic motors cannot be completed in the allowable time, 
a combination foot and motor move maybe aclvisable. I?oot troops 
to be transported in a later echelon may march from the initial 
point to an intermediate entrucking point where they will be met 
and picked up by vehicles returning from an earlier echehm; or 
foot troops transported in an early echelon may be detrucked 
short of their destination ancl march the remainder of the distance 
whi!e their vehicles turn around and return fo~*the foot troops 
of a )ater echelon. Pku’E for a combined foot and motor movement 
must be flexible because circumstances in forward areas can 
easi]~ disrupt the time schedule. 

29T. In an overseas theater of cmcrations,. the avai!able n~oto~* 
fuels and motor transportation are generally limited, and at times 
critical. IVequcntly however, large bodies of troops must be 
rnovecl quickly either to intervene decisively in combat or & exploit 
a defeated enemy. Such movements often are organized so that 
the foot elements of the cornrnand are transported m organic ancl 
attached transport, without unloading normal loads, to permit the 
command to move as a whole, without return trips for personnd or 
other loads remaining at pi*evious locations. In order to accomp
lish this type of movement, rmtor transportation is overloaded. 
The individual soldier may ride in or on portions of the vehicle 
not designed for personnel accommoclations. Tanks ar.d other 
special purpose vehicles also a~orcl transportation fo~ foot ele
me nts. IWcn under these conditions, tkle tactical integrity of the 
foot elements should be preserved. . . 

298. Preparations for and the conduct of movemenk by successive 
trips are greatly facilitated by the adoption of standing operating 
procedures. Otherwise, the preparation of plans and orders for 
such moverlents we very time-coi~sumi]~g. 

2%?. ‘fV!~eilUMX.Lt 
vrotecthm Of the 



tactical groupmoving in the first trip, and to the security of the 
routm of movement to the detrucking area, 

Scc~lon W. NIGHT MARCHESAND FORCEDMARC:iSS 

300. Night marches often are required to protiicle concealment 
from air and ground observation and security from alr attack. 
‘l%cymay be made for the purpose of avoiding excessive heat. 

301. Night marches must be carefully pkmncd. Prior reeonn&-
SONCCof routes and assembly areas is especially important. Special 
precautions are taken to insure the maintenance of direction and 
contact within the column. Guides and connecting groups usually 
NC necessary. 

302. When troops are being moved by night marches for the puN
pose of concealment, movement before dark exceut by small cie
[achments should be prohibited, and daylmak &ould find the 
troops either in position or in conceded localities. Measures to 
m~intain secrecy must be rigidly enforced. Such measures may 
inchcle enforcement of light discipline; instructions to llak or 
to clear the road when illuminated by fiarcs; rapicl bounds by motcr 
elenmnts between successive areas of concealment; radio siler.ce; 
a ml when near the enemy, the maintenance cf silence by personnel, 
:]ml so far as practicable, the suppression of noises made by 
�V@~iclesand equipment. . 

2423. F’orced rnarchw impair the 
0rdy unclcrtakcn in cases of necessity. .bwilabk nmtcr trans
portation is usecl to the maximum to meet the requirements. Tile 
Iciq$n of marches of foot and rnountecl troops is usuai~y i~creasd 
by increasing the number of marching hours a day, rather th~n h;ti 
increasing the hourly rate of march, The ma~c’h may be brc!:~n 
by halts of several hours’ duration. .4 10ng forced nlarch ~r;~~
ticcblly becomes a succession of daily marches of glxmtcr Wn 
:werxge cluration. (See FM 101-10.) 

t 

Sect[on V. TACTICALCONSIDERATIONS “ 
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305, a. ‘I%e principles of security apply, md appropriate measures 
must be taken for security in al] types of movcme~lt. When con
tact with the enemy is imminent, tactical considerations govern 
march dispositions. Columns are constituted in accordance with 
their tactical missions. Service troops and kitchen and baggage 
traius may be held in a protected area and moved forward under 
cover of darkness$ after the hostile situation has been developed. 
When the situntion permits the movement may be made by bounds 
during claylight. 

h. When contact with enemy ground forces is remote the prin
cipal object of march dispositions is to facilitate and expedite the
 
movement of troops and to conserve their energy. Commanclers
 
make use of the available motor transpo~*tation for moving foot
 
troops. As far as practicable, columns are composed of units
 
having the same rate of movement. Columns having differen~
 
rates of movement are assigned separate roads or their movements
 
by the same road are echeloned in time, 

306. In an achmnce against the enemy a large unit is assigned
 
successive objectives, or a mission and a zone, or routes of rnovc
ment. A kwge unit whose zone of movenmnt includes several
 
rol~tcs assigns routes or zones to its compor,ent units in accordance
 
with its plan of maneuver.
 

3c)7. The commander’s movement order prescribes the time and 
place of departure of his columns so as to prccluce the desired 
formation. Movements may be controlled bv prescribing the hour 
when the head of the main body of the r&pcctive columns will 
continue the advance beyond the designated phase lines. Inter
‘mediate objectives may be prescribed in the order or during the 
movement. Column. commanders report promptly when these 
objectives are reached and at other designated ti~.es. The iAm” 
m Mwcc of contact with strong forces prbpmwl for battle, t?w 
~rc!)ablc inquality in progrws of the swwrai columns, and suitab?e 
tc]-i”ain ntiording concealment, cover , and !P.ctic:d ackmtfiges kwgc
ly determine the length of bounds. Ccntrol of the movement inzy 
also be obtained without the designation of phase lines. Wxilcr this 
procedure, subordinates furnish periodic position reports and the 
commander effects his control by issuance of orders during the 
movement. 

308. When the enemy main fcrces are distant, !axge forces usu
ally move in a broad and deep formatiou in order to permit 
flexibility of maneuver mxl to achieve rapidity of nmvemc:lt. Ite
connaissance troops connoiter the assigned zone and gain contact 
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with the hostile forces. Security against motorized and armored 
forces is provided in the zone of re~onnaiswmco through the suc
cwsivc seizure of road centers and natural terrain Iices and by the 
aggressive action of mobile elements operating well to the front 
m~ on unsupported flanks~ 

3W. On closer approach to the enemy, the zone of reconnaissance 
]~t~cornesless extensive and less time is availab~e to prepare fcr 
combat. 

310 a. A formation in depth provides maximum flexibility of 
m;~newer but delays deployment in the direction of rn~v~~ei~~. 

It is the easiest of all formations to control, enables the comnxwhr 
to exert the maximum influenc6 in coordinating the action of the 
forces initially engaged, and insures the availability of units in
tended for maneuver. ” o . 

b. A formation in width increases readiness for deployment in 
the direction of movement. Maneuverability is restricted, cspeciol
ly after gaining contact; changes of direction are difl.cult. 

C. .%formation in which columns iwe echeloned to a flank faciii-
Wes maneuver and deployment to tlmt flank and retains; to 
wwyj ng degrees, the advantages and disadvantages of both forrn
a~iom in width m-d depth. 

. 

3 I I. WheII contactwith strong forws prepared for battIe is imw.i
nen ~, the commander assures himself of continued possession of 
;Urmirl SNitable for subsequent maneuver ancl deveIops his com
nmml for combat. He coordinates further aclvance by pycsxibkg 
lines that will be seized by the advame guards whiie the m:~iri 
W im of the respective columns are suitaliy clisposed for combat 
within supporting distance. After a march has begun, variations 
in cchehmment are obtained by halting certain cohmms or by 
changing the duration of their rest periods. 

312. In an advance, commanders ancl their st~;i~ pm-ties arc well 
ll)i”wml. The conmxmder goes whore he best con qpntrol the 
cucration, u suaily with his principal column or with the co!wnn. 
along which the axis of si=nal cornmunicr.tions is being ~st aklisl;ed. 
0 i-clinarily, the commander and his staff party move ‘by bouncls to 
~~ccessive locations where messages maybe received mld sent. He 
mfiy be accompanied by one cr of M principal suhordini-~te~Aor& 

~0-~~iar~ders. 
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procechre, supplcrnenkd, aS neces:wy, by special hYJtL”uctions. 
Ordinarily, the means employed r.re messe~~ger aid rndiu. Light 
aircraft, including or@nic aviation, may IIC &d to maintain 
contact between columns and to rqort their arrivaI at successive 
march objectives. 13xisting cor.me~*ciaI signal COIl??’.NIIliCatiOil 
SySknK are utilized where desir~~!e, 

,314. .%column includes nli units under a single commander which 
use a single route, A column includes its security detachments, 
the main body, and the tlfains, The formation and movement of 
each of these groupings are regu]atecl by a designated cormnander 
in accordance with instructions of the column commander. llis
tance between the groupings is regu?ated by the column cwn
mamier. The maintenance of roads and the removal of obstac!cs 
make advisable and may require the presence of an enginee~” 
unit with the advance gunrd or near the head of each principal 
column. For details of advance guard movement see chapter & 

31S. The orc!cr of march of a column of all arms aclwmcing against 
the enemy is dependent upon the terrain, the tactical situation, the 
mission of the cohmm, and the relative mobility of tile component 
units. The order of march of security detachments ordinarily is 
prescribed by their respective cmnmanciers. The column com
mander prescribes the order of march of the main body. .“. . 

3 I & u. When- contact with the enemy is possible, the okder of 
march of a column composed of elcments of approximately equal 
mobility is based upon the requirements of security ancl the prob
able order of entry of units into action. . 

k Artillerv* is pkce~ within the column in axler to insuzc its 
availability for early and adequate support of the security forms 
and the initial action of the main body. Provision should be made 
for the protection of this artillery. 

C. Antitank weapons are disposed to p~ovide protection to the 
moving column. Some antitank weapon3 are attached to security 
detachments. . 

d. Motor vehicles redred in the exercise of command a12d con
trol of the column m%~rily advance by bounds. They inter
fere to the minimum extent with other elements. Administrative 
nmtor elcnmn~h pertaining to staf parties ordinarily move at 
ai$h~+ W head or tail of their units. 

e~ TraiIM are so placed in the column as to M aw.ikzble to tlwir 
W@MEm%nn requirad. Trains not immediately required may be. 
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areas in rear and sent fwwzrd when the sit ua
ticm permits, 
held in protected . 

3I7. orders for troop movements must be issued sufllciently in 
M!wmcc to permit preparation for those movements by the troops. 
FOV details see FM 101-5. 

o ]~. Noutes should be reconnoitered and marked prior to the 
CtJPIIl?cncen’.clltof the march. Bridge capacitic~ siwukl be incli
catd. ‘I%cdimensions of underpasses should be checked fi~ainst 
[’eh!clc dimensions. Thdy measures arc tdom for preparation 
or s~wum crossings and for the rcmovfil of obstac!es ml other 
possible causes of deky. Careful cx~mination is macle of fords, 
bri~!ges, and ice before attempting a stream crossing. 

3~% Cross-country marches usually will be necessary in the cle
vcloprnent and approach march preliminary to batt!c, or in the 
extension of a command for the purpose of diminishing its vuhMr
:Mlity to air attack. 

320 Or nppronch of a column to close contact with strong hosti!e 
fm&, it becomes necessary to abandon the roacl and to dcvelo:l 
ihe route column into a broader formation. The deve?oprncnt o’f 
n large command is expedited by an advance in several cohmms. 
The area where development starts ordinarily depends upon the 
e(~wti~~enessof the erlemy’s artillery fire. As a rule, time can be 
saved and losses avoided by detouring isok~ted areas under bmsti!c 
observation or fire rather than by starting early devclopmmt. 

321. The cievdopmerk of the column k eficctcd by brcnkhg the 
sinj~le column into several roughly paual!el cohmms, each c: whic!i 
is assignecl a march objective. As contact with the enemy bcconw~ 
imminent, these columns themselves are developed i~:to smnllcr 
columns. Time is genbr~lly gained in ‘he execution of the develop
ment by assigning the longest routes to the leading units of the 
coiumn. & 

322. The result of the complete clevelopment of the command is 
the distribution of the troops in accordance with the colylmanc?er’~ 
plan of action. The development of a division usually terminates 
in the occupation of attack positions by f rent line units prclhinary 
to deployment for attack or defense. (See par. -WI.) 

323. Whenever prac~icable, assembly areas nrs dwwn which a~c 
screened from hostile air and ground observation, ‘Jkxuw!nwhich 
provides turn arounds for motor vehick, natural protection 
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og&ust an armored nttack, ancl Gcccssiblogrouncl observation is 
desirable. The position shoukl be such :I?at the troops have at 
their disposal favorable lines of advance to their combat positiorw 
When the terrain does not a~ord conccalrnen$ the asscmMy areas 
of a division i~ daylight are usually beyond the effcctiv~ rafigc 
of medium hostile artillery. The Nwnlbly al’eas arc ~rGt~Ctd 
by antitank and antiaircraft weapons and 10CU1security detach
ments At times combat aviation may be necessary and available 
for this purpose, 

324. Massing of units in close fommtion in assembly areas is 
avoided, Units are separated by surlcient intervals and distances 
to insure that concentrated targets are not offered to hostile air 
attack or artillery fire. Virhen the possibility of attack by other 
weapons exists, dispersion slmdd be increas d to the maxmium 
degree the tactical situation permits. 12ach unit makes its own 
provisions for local W-around security. 

325, When a command executes its development uncler cover of 
darkness, all preparations for the movements are completed, as 
far as practicable, before dark. I?’ovcesin contact aggressively 
c?eveloptho hostile situation. lloutes of aclvance are recmmoitered 
P.nd nmvlwcl. Artil!wy prcpmes to protect the occupation of the 
fissemliy area by occupying suitdie firing positions before dark 
or completing its preparations for night firing. In general, the 
pertinent provisions for night marches apply during such a 

.(?envelopment. 
. 

Seef~O~V1. MARW i30C7NN:S 
... . 

326. a. In each arm and service, movement is based upon march 
units and serials. In foot units, the foot ekxnents of the battalion 
constitute a serial and the companies or p!atcons constitute march 
units. In motorized and armored units, the size cf the march unit 
is governed by the number of vehicles that can be easily controlled 
by one commander. March units me grouped together into serials 
to facilitate control and to simplify the issuance of orders. 

b. In each march unit the order of march of the several com
ponent units, is normally changed daily. Rotation in the order 
of the march of larger units” also may be ordcrecl when permitted 
by the situation. . 

327. a. ~.idznce between mtu’c~ units, anti between elements 
within m~rc~ units, is prescribed for each marclh in accordance 
with the situation. 

, ,, .~,,-.
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[X I)i [Ihwnces in the rate of ma~ch in colu&s are abso~*becIas 
!W as practicalie within the space between march units. In motor 1. 
co]umns, clif~erences also are absoi.bed between vehicles. (See 
F31 25-1OJ 

.
 
32S. ~~ march serial composecl of more than one march unit is
 
placed in the desired order of march by scheduling the arrival of
 
the successive n~arch units at an initial point. The initial point
 
is located in the direction of march. It shoukl be inconspicuous
 
to hostile air observation and easy to identify on the ground.
 

. 

329. The location of initial points, and the time at which the
 
~eacis of columns pass and the tails of columns clear them, are
 
s~;t~cclin the march order or in a march table accompanying it.
 
‘Nlqen a hwge unit marches in several colurnps, the march order
 
SIKWkifix an initial point for each column.
 

aso. (km-nandcrs of the serials coxnposing each” column consider
 
Lhc route to be fol~owwi in reaching the illit~al point, calcuk@ the
 
time required, anti start their commands so that there will be
 
neither delay nor waiting at the initial point or ekeyhere.
 

331. When several elements of a command marching by dificrent
 
routes are to join on a single road or when their routes of mayck
 
cross each other, arrival at or clearing of the point of junction
 
is so timed as to prevent interference between columns. The time
 
of arrival at and clearance of such critical points will be stated for
 
ci~ch serial in the march order. 

332. ]~hen an LlnfOreS~enCr05hg of t\W Cohlmns occurs and no 
control perscmul of a superior headquarters is present, the senioz 
c(J]~~mmder present regu!ates the crossing, basing his action on the 
situation and the missions of the two columns. 

333. Motor columns may move in open or close column formation 
at prescribed rates or by infiltration. .(See FM %40.) 

334. Ordinari~y, troops keep to the right of the road, Maving the 
W free for passage of other traffic along the cokm. On muddy, 
sandy} or dusty roads, or when both sides of the road proviiie 
concealment from air observation, or when attack by hostile com
bat aviation is probabk, troops may be directed to march on bcth 
si ties of the road, the middle of the road being kept clear for other 
tri~fic. Guaids should always be posted in rear-of troops on the 
road to warn appro~ching vehicles and prevent them from running 
into the tail of the marching column. 
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33s, Halts during a march area necessity and arc habitwd[y takou 
at regultir intervals to rest men and auim.als, to “service whicks, 
to acljust equipme~t, ancl for other purposes. Halts gellefa]]y ~re 
regulated by standing operating procedure, or by the nmch orc!c:. 
Wit commanders are promptly notified of the time and approxi
mate length of any IMts not provided for in the standing operat

order. Security, comfort of the troops, 
operations influence the selection of t!w 

336, CL Mm the tirst halt, uswdlvW 15 minutes, columns con
taining foot elements halt 10 minutes each hour. The halts of 
motor cohmms are made every Z or 3 hours, and usually are speci
fied in march orders. March units of foot troops halt simultaneous
ly and resume marching simultaneously; all march units of motor
ized or armored troops may halt and resume marching simul
taneously or successively.. At the signal for the halt, units bear 
to the side of the road. On orcler troops fall out or dismount to 
rest. The road must be left clear by units at a halt. 

~. Shortly before the termination of the halt, the commander 
of each march unit gives the preparatory signal for the resump
tion of the march. Foot troops fall in, mounted men remount, 
driwus resume their seats. Each unit “moves out at the signal of .
its unit comnar.ckr. 

337. It is desirable to finish the day’s march early. However, the 
length of the march or the clesirabi!ity of avoiding exccssivc micl
dzy heat may render it advantageous to make a long halt toward 
the middle of the day. At long halts, each unit or group moves to 
a previously reconnoitered location near the rolute of march. 

338. Men are not permitted to fall out during the march or to 
leave the immediate vicinity of their ~nit during halts, without 
the specific authority of an oilicer of their unit, ~n officer who is 
charged with keeping the unit closed up and with preventing strag
ghg marches at the tail of each march unit. This oficel+ ex
amines men who fall out on account of sicknes or sore feet, and 
gives them a written note to the su~*geonor requires them to con
tinue the march. A small guard marches at the tail of each regL 
ment and Separate unit to control stragglers not admitted to the 

by the surgeon. ~ec~ic~wl~~~]~ic],~ March casuaRies are reduced by 
prompt foot inspection at the close of each day’s march. such 
inspections usually are conducted by company officers in conjunc
tion with Medical Department aid men. 
. . 
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3Q0. A vehicle which is compelled to halt moves off to one side
 
of the road and signals vehicles in rear to p~ss. DisabIed vehicles
 
nR rcmovccl promptly from the road. Motor maintenance ele
n:ents normally are placed at rear of column.
 

~~~~, Asscrnblies from ma~ch co!umns may be made at long halts, 
to occupy assembly positions during clevelopment for combat, at 
e]?f.rucking and detrucking areas, and for other purposes, The 
coltinm conimander selects the assembly area in accordance with 
~he situation or instructions received, He allots portion3 of the 
a~ea to component elemlents according to the situation and prob
ab!c future action. When contact with enemy ground forces is 
remote, m+wchconsiderations and comfort of the mcn nia~”govcw 
d@ositkms for assembly. In large units troops are ske!bmd 
iw C1OSCto the route of march as practicable and are distributed 
in depth to facilitate shelter, supply, the anticipated order of 
march, and security from enemy air nctivity. 

342. Wlmn contact with the enemy ground” or airborne forces is 
probable, tactical considerations govern the distribution of troops. 
IWmtages arc increased but units remain echeloned in clenth with 
all around security. Trains and units lacking adequat~ means 
of self-clefense are conceded, dispersed and protected in areas, 
gmerally well to the rear, or with troops equipped for defense. 
\\ ’l_-ieneverpracticd~e, arrangements for the occupation of the 
area are based upon detailed reconnaissance. 

343. Assembly areas may bc announced in the initial march orders 
or during the course of the rnovem.ent. In eitlwr case, Subsequent 
wwmgements are facilitated greatly by having represen%tives of “ 
the major units march near the head of the column. The column 
commander announces the location of his command post, and 
indicates to the representatives of the major units their respective 
areas in sufficient time and detail to prevent congestion and delay 
in elcaring the roads. T&sc representatives, after reconnoiter
ing th~ir respective areas and routes thereto, meet their units and 
COIIdUCt them to their assembly areas. . 
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344. Ihwision is i~ade for tra~~c Co’ntroland security, R~ds me 
promptly clenred. This is expcclitcd, and wear aod tear on wio!or 
vehicles is mducecl by prepm’ing turn-outs fit p!aces wlw~e lr.otor 
cohmuw leave the roads. I?o~*this pur~ose, cngineer3 equipped 
with bulldozers are especially ~seful. 

345. Special precautions are ta!{en to avoid congestion and dclnY 
during the passage of obstacles and defllu, or in clearing the road. 

8	 When tactically appropriate, provision is mad~ for protection 
against hostile aircraft, The massing of troops, especially in the 
vicinity of an obstacle or clcfile,or during a huk, must bo avoided. 

346. Fordable streams are reconnoiterocl. Provisions mm maclc in 
advance to avoid confusion and unnecessary delay at crossings. 
These provisions include the regaining of distances and the prep
aration of additional crossings. When a road leads through 
swamps or quicksand or across a stream with treacherous bottmn, 
the. limits of the road are marked or warnings are placed at.
 
dangerous points.
 

347. An engineer ofliccr in charge of any brklge is responsible for 
its structural adcqu:~cy and the rt:gulation of trafl’c on the bridgu 
ancl its appro:~ches. Instructions issuecl by the cnginccr office~.and . 
the engineer bridge guard, relative to the use of the bridge, are 
strictly obeyed. March commanders are re@onsible that vehicles 
exceeding the maximum load capacity of the bridge are removed 
from the column for crossing at some other point. In crossing on 
a pontoon bridge, nmtor vehicles travel slowly, holding to the 
center of the briclge and maintaining the distance essential to 

. prevent overload. 

348. In the event of a ;actical emergency occurring at or near the 
bridge, troops on the bridge and its approaches are evacuated as 
directed by the engineer ofiicer in charge. 

349. h ferr j~i~g operations, foot troops are first brough~ to con
cealed and defikded assembly areas, in the vicinity of the em
barkation point. Here they are organized into tactical groupings 
corresponding to the cap~city of the means for ferrying. En
&~ineer ecluipment needed for the crossing, but not already at the 
river, is issued to troops ati the final assembly area or attack 
positions, where instructions for embarking and disembarking and 
for conduct during the crossings are given. At the proper tir,e, 
each tactical grouping is conducted to the point of embarkation by 
.amengiuw guide. Movement from the final assembly area to the .
 
z%ver is under the control of the engineer troops.
* $< 

b .*.> 



3s0, On arrival at the embarkation poin$ troops enter the boat OY. 
~aft in the mnnner directed by the imiineer in chal*ge. The en
giwx in chr.rge is responsible for the arrangements of the ICQCIS 
Ml RM handling of the boats. Indivkiual equipment is loomed *
 
so that it may be removed easily.
 

3$1. Vehicles to be ferried are held concealed in an area where
 
UICY will not block the approaches. They are loaded as clirectcil
 
by the engineer of!icer in charge, and usually are secured by
 
brakes and blocking. Horses may be crossed by swinnning. In
 
unloading, the debarkation point is cleal*ed Pi*~~~tly,
 

5ecflon W. MC)VEMH’WS BY RAIL 

3 s~. Nhvenwnt by rail versus road is dccidecl upon after a study 
of the relative availability of all means of transportation, Faci!i
~ics in a theater of operations axe seldom adequate to permit a free 
choice. When gasoline, motor vehicle tires, and tracks a~e critical 
items, rail will carry all POSSMCmovements. When rail facilities 
are limited tracked vehicles may be moved by rd and all others 
by road. When a degree of choice exists the following guide may 
ho used to move an infantry diviskm: for distances lcw than 130 
miles, it is generally expedic]it to use motor trwwportation (or
gnnic or attached) ; for distances between 150 and 350 miles, to 
send vehicles over the highway while troops move by rail; and 
for distances beyond 350 miles, to move both troops and their ve
hicles by rail. Smaller units may be moved by rnil over shortx 
i~~s~a~~ces.(See FM’s 100-10 and 101-5.) 

353. Loading of vehicles on trains is normally a unit responsibility. 
Ikh unit will maintain a record of current transportation re
quirements for its mbvement as a whole nnd by separate units, 
including arrangement of trains and lists of supplies and equipfige 
to accompany the troops under varying conclitions, Units must 
be given timely notification of impending rail movements, in order 
to permit proper preparation. 

& 

3s4. Orders directing the movement of a unit b~*rail designate the 
points at which the entrainment of the unit will take place, indicat~ 
the number of trains and the hours of departure, and state the 
detraining area or destination of the movement, when these are 
definitely known and considerations of secrecy C!Onot oppose. 

3s6. The commmxlw of the troops is responsible for the pLQeparn
tion of plans and thbles regulating ent:sainment and c!qmrtu~’o 
of the demerits of his command. Details of, the move are worked 

. . 
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out with the trans~]ortation oflicer of the mea in wh[ch the move 
originates. A central movement control agency determines the 
routing. In a theater all contacts with civi~ian or foreign govern
ment railroads will be mfide through the transpwtation officer. 

356. The order in which elements are f oxwanicd is dotermimxl 
by tactical and administrative factors. The assignment of units 
tO entraining points” is determined by availability of suitable load
~ing facilities,	 mat&iel to be Ioack.1, ar.cl proximity of e!ernents to 
entraining points. 

357, A transportation grouping consists of the troops, equipment, 
and supplies transpoytecl on one train. When tactical considera
tions govern, tactical unit y shou!il be prese~n’ecl and =ch element 
should be accompanied in the same train Ly its own vehicles and 
ec~uiprnent. 

356. A“senior dl!icer is detailed in charge d .~achentraining point. 
He supervises the entrainment, police, and anciaircuaft security 
at the station and is furnished with the n~cesst:~y guard, trans

‘ porimtion, and other assistance. . 

359, Units are directed to arrive at their designated entraining 
point eaxly enough to allow entraining in time to insure the sched
uleci cleparture but not so early as to result in congestion or c!elay 022 
routes to or at the entraining point. Premature entraining cf 
personnel should be avoided. 

. 

3G The responsibility of the entraining officer ceases, and the 
responsibility of the traincGmmzmckr begins, when entrainment 
is com plctcd and the train has been accepted by the raiiway for 
mcvernent. The train “comma~~doris responsible for the ~ccurity, 
discipline, and administration en route but exercises no control 
over the operation of the train. 

. 

36 ~. A representative of the unit being moved and an ol~cer of 
the transportation service proceed to the detraining area in ad
vance of the troops or arrive on the first train of the troop move
mant. The representative of the unit determines the distribution 
of the troops in the detraining area, in accordance with the com
mander% instructions. 

., 

%ctlon VN. MOVEMENTSBY AR . .. .,, 
~~@62~,t..~(k~ir may be employed for moving troops. equiptrans~ort ,,. .. 
‘$=.mtefi~,.mq%pl”iesjor casualties, Air movement is characterized by.’. . 
,.f(... . . .),_;...._:.,, 



SPWC!aud fkxibility, It is limited by weather and airfield facilities 
‘1’lwtwnsport of bulky or heavy items is restricted by the con
fomatiun and payload of available aircraft. 

Q63. The tmnsportnt!on oflkcr of the theater of operations or 
simikw commaml will estab~iJl and nmh:tain contoct with the 
appropriate Air Force col?ln~~~~~@with rc~mvl to air lift qnd 
policies and procedures to be followed. Available air li~t \vill be 
Mocctcd by the transportation ofiicQr in aCCOWUICCwith policies 
estfiblis!wd by the theater or similar commander. 

\*%A. The commander of troops is responsible for preparation of 
plans for the movement of the clew.ents of i~is command. Detaiis 
of the move are worked out with the appropriate Air I?’orce com
mander. 

. 

~:,~, ‘l%e prime considerati& in lending units is the anticipated 
tactical emp~oyment in the airhead. Commanders must strive to 
maintain tactical integrity by Qkme loads if the air-transported 
force is to be committed relatively soon after arrival at destina
tion, However, if the kmding area is secure, tactical integrity 
may be sacrificed in order to nttain the maxhnurn usage of the 
avfiilablc ai~*c~*att. WIIen prcp:wing for an air movement cqu@
mcnt too heavy or bulky to be air-transportable must be disas
semble for movemeut. Items not readily disassembled wi!l have 
to be eliminated. .M1 persoimel and equipment not required in 
the objective area shoukl remain in rear. Key personnel ai:d 
equipment should be distributed throughout the airlift to mi~i
mize the effect of losses. 

36& Prior to ernpkming, troops fire instructed in hiding and !a.jhL
iIIg cquipmen$ in safety regulations oil airstrips and in flight, and 
in p!m of assembly after landing. Troops are marshaled near ~he 
departure airfields and aircraft loading tables and flight rnanifes% 
me completed. Uhits are then emplnncd according to the loading 
plan. Ground and air liaison officers are exchanged. 

367. In flight, security may be provided for air mov~ments bv 
flying in formation under escort of fighter aviation, by �dispersh;& 
or by flying at night or under other conditions of low ~-isibi!icy. 
Loading and unloading points in areas under friendly control rmy 
bc protected by fighter aviation nncl ground forces, hlcluding anti
aircraft artillery and antitank weapons. . 

~~~. For f urther details of movement by air, see IW l-W,”’’Tactic~d 
Doctrine of Troop Car~*ier Aviation$” FM 31-40, “supply by XV 
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CHAPTER 8
 

THE OFFEIWVE
 

376. The purpose of ofiensive action is the dest~wction cf the e~cc
tivelless of the enemy’s armecl fo~ces and of his will to fight. To 
facilitate the accomplishment of this purpose, the commander 
selects for his attack a physical objective such as a body of troops, 
dominating terrain, a communications ccnbx, of lines of conl
inunicntions, or other vital area in the hostile rear for his attack. 
The attainment of this objective is the basis of his own and all 
subordinate plans. This objective should have the following char
acteristics: 

. 
a. Its capture must be possible within the time and space limits 

imposed by the assigned mission. 

. b. The threat of its capture shou~d compel the enemy to evacu
ate his position or risk destruction therein. 

C. Its capture should facilitate’ contmnplakd future opcratims. 
. 

d. It SI1OUMproduce a convixgence of effort. . 

e. It must be easily identified. 

85/1. Lne OPJecm-e nmnng oeen selemecf, au components are m
rected in coordinated efforts towards its attainment. Actions 
which do not contribute to this purpose are avoided. 

. 

378. An objective sometimes may bc attained by maneuver alone; 
Ordinarily it must be gained by close conlbat. 

3??. Sound tactical maneuver inthe ofhmive is characterized by 
a .c.olwent2ation of effort in a direction where succcss ivill insure 
xMwattakrnent 0$ the objective. This principle necessitates that 



. 

means essential to dec~iv~ the e~ert~ an~only the minimum 
reduce his ability to resist the main””efiort will be ernployccl else
where on the front. These secondary ctlknts are justified Gnly by 
t!~e extent to w~~ic]~they contribute to the success of tho main 
efiort. 

Di5TRKW”fWNOF FORCES 

38(I. In the offensive, troops arc distributed into two or more 
principal tactical groupings; one or more mfiin attacks in which 
the grcntest possible otiensive pOWW is Concentrated to bri~l~~ 
about a decision, and one or more secondary attac’ks the mkion 
of which is to render maximum assistance to the main attack. 
In each tactical grouping, the mass of the available means of 
combat is applied in a decisive direction. 

ss ~. Main attac?{ groupings are designed to secu~e t,he objective 
ar,d to destroy the hostile force. Secondary attack groupings me 
ticsignecl to hold the enemy in position, to force him $Gcommit his 
reserves prematurely and to an irLdecisive location, and to ~i’c~~?it 
lliL~ from reinforcing the frO1ltOf thC main fiiklCk. This llOLTiCL~~~” 

wH1 mxessitatc t’he delivery of a limited objective attack wke 
SLKXXXS to the main effort. will conkibute 

3~2. Main attacks are characterized by narrow zones of action,.. 
strong suppor~ of artillery, armor, and other suppoxtir4g W?2~CMj 
eflkctiw suppovt of combat twiaticn, and deep eche]onmcrt of re
serves. . 

S33. a. Secondary attacks are usually assigned wider zone3 et 
action than is t-he main attack, with a consequent redustion in ‘bet’h 
s ~rengkil and depth of reserves. Such attacks are therefore USUCJ= 
11{assigned limited objectives. To corLpc~?sate for this lack of 
~:cmrves strong fire support is essential. The flexibility of artil
lcry llequcntly permits it to support a secondary attack againi;t 
an important limited objective without interference with the 
subsequent support of the main attack. 

b. When the forces avai!able for the secondary attack& limited 
in strength, strong fire support may be employed to “oiikt such 
weakness and deceive the enemy. SkiUfu!ly located supporting 
weapons can fire in support of an earlier secondary attac?< without 
adversol y M ecting their support of a subsequent main attack. 

NM. When it is impracticable to detmnine initially when or where 
~;~ the main attack is tb be made, the commander retains his frwkm 
!J.1~to W%by disposing his forces in great depth, by hokiing out strong fl$
3%*. $1 



M?servc!s,and by maintaining centralized control of his supporting 
?vcapons. Mobility and correct initial !ccntion will permit rapid 
exploitation of the success of the planned main attack or of favor
able developments in the hokling attack. 

385. Attacking echelons o:lce committwl to action lose their irnme
di~te availability for employment in the execution of other miss
ions. Deployei and under fire, they can change front only at the 
tisk of incurring heavy losses. The commander can influence the 
course of an action once begun by the employment of reserves, 
fire support, and air support. 

,	 386. a. In selecting the direction for the main attack, the terrain 
must be carefully studied. The choice of the front on which the 
main attack and the main efforts of subordinde units a~*emade is 
often determined by the possibilities which the terrain offers for 
movement, for concealment, for cover, and for effective employ-
me nt of artillery and armored uni’~. The road net available must 
a?so be considered from the viewpoint of logistical support. 

, 
& Selection of the dirwtic)n of the main attack is influenced 

also by the time available for movement before tfi.c attack must 
be launched. In situations where speecl is essential, mobile units 
composed largely of armor may be employed. The hostile dis
positions must also be consiclered. I?or example, armor should 

.	 not be employed against strongly prepared positions protect~d by 
obstacles. .4t times unfavorable factors may be accepted in 
selecting the area to be attacked in order to achieve surprise. 
Effective supp~rt by combat and reconnaissance aviation is es
sential in miy maj& attack. 

. . 
FORM;”OF OFFENSIVEACTION 

38z Attac?{ maneuvers are classified as envelopments and pene
trf.tions. 

3S8. u. In an enwlopment, the main attack is directed against the 
flank or rear of the initial disposition of the enemy’s min forces 
and toward an objective in rear of his front lines. It seeks to sur
round that portion of the enemy’s forces both in front of and on 
the objective. It is assisted usually by a secondary attack directed 
against the enemy’s front. . 

b. A successful envelopment depends largely on the de~~ee of 
surprise attained and on tlm ability of the secondary attidi to 
mntain the bulk of the enemy’s forces. Surprise k secured by 
maneuvering to avoid observation by the enemy and by deceiving 



him. Superior mobility and air superiority increase the prospect..
0.(!success. 

c. An envelopment avoitls attacki]~g on ground chosen by the 
encmy, and forces him to ‘fight in ~WO or more directions to meet 
the converging efforts ol the attack. 12very eflort is made to 
strike the defender’s flank or rear in order to avoid any part of 
his organized front. Such an attnck minimizes losses, handicaps 
the defender’s ability to meet it promptly, compels the defender 
to fight on ground chosen by the attac!<er, and produces decisive 
results. . 

35% .$ turning m&enw~t is an enveloping maneuvm which passes 
rebound the el~cmy’s main forces to strike at some vital point ckep 

i N the hostile rear. The force making the iwmeuvw usual~y 
operates so far from the secondary attack that the principal tactical 
goupings may be beyond mu~ua~ s~~p~)o~t~ng ~~stan~e. . (&p. 

~)o~ting distance k the distance by whic]~ forces may ~]esep~rate~ 
MI(1 yet permit one to move to the aid of another before it can be 
clcfcated by an enemy force. ) Hence, each grouping must be 
strong enough, or mobile enough, to avoid defeat in detail. When 
conditions favor such action} M striking elements of the comma;il 
may be employed in the turning force, leaving only rcconnaissmwd 
clcrncnts confronting the hostile dispositions. The turning mtove
rnent is adapted particularly to highly mobile commands, such as 
atmored cavalry and motorized forces, and forces transportcii 
by aircraft. It shouki be emp!oyed by highly mobile forces in 
sitwtions in which the vital objccti”ve in the hostile rear can be 
seized by such a maneuver be-fore it is necessary to involve the 
enveloping force in a major engagement with the enemy. Ile-
wp:io]~, secrecy, and mobility are vital to successful execution of 
a turning movement. 

a90. a. When the enemy takes up a defensive position, the com
rnander of the attacking forces should consider the possibility of 

turning the enemy out of his position and forcing him to abandon 

his position and fight on ground more favorable to the Mtackx. 

b. Situations may occur, especially in the pursuit of”a defeated 
force, in which the enemy can be forced by direct attack to take 
up a defensive position while a portion of the more mobile at
tacking forces executes a turning movement against his lines of 
communication. 

391. u. A double development is executed by three principal 
tactical groups; two enveloping attack forces and a secondary 



. 

attack force. A simultaneous envelopment of both flanks general
ly ~equires considerable superiority. 

b. The command seeking to attack by double envelopment must 
be cleployed, or be capable of deploying, on a bro~d front against 
an enemy on n much narrower front or with little capability for 
maneuver, The maneuver is executed by making a secondary 
effort in the ccntcr whi~e stri?ting with enveloping forces on both 

‘ hostile	 flanks. When mobile forces are availdie in reserve, they 
may complete the envelopment by an attnck from the rear. When 
conditions favor it, this form of maneuver should be med because 
of tine decisive results it promises. After an @itial envelopment 
of one flank, favorable conditions for passing to a double envelop
ment through the use of reserves ~Aaybe created when the success 
of our troops has placed the enemy in a disadvantageous situation. 

392. a. The enemy’s preparations to meet an envekqment of hk 
flank ordinarily cannot be organized as completely as the defense 
of his front without sacrificing the strength of his original front,

\ especially if the envelopment is launched from a locality deep 
on the hcstile flank or rear. 

b. The defendw strengthens an unsupported flank by reserves 
echeloned in depth and in width. When threatened with envelop
ments and he does not withdraw, he may be .expccted to move 
his reserves to meet the envelopment. If necessary, t e reconsti
tutes reserves from those portions of his front not heavily attacked. 
He may attempt to envelop the attacking forces, ”or to extend his 
flank bcyoncl that of the attack up to the limit of his strength, 
An attempt on the part of the attacker to nw.netwer outside (out. 
Hank) such hostile extension may lead to overextension or to a 
clan.qerous separation of the crmlopin~ forces from those ma?fin: 
the scconc?ary attac!<. It usually is better to take advantage of 
the enemy’s extension and consequent weaknes:l “oby r~tai:~ip m a
clcep formation and to penetrate his thinly hsld front than to mmr
cxtcnd in an clTort further to outfl:ulk the position. Protccfion of 
the flank of an enveloping force is assurcci by the im~ctus of the 
attack, the distribution of troops in depth, and the support of com
bat aviation. The use O: combat aviation to hinder the movement 
of enemy reserves and supplies in his rear areas can be a decisive 
factor in the successful execution of an envelopment or a turning 
maneuver. 

393. When th~ situatkm does not favor an envelopment, the ~21ain 
:~t~~ckis directed to a penetration of the Sostilc front. Conditions 
which demand a penetration are enemy flanks which are unassaiI
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able, or lack of time to make an enveloping maneuver, Conditions
 
which favor a pcnetr~lion are overextension of the enemy, Or
 
terrain al?d observation favorable for more effective cooperation
 
of the combined arms. A penetration often can be organized N.ore
 
quick!y than can an envelopment.
 

. 

394. CL In a penetration the main attack passes throngll some por
tion of tho area occupied by the enemy’s main forces and is
 
directed against an objective in his rea~*. It is characterized .by
 
a rupture of the cnmny’s dispositions; the seizure of objectives
 
by operations through the gap; ancl the envelopment of one or
 
both flanks created by the break-through.
 

. 
~. A penetration depends for success on coordinated power. The
 

more important conditions favor@le to success are surprise, ad+
 
(~~;;~tefire power, especially artillery, to neutralize the area cl
 
p~netration, favorable terrain within the hostile position foi* tl~e
 
ndi~ante of the attacking troops, and strength to carry tk attac!<
 
Ih:ough to its objective. An integral part of the plans for the
.
 
peneirat~on of a defensive position should be the pinning down of
 
hostile reserves by”the action of artillery fire and the tactical s.iu
 
fopce. Air powar may be usecl to extend arid cleepen, or supp?e
mmt the hrcs of artillery in ncutrulizing the cnwny in the ,- �4**
“~.’-”””>
selected for penetration.	 . 

39s. a. In the penetration of a defensive position, the main attack
 
is kwnched on a front wider than that of the co~tem~p?ateiibreak
th i*ough in order to ho!d the enemy in place on the d:m?cs of the
 
pe~letration. The attack on the remainder of the hostile frcrk is
 
(Iesigned to contain the enemy and p~e~ent him fyo~ rnoyi~g ]:~s
 
l’c:;crt~eso 

b. The amount of artillery, armored units, ancl comlx..t iwi~tk:l
 
wwilable iargely determines the width of the front of per.ctratix.
 

“i’he wider the front of penetration, the deepm ths gr.p w%kb. C.N
 
k driven, ancl the more difficult it wiH be for the enemy to C!CW
 
I:}lcgap. The doepcr the penetration, the more eflcctive will he
 
the action of mobile reserves in seizing the objective &hd rolling
 
~~p the hostile flanks created by the break-through, �
 

c. The greatest distribution in sdepth is placccl opposite the 

prospective front of penetration. The distribution of troops pro
vides for three sepa~ate impulses: the inithd Wa!{-through of t!~e 
hostile position, a v*idening of the gap thus crmtecl by e~we@i:~g 
OECor both inteuior hostile flauks, and the seizure of the objective. 
JZxploitation which- follows the seizure	 of the objective should 
include the destruction of the hostilc forces enveloped and may 
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also include operations against key objectives deep in the hostile 
1’C;I1”, 

CLThe sequence of these impulses depends on the situation. In 
some situations it is practicable through the existence of wed{
nesses or gaps in the enemy’s front for armored cavalry or, motor

*ized forces to break. through nncl to proceed straight to the ob-
t jectke, while operations of local envelopment and exploitation 

are performed by less mobile troops. In other situations foot 

.	 troops must break through, the more mobile troops being held 
initially in reserve and used later to operate through the gap 
created by the foot troops. 

. 

396 a. The mission of the attacking echelon of troops is to break 
through the enemy’s dispositions to a depth which will prevent the 
maintenance of the continuity of his battle position. Ihtil this 
mission has been accomplished, the attacking troops do not divert 
their strmgth to the attack of the flanks of the gap. Hostile 
countcratt~cks against the flanks of the penetration are met by 
rcswwcs, by the fire of the artilhwy, and by con-ht aviation. 

b. The missions of rolhng up’ the flanks of a gap crcat.cd by 
penetration and of exploiting the lm:~k-through arc assigned to 
l.’escrvcs. Armored ancl motorized units arc espcckdly suitable for 
seizing the objecti\7e “ancl for exploitation. Troops transported by 
air may be used to support these operations. Combat aviation 
is employed against hosti~e reserves and other important ob
jectives to prevent reinforcement of the hostile forces under 
attack. 

397. In large comma&s, a penetration often is initiated by kmnch
ing simultaneously two or more powerfd attacks, that is, a multiple 
penetration agnhst weak localities on the hostile front. Strong 
localities are contairwd initicdly by scconchwy attacks. When the 
pefiet.rating att~~k~ have advanced sufllciciltly, the interior strong 
localities fire reducecl and the penetrating attacks are united into 
a single main attack. The clcstructicm or isolntion of strong hostile 
localities often is facilitated by launching multiple penetrations in 
converging directions. The doctrines applicable to a single pene
tration govern the organization and conduct of a multiple penetra.
 
tion.
 

FRONTAGESAND D:?I’HS
 

398. The frontage assigned to any unit in an attack varies with 
the mission, mobility, combat power of the unit; the terrain; avail. 
ab~e fire support; and W expected hostile resistance. 

. 
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39% u. Units are distributed in depth to provide flex~bilftj” of 
maneuvcr, continuity in the attack, and security, For” inf antry 
units, depth of formation for comht rnthcr thnn a wiclc extension 
of front is necessary in the initial cleployment since the ]]~ogre~.$ 
of txktle will call for maneuvers that cannot be clearly forcseeuo 
This condition can be met only by initial clist~ibution in depth. 

b. Depth achieved by a column formation facilitates maneuver 
by complete tactical units to meet obscure situations. Depth 
achieved by a formation with subordinate units abreaest, with each 
unit in column, facilitates maximum power to the front as well 
as reliefs within units with minimum disarrangement of CGNl
mand. Such a fo~mation is suitable for an interiol” unit in the 
penetration where the resistance has been definitely located and 
the possibility of maneuver limited. . 

~QO. a. Whether the maneuver adopted is an enveIop~ment or a
 

pen etration, success will depend primarily on intelligent, ener
owtk, ~~rid coordinated execution. 

b. The doctrines which underlie the emp~oymcnt of the co:+ 
hi Ilcd arms in the oflensive are couswvation of the co:nklt pow:: 
(~[~troops in the attack cchdon, pYOYiSiOil Of :~ssishmx ‘(c)r UIC:I1 

~U C~OSCwith the CIICINY, and thcr(w fkr su~)~)m’t Of ~hci v a~t;w?c
 

until the enemy’s power of resistance is broken.
 

RESERVES
 

401. c.” The primary mission of the rescnwe is to enter t!m actim 
offensively at the prope~*place and moment tO clinch t~he YiCtOrj’ 
or cxpkdt success. 

b. The initial strength and location of the reserve wil! vs:y with 
its contemplated. missions, the type of maneuver, the tersain, pos
sible hostile reaction} and clarity of the situation. Aftel” t?lc 
ittt:wk is Lwnched, the reserve 
including combat aviation arc 
Lhe commander for shaping the 

~ f:tvora~]e ~eCi~i~ne 

402. ina penetration the reserve must be ]arge enW~h ~G widen 
the break-through by enveloping one or both of the fl:mks CVQOW 
~n the gap and to exploit by operating deep in the hostile rw~r. 
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AOX.When open flanks exist or when there is danger of a hosti!e 
thrmt, some reserves are disposed to meet dangerous contin
gencies, Tl~is situation fr&ently will be met by echelonment 
of these reserves to provide depth in at least two threatened c!i
rectiom. 

40S. When the situation is relatively clear ancl enemy capabili
ties are limikecl, the reserve may consist of a small fraction of the 
comnmnd disposed to favor the maneuver. Wkn the situation is 
obsc~re, the reserve may consist initially of the bulk of the com
mand, centrally located and prepared to move to any point on the 
front or flanks. 

; 

406. u. The location of the reserve should combine a maxim’um 
of protection for itself against hostile observation and air and 
armored attack with a road net which facilitates rapid movement 
to any point of possible employment. Motor vehicies should be 
hekl available for the movement of reserves lacking organic 

, of r~pki ~~ovement. . ~Aean~
 

b. Dispersion in the location of the reserve is dependent upon 
the tine required to concentrate the entire reserve for the im
p!mwntation of any one of the plans for its cmplcymento A poorly 
located reserve may sufier heavy casualties before it is engaged. 

407 a. Often a commander’s r40st difficult and important decisions 
are, whether or not to commit the reserve, and choosing the time 

.and place of commitm.ento 

b. .4t the decisive moment every man that can be used to ad
vantage must participate in the battIe. The resmwe must be 
latznchetl m*ithout hesitation. Piecemeal commitment of reserves 
is 2.void2d. Reserves should be reconstituted f~cm other units 
~vhich the course of action makes available. 

ww The co.mm,ander is responsible for coordination of the action 
of all the elerrwnts of his conurumd. 

. 

40% The efi.cicnt employment of signal conmmnication plays m 
important Me in the effective Coorciiiulticnof the action of 2.11 
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m largely controlled &d coordinate.d through the signn~ com. 
numication systems. 

. 

410. The highest clegree of coordination permitted by the situation 
and time element is sought. The considerations discussed below 
are applicable in general to situations in which tho~40ugh coorc!in
ation can be prescribed. In other situations . they are applied to 
the degree practicable. o 

41{. A~~inst a strong e~.cmy, a dcCigion to clevclop and dcp!oj* “fOr 
attack directly from. march columns risks loss of control mki 
sacriiicw some of the capabilities of artil!ery, tanks, and other 
supporting Weapons. Even in a moving situation an attack is 
best organized and coordinated in assembly areas. 

4~~. From a march formation the commander develops the main 
body for a coordinated attack by assigning nmmh objective~ t~ 
the larger units, usually the assembly areas they are to occupy, 
and routes ol*zones of advance thereto. The cievclopment order 
announces the missions of units already engaged, the missions of 
the arti!lery, the dispositions of the main bcdy, the security mess
ures to be taken, and instructions for further rcconnr.%stmce. It 
provides for essential adminishati*;c Wails so that the nccc.~swy 
preparations can be made. Instructions given in the dcve~opxncnt 
orcler are as complete as time permits so as to furnish maximum 
guiclance to subordinate commanders. For movement to assembly 
awas m-d security during development, see para=~aphs 3~0 to 3% 
~n~ 436 to ~~~()inclusive. 

q13. C. The lacation of assembly areas Severil! 
factors. Ddmess, cover from observed 
ak attack} a thorough knovdec?ge of the 
2tt2ck already decided upon favor miv:mced positicns Iccatwi in 
conformity with the plan of maneuver. Conditions the reverse of 
these require the selection of assembl. areas well back. Units 
of high mobility may complete tk.eir development ~r4dpre~arations 
fo~ batik at greater than infantry. b distances from the hostile front 

b Tf the plan of attac!{ involves an enve!aping maneuver, theA 
assembly area of the enveloping force is separated by ~asti.fiki~~At 

interval from the troops in the secondary a ttadi to p~cckk in teu
ferev.ce bet~~een uniti when dep!oyed for attack, 

-. 
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UNL U. While units are moving into and during the occtipstion of 
their assembly areas, the commandw prcpa~ce~his orders and corn
p!ctcs arrangericn@ for the execution of his plan of maneuver. 

h. Commanders of troops in the attack cchekm and the com
TM’.ndm’sof units designated to support them coordina~e the 
action of their units. Whenewr possible, remmxiwmce and 
planning should be conducted concurrently with troop movement 
into such positions to insur~ against unnecessary delay.. 

416. U. As a unit nrrives at its ‘assembly area, march cohmms 
clear roads and take immediate measures for security against air, 
armored or othe~*attack. Signal communication is established 
without delay between the superior cornrnand post and those of the 
major subordinate units. 

b. In the assembly area, cquipmellt not essential to combat is 
turned over to the custody of the unit’s service echelon. Extra 
p+mnlullition is i~sucd tO troops. The assembly area in whi& these 

measures are ta!{en is determined by cover, conceahnent, situation, 
time and comfort, and effectiveness of troops. “Reconnaissance, co
ordination of the maneuver and fire pkm3 of subordinate units 
and a McI{ ol-dcrs must be completed and issued before forward 
movement from the attack position begins. 

�. . 
~~7. Development of the CO~UnaXXltermil~ates with the troops 
distributed in accorda~~e ~~ith the plan for t~leir ernploymeut and 
in an appr~ach march fornlation favoring rapid deployment. 

AI8. U. Should the commander decide that rapidity of action is 
essential to retain a tactical advantage, he may dispense with as
~em~]y areas, decentralize operations to combat commands$ com

bat teams or task forces, and issue orders to those units to develop 
and attack. 

b. Situations which justif y“ decentralized control of this type 
are —an obscure tactical situation; necesstty for r~pidity of action 
over excessive distaxces; or opcraiion~ over such cxtwive suxws 
that centralized control is impr=acticabladue to difllctdties of signal 
commariication. 
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t, Detailed adwmce planning combined with modern s~gnai com
munication reduces the neccssity for*.such decentralized cent rci 
io very special situations. Every effort should be made to re:a~:~ 

the aclwnhge of imyrovwl coordination of etiort inherent in cer.
tralized Colltld. (Sw3par. 43X) 

419. a. Suborclinute URits ordimu’ily are aSSi~ilCd:] ZOIN?Of ~Ct’iOn, 
a IiRCof departure, and an objective. In some situ~tions a direc
ticm of attack and an objective, or an objectivt done will sul?,ce. 
When a commander desires that a subo~dinate unit direct it~? 
mr.in effo~t in a specific direction within its zone of action he shcmkl 
so indicate by assigning a direction of att~~ck as well as a zone 
of action to the unit. 

k Whmw such boundaries are desirable, zones of action are 
ilcfined by designating thkir latcral boundaries, or by the assign
mcut of a front of deployment, and the designation of the lateral 
lhrh bf the objective. In large units the designation of objectives 
i-redboundaries may be made from the map; in small units these 
CICSi~nations are made on the ground. Points designated shou!d 
bc easily identifiable on the grouncl. 

C. When ti~ctical groupings are sepwmted initially by wide in
@LSVa]S) of a boundary them may be ~~itiih~ld designation between 
until a later phase of the action. In such situations, it frequently 
will be necessary to estab!ish a limiting line between them for 

.coordination and control of their supporting fires. 

420. a. Zones 
. 

of action shoukl extencl through the depth of tile 
hmti?e position at least as far as the location of the hostile artil-
Icry and reserves, more deeply if the situation is definite. Im
portant localities and terrain corridors commensurate with the 
size of a tactical unit shoukl lie wholly within the zone cf action 
of tlmt unit. If it is desired that an adjacent unit render spcckd 
assistance to another in the attack, this assistartce shou!d be 
clearly stated. During the progress of combat, and especially 
when reserves are committed to action, appropriate changes in 
:mr.es of action are made. 4 

& To take advantage of favorable routes of qmroach, uiits nmv 
move temporarily into adjacent zones, after coordination witi~ 
comma riders concerned. Such movement must not interfere with 
the action of adjacent units or result in a dangerous massing of 
troops. Arrangements should insure that congestion and con
fusion are minimized. The emplacement and movement of artil
lery and other supporting weapons in zones of action adjacent 
to the zone of the units they support are permissible, but must 

., 
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.be carefully coordinated with the commanders of the affected 
zones of action. 

M 1 ~. The b~ttalion is ordinarily the smallest unit which is as
sig~~ed a zone of action. Smaller units usually arc assigned direc
tions and objectives. 
. 

b. When lateral boundaries are not cIearly defined they are 

supplemented by assigning compass directions of attack. This is 
particularly important in small units. 

422. A line of departure is a designated line which tx*oopsstarting 
an attack cross at a prescribed hour. Based on the scheme of 
maneuver, it may be necessary or desirable to assign separate 

lines of departure and different hours to the several attacking 

units. The purpose of the line of departure is to coordinate the 
advance of the attack echelon so that its elements will strike 
the enemy in the order and at the time desired. It also facilitates 
coordination of fires. This line should be recognized easily on 
the ground and should be approximately perpendicular to the 
direction of attack. It should be controlled by frknd]y forces. 
As ~)crmitted by these criterin, the li~le of departure should be as 
close to the enemy positions as possible. 

423. a. The time of attack is the hour at which the attack is to be 
~ launched. If a line of departure is prescribed, it is the hour at 

which the line is to be crossed by the Iea&~g ele~e~i~ of the 
attack. It is determined by the time required fo~* commanders to 

make tfie necessary reconnaissance, prepare plans, and issue 
orders; foredl units to coordinate their plans; and for the attack 
echelon to organize its attack and move to the line of dsparture. 

. 
lx The secondary attack may be launched prioi- to the main 

attack to force the enemy to commit the greatest possibIe portion 
of his foxccs against that attack, or the main and secondary at
tacks may be launched simultaneously. 

C. Unity of efiort is promoted by assigning” subordinate units 
objectives which insure mutual support and by prescribing where 
and in what direction su~ordirAate units are to make their main 
effort. The combat action and dirciction of attack taken by sub
ordinate commanders must be such as to contrihte to the mair~ 
efiort in accordance with the scheme Gf maneuver of the stqmrior 
commander. The commander must endeavor cmstuntly to prevsnt 

uncoordinated battles. 
be used to aid in the . 
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424. The degree of surprise attained” is dependent in a large mens
ura on the coordination and timing of the attack and the m.eas~i~es 
taken to deceive the enemy. Ruses, demonstrations, feints, and 
other measures for deception executed at the wrong time and pk.cc 
WiHbe obvious to an alert enemy and will warn him of the im
pending attack. Superior mobility and the speecl and aggresAvc
ncss of execution may be determining factors in achieving surprise. 

425. The best guarantee for success in the attack is efiective 
cooperation among the troops in the attack echelon: the supporting 
artillery, and combat aviation. The comander coordinates the 
fire support of all available supporting weapons with the plan of 
maneuver of the attacking troops. 

426. I\Tithin the division, cooperation is facilitated by habitually 
associating a direct support artillery unit wit}Athe same infantry 
regimnt or other supported unit. To insure close cooperatim 
tvkh the attacking troops, artillery units assigned to direct sup
port of designated units maintain constant signal 
:md liaison with the supported unit. 

427. It is desirable to locate the commmd post of the corps artil
lcry, division artihry, or artillery commander of a sma!hx force 
of combined arms in close proximity to the command post of the 

corps, clivision, or force concerned. The location of the artil!ery 

command post is based on the control of its subordinate uni% ~.r.d 

therefore may have to be separate. If separation of the cmmxand 

posts becomes necessary dqring the course of action, the artiky 
commander will continue to furnish liaison to the su~portcci unit 
or to the division, corps or force comr.and post. Direct s=.~ppart 
wtiikr y un~ts will establish and maintain signal communicatio::s 
v;ith the supported unit, while the division, corps or force norndiy 
wi\1esta’b~ishand maintain signal communication. to the cOn~m~.~~?L 
pest of its artillery. 

& 
A2!3.a. The commander of the suppoxted unit informs th~. support
ing artillery commander of the situation, his plan of att~ck, :mcl 
the artillery support desired. The supporting artil!ery commanbr 
informs the supported commander of the terrain whic~ the artil
kry commands with observation and fire and the means by whM 
tile artiUery can most eiYectively support the atkck. IIzsX1 on 
this exchange of information, the interested conlm~n~~rs arr,lllga 

the plan of fire Support to be provided for the attack 

hp,. ,‘b. iiw artillery commander must comply with the requests o: 
.r 
+ ‘ff’, ‘ 

93 
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the supported unit commander to the limit of his capabilities, 
subject only to orders received from higher authority. If he re
ceives a fire mission which conflicts with the ncccls of the SUp
ported troops, he reports the situation to higher authority, then 
complies with the resulting decision, reporting the fact$ to the 
commander desiring the mission. If the urgency of the situation 
precludes these reports, the artillery commanc!er acts on his own 

8 initiative in accordance with his knowledge of the situation} re
porting his action to his superior at the first opportunity. 

C. A direct support artillery unit establishes liaison with each~ 
supported infantry or armored cavalry battalion or other supported 

\	 unit. A mutual obligation rests upon the commanders of sup
ported and supporting units that liaison is established and main
tained. It is essential that the supporting artillery knew at all 
times. the location of the leading elements of the attack echelon 
aid be kept info~med of the p!ans of the supported unit. 

429. a. A single artiNcry staff working under the force commander 
f~cj];tatcs the integration i~:to n single coordinated fi~e PIMI Of 
all the fires availsblc to support a force of combined arms. Such 
a plan is based primarily upon the fire plans of subordin:.te units. 
‘l%efire pkm htcgratcs not only the fires cf clircct support arti?kry 
but also provides for the utilization of those of reinforcing artillery 

including that of higher echekm and all other fire support. The 
final p~an shouhi be designed to furnish the maximum fire sup
port to the maneuver plan sunported.. 

h. In general, the short~r-range weapons and the &reCt SUpDG~t 

artillery will eugage the targets in the foreground iestim~Ad~t~ 

suited to the characteristics of the v:efl.gons involved. Other 
are used as the situation requires - ~ ‘he zone ta.~.n weapons to deep=A.~ l-a 

under fire or to supplement the fi~es upon taxgets r~ost dmgerous 
to the forces. 

420. Early mcl ~dequafe joint planning is necwwu~ iu order to 
obtain clpse coordination of the ground force elements and com-
IXIt . aviation which are employed h the attack. ~uitab~e objec

tives for this combat aviation are those hosti!e elements, whose 
destruction or neutralization will contribute most toward a suc
cessful attack. During battIe, combat aviation is espQckdly useful 
to exploit a success, to correct an adverse ground situation, to 
attack iwst!le reswves or reinforcements, or to aid f Yieadly g~~u~~d 
troops in overcoming unexpected resktnnce. Combat aviation 
also may be employed to provide column cover particularly in pur
suit and exploitation or for exposed movements. 



Employment of .krmy, Navy, and Air Force in joint opera-
facilitated by joint planning ‘and training of alt unik, 

initiated well in advance in order to provide three for the coorclica
tion necessary due to differences in equipment and procedures. 

k To secure eficient coordination of availnb?e supporting fires 
of il~my, Mwy, nnd Air Force during a joint opmxtion, a fire 
support coordination center is estabHshecl in the artillery head
quarters at each echelon of command from battalion to army. Here 
the representatives of the supporting componcnlx confer on the 
best means to be employed in attacking targets confronting the 
supported units. The artillery commander is responsible for the 
coordination of all fire sup~)ort, including artil!ery, naval gunfire, 
a ~~dair strikes when command has passed to .Irnly units ashore. 

. 

432. Eecause of the difficulty of establishing ar~d rncintai~:il?g 

b. This method of conducting an operation is most provalmt iII 
IXIrsuits, in opening phases of a meeting en~agen:cnt, duri:lg crises 
of Mtle$ and in envelopments and turning nuwemeuts in which 
the main and secondary attacks me sepmwtwl by wklc intervals, 

The greatest clcgreoof coordinatio~~possible is prescribed initially; 
comphke coordination-is ficcornplished as soon w the course of 
action pemits. 

., 



434, u, Based upon the con~mander’s decision ancIplan the attack 
order is issued, This order includes the necess~ry measures for 
the coordin@ion of the attack. 

b, Coordination is assured furthel+ by command and staf? visits 
to subordinates to see that orders are understood and aye being 
carried out. 

$ec~ion Il. WAR OF ~OV~h\~~~ 
t 

435, A war of movement is an operational phase oflering great 
freedom of maneuver. ~recckm of nmneuwr frequently charac
terizes the initiation of hostilities, the opening of a new campaign 
or a theater, ancl the exploitation of a successful major attack. 
During these periods a meeting engagement may result from a 
collision between two forces. neither of which is fully deployed for 
battle. Utilization of the period of movement to contact, initial 
contact and subsequent deployment is of vital importance as com
manders maneuver their forces to gain a maximum advantage of 
position before the situation stabilizes. 

436. a. During the advance to contact every agency of intelli
gence, reconnaissance and security is utilized to insure that the 
main forces are engaged under the most favorable conditions. 

b. Itcconnaissnllce aviation is employed to Iocate arid maintain 
observation of enemy forces. Covering forces, strong in armorccl 
cavalry eIements, precede and screen the main body whenever the 
situation permits. This covering force, operating under the direct 
control of the force commander, in turn precedes its advance by 
mobile reconnaissance detachments charged with gaining and 
maintaining contact with the enemy. Reconnaissance and organk
 
~aviation operate in close con tc.ct with tile covering force, furnish
ing it with the Mwt information.
 

c. Behind the covering force the nl:~in forces advance on a bread 
front. Each column urecedes its advance with its advance guard, 
which in turn sends ~ut the necessary mobik reconnaissance ek
nwnts to the front and flanks. These reconnaissance elements also 
maintain contact with the covering force. Wherz the main force 

is not preceded by a gcnerd covering force its advance guards wx

mally will be stronger in armored cavalry rccimnaisxmcs elements 
to permit more e.xtendecl reconnaissance. ‘ 

D437. u. Wkn opposing forces are separated by great clistauces 
the cowwing force normd]y will advance by bounds. Dependin 
an Its mission and the situation it may attack and destroy smal 
PI%*WSof the emnny~ seize objectives importaat to the main fore+ 
d. iI 

I 
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or contain larger enemy units. Airborne or air transported units 
may be employetl in conjunction with the covering force to seize 
critical terrain features o~*make ea~ly contact with the enemy 
to restrict his advance. As resistance is developed by the recon
naissance screen, mobile elements of the covering force may be 
clispatchcd to strengthen critical Iocdities. . 

b. Information gained through these initial measures permit the 
commander to clarify the situation gradually as the main forces 
approach. .4whst an aggressive enemy measures must be take~~ 
to avoid the ~efeat of the covering forces before the main force 
~:~~~intcrvc~e* Accurate information is essential to prevent the 
flanks of the covering forces being turned with the result that the 
main body is taken in flank. 

. � 

A38. Q. As contact becomes imminent each advance guard moves 
forward on a broad front. Based upon the situation developed 
hy the covering force, the advance guard is engaged in accoxdanm 
with the plan of t!le commander to extend the action of the covering 
force, or to seize ground essential to the development of its main 
body. 

& When a strong covering force has not preceded the advance 
guard, the achmnce guard should seize terrain a~ording the essen
tial observation. Its principal function under these conditions is to 
takeaggressiveaction to gain the time and space for the develop
ment and employment of the main body. The column co”rnr.anders 
usu a~ly will have had opportunity to communicate to the advance 
guard commanders their plans for t’ne engagement of the advance 
guard. At times, when advance information has been lacking, it 
my be necessary for an advance guard con~mande~*to act upon the 
~~~is of !~isgeneral mission. “ 

C, Advance guard actions arc characterized by speed and aggres
.

.+lf”clle~~,by broad fronts, and by small cr no reserwx. The ad-
v~nce guard is reinformed by’the attachment of artillery, engheers 
md ammr. .4rti11ery ovens long-range fire on enemy coh.mns to 
form their early deployment, and to interdict the principal routes 
of approach. 

d. These measures, whether taken by the covering” fcrce, the 
advance guard or both, tend to develop the enemy position. The 
hostile dispositions, particularly th~ location of his flanks, are 
important to provide the essential information upoi \x*hich the 
commander can base his attack plan, When the security forces 
lack the strength to develop the situation fully, they may have 
to be rein’forced by elements of the main force to o’)tain adequate 
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43% Mtcr the reconnaissance units of the cwcrkg fcrce aml 
advance guard arc withdrawn tliev may be employd ~i~ the flanks 

. to screen our own Lkpositions or t; execute furtheu reconnaissance 
or harassing action against the hostile flanks ancl real*. ‘When 

Jsuitable reconnaissance missions are lacking, rcconrmissance units 
may be held in reserve or USCCIto protect rea~ areas from air
borne or partisan action. 

. 

44.0. When the covering force ellco~lntcrs strong resistance and 
the initiative rests with the friendly troops, every e~ort is made 

to prevent the enemy from stabilizing the situation, The main 
body is brought forward by the most expeditious means in one 
or more columns, protected by its advance guarcls. Bmwl UpOll 
tlw hkmmation obtained tlie force is engaged rapicl!y and aggres
sively to att~~li the enemy before all hostile units are available 
for action. In such cases exploitation of intelligence, mobility 
and terrain may permit attacks upon the enemy flanks and rear 
lwfore he is prepared to cmmtcr these envelopments. 

. 

441. a. In accordance with his estimate of the situation, the com
mander develops the main body and organizes a coordinated at
tack or strikes directly from march column while organizing a 
more coordinated blow with the remainder of his force. He may 
attack when necessary with his whole force from ma~ch columns 
as units become mraikdie. Such an uncoordinated piecemeal com
mitment- is to be avoicled except when rapidity of action is essential 
and combat superiority at the vital pcint can be maintained for 
the ti~.e required to assure success. 

b. While the main body is deploying for its attack, units in con
tact continue to develop the enemy position. !I%eir mission is to 
&2termine the shength and dispositioz~s of t’he enemy and the 
location of his flanks to provide a picture for a workab!e athk 

.plan. 
� 

442. The commander of each attack unit directs its advmce in the 
assigned zone of action to cioss the line of departure at the pre
scribed hour. Each attack unit reconnoiters its zone of action 
and supports the reconnaissance elements with its supporting waap
0113. To keep trOOlls in hand prior to contact, a base unit is 
usually designated on which other units regulate their advance 
from one terrain line” tO the “next. Terrain features which af. 

. 
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fo~”dextended observation, or which are otherwise of tactica! im*
pmtmcc, arc the objectives of each bound. 

. . 

its final preparations under cover from smdhrrns fire.
 
b ~WM~er,1 ml offensive battle is the result
 * of a meeting e~lgagc

malt or k tmscd on the attack of an organized position, the con
duct of the attack from the time the enemy is engaged until he 
is defeated is essentially the same. L thereIVhqt difference is exists 
in the coordination power, and speed developed in the opening 
phases. 

qi;’$. Ordiniwily the dcfecclcr “will attempt to screen his main pcsi
t;on and deceive the attacker atxmt his clisposiiicns by the urAp?cy
rnc]~t of covering forces. ~ thorough reconnaissance of the hostile 
position and its foreground is of primary importance. This rc
commissance seeks to determine the location, clept!I, and extension 
of the hostile position, the hostile occupation of the position, con
taminated areas, including those containing antipersomml mines, 
the location of the hostile artillery, and antitank defetisc, including 
natural and artificial obstacles. It invo~ves a thcrougll study of 
the map and air photographs ef the enemy’s combat zone, and 
the use of available air and ground reconnaissance �gencies. 

445. a. If reconnaissance and advance detachments fail to estab
lis~l ~efinitely the hostile main position, a reconnaisimce h~ force 
lni~y be made. An attack is launched against critical points in 

f Orces 
and seize of the 
command battle 
position. . 

& When the leading troops encounter a well organized system 

of defensive fires of hostile artillery and other supporti>~ weapons, 
it may be taken as a reliable indication that the hostila battle 
position has been reached. The leading troops estsblisk them
selves on advanta~e~us terrain features and cover the preparation 
for the attack, 
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446, During these p~el~~lin~~y op~~~tions, ~ouN~ ~cconndSs~IlC(3 

troops seek to locate the flanks of the hostile pcsi!ion. The led
illg elements ~~e p~otec~~d f ro~~~hostile cou~lterattack by SfXOll~ 
su~))lorting fi~es and by the presence of other units moved to con
ceti!ul positions within supporting distance. The remainder of 
the command is hekl in readiness beyond the of effectiver~ri~e
 

hostile artil!ery fire, Necessary measures are ta!ten to protect 
it against air attack and attack by armored units. 

t 

447. a. Reconnaissance is continued to obtain information as a 
bask for the conduct of the attack. This reconnaissance provides 
more detailed information for the assignment of objectives and 
serves as a basis for the plan of fire of the artilIery and the 
other supporting weapons. 

b. Reconnaissance of the terrain must determine the most fa
vorable routes of approach to the hostile position, the nature and 
strength of obstacIes, location and extent of mine fields, and the 
possibilities for employment of armored units. 

C. Air photographs of the hostile main position are dktribukd 
to subordinate commanders. 

A The tmain over which the attnck must pass is S$tidied on 
the grouncl, from. the air, and from air photographs to dekrmim 
the areas which the clcfcnclcr has organized for defense and which 
he can cover with defensive fires, and the areas in which the 
attack can advance best by fire and maneuver. 

e. ArtiHery conducts recorinaiswmce to cletermine the possi
bilities of artiIlery observation and fire, and the location of its 

.. firing positions and the routes of approach thereto. 

443. Determination of the weak points in the enemy dispwitions is 
of vital importance. By fire of artillery and other supporting 
wea pens clelivered from diflerent directions, ~id by feints ant? 
raids, effort is made to ascertain the enemy’s dispositions and his 
pkm of defensive fires. Against m aggressive enmy a series of 
attacks may have to be launchecl before a weak spot is located. . 

PREPARAI’K)N5F(2%44TTACK 

LW. a. I?reparations fw the attack inckk tlw comp?ation of the 
signal communication system, organiz~tion of the wxmwnd for 
c6mM1 provision for ammunition, rations and other supplies, 
MM $lMmdrol and coordination of supporting fhw of all arms. 
EWW&W is eznplqwd to gdn main$h%period, combat aviation md 

, .$ 
-’ ;$4’,&+&4
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tain air superiority and to prevent the movement of reserves and
 
supplies into the area. -

� 
b. Preparations for the attack also include measures for the 

extension of signal communication during the attack, resupp!y at 
intermediate objectives or at selected times, relief and regroup
rnent of units at specified times or places, and evacuation of 
prisoners of war, sick, wounded and dead. 

c, .%11preparations for the attack are completed as far as prac
ticaMe before the occupation of attack @tions. Preparatory 
measwes likely to betray the imminence of the attack arc carriecl 

. out secretly or are deferred as long as possible. P~estrici+ions are 
imposed on those activities within our front lines and iu rear are~s 
which may disclose preparations for the attack to hostile recon
naissance. Strict surveillance is imposed on the use of radio 
communication. ~ 9 

d. During the preparation special consideration is given to meas
ures designed to insure the continuity of the attack. Adcguate 
provision is made for placing in readiness the necessary material 
and engineer units to chw.r paths through mine fields and othev 
obskcles, to assist the advance of tanks ml heavy wca~ons, am] 
for tlm consLructio12 of roads connecting cur own systcm with 
thd of the enemy. 

45’0. u. The pIan of attack consists of the plan of maneuver and 
plan of fire inchding the suppOrt of CON.h~taVktiG:i. I.Yie corn-
rr-umclersof the a’ttack unit, the artillery, combat aviation, and 
otl?Qr supporting units make detailed arrangements for coordir~at
iII.: the action of their units to carry out tFlecommon mission. Fiw 
pkms of artillery and other supporting wuqyms for the de%:se 
of each successive objective are prepared betore the start cf the 
attack in orde~*that the reorganization of the attacking trCICpS, 
after seizing the objective, may proceed with benefit of miaxi.mum 
prepared fire support. 4 

b. III coordinating their plans, it is essential that the supported 
and supporting commanders c~ref ully study t’ne terrain in W%ich 
hostile resistance may be encoulitercd and identify tlM SUWES:W 
intermediate objectives of the attack. 

C. An agreement is reached reMive to the known targets to be 
engagecl by the artillery, other supporting firms, and the support-
in.,gCumbat aviation. .4rea3 to be kept unC?ers:wveilkmee for tar
gets appearing after the attack is Iaunc}led, qcciai!y t!~ese 
kfirgets in adjacent zones which are dangerous to the advance, tire 
2.gXWi upon. Associated commanders must arrange for mutual 
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451. a. Attack unit comm.mlws must rcccive CMW information. 
of their assembly areas and ZORMof a;tion, in oi*cler that they 
may make their OW21reconnaissance mui formulate phms. 

t b. Attack units usualIy move at night into assembly areas, pre
paratory to an attack the next morning. Movement of units into 
their assembly nrcas by day gcncmdly is practic:Mc only when 
visibility is poor or when. overwhelming arti!lm$y and com?bat avi~
tion are available. With favorable wind conditions smoke screens’ 
may be employed to cover daylight movmnent of units into their 
as~embly areas. When smoke is usd d it s!louIcl cover b a large area 
with a haze to prevent drawing hostile artillery fire. 

C. When armored elements are employed their assembly ~areas 
and routes of approach are reconnoitered, marked, and prepared. 
Tanks are moved into asse~bly arem and from assembly areas to 
the attack at the Mest practicable” time, in orcler to conceal in
tentions and to postpone the unmistakable warning given by the 
noise of tanks in motion. 

45z. The fist mission of the artil~ery is to cover the assembly areas 
and the movement into them by attack wits. During this phase, 
hmtile arti!lery and observation posts comWute its principal t8r
gds. The artillery gives special consichiration. to those measures 
wh~ch will nttfiin swprisc and gain fire superiority over the hostiIe 
ar~il!e~y. 

. 

4530 a. Artillery positions are selected so that fire can be concen
trated on the objectives of the attack. IMilade, co:lccalment from 
air reconnaissance, protection by proximity of supported troops, 
and proximity to observation are sought. Sufllcient time must 
be allowed for the preparation of firing data, establishment of 
signal communication, and organization of the artillery ammuni
tion Supplye 

!3. Artillery usually moves into position by eclleIom ‘I’he move. 
ment is frequently executed at night. LTnits assigned to positions 
screened from hostile air reconnaissance are moved first. The 
movement of artillery is regulated to avoid interfering with the 
attack echeIon in its occupation of the areas where i%d attac!{ 
preparations are made. Logg-range artille~y is placed WC1lfor
w&i to be able to take uncler fire the most distant echelons of the 
defender’s light and medium artiliery. 



45A a, During the advance of the Wack whelm from assembly. 
areas to attack positions, the hostile’artilkry ccmtitutcs tllg ~ria= 
cipal target of our firtil!ery fire, Superiority over the ho:ti]a 
artillery is ind~spensai)le for the success of the att~c!{b 

b. Locr~hed hastile t):lttei~ids llltl~t I)s ~c[itrfi~!zed Or c!estroyd 
udy in the artilkwy actioa. ‘JMir neutralizntioa is mcir,t~!zcd 
by”a porti(m of the autiHcry in orc?er that the moss may !x3 wn
plcyed Gn othsr missious, until ag+~in required for Countcrlmthxy 
fire as new hostile batteries are located. Neutralization of the 
hostile observation is of great impor%cc in attaining s:~periority 
in artiHcry. 

~5s, Q. .Artillery fires prior to the ]iou~ of attack may be lirtited 
to norrnal fires already in progress or the attack may be preceded 
by an artillery preparation. . 

“b. The force commander decides whether a prepar:ition is to be 
fired. He considers whether a Miicient number of rcmm:erativs 
targets WiIl be located in time to prepwe the fires, the p:obab]~ 
eflect of the preparation, the attendant loss of surprise, and the 
etiect on the ammwiition supply. 

. The force commander also decicles the duration of the prepara
tick In general, a preparation should be long enough to r~ccor.
plish the effect sought, but not so long as to permit the enemy to 
chmge his major tactical dispositions in time to meet the attack. 
The dur:tion of the premnation may be governed by the ammuni
tion supply. It may va~y from a few minutes to several hours. 

456. a. The nature of the artilicry preparation c?cpenc?supon its 
mission. Concentration of effwt is greatly favored by dividing 
the preparation into phases. 

b. The object of the iirst phase of the prepwation is to ncutr:ilize 
the defender’s artillery, destroy the most important hostile agen
cies of. command and fire control, isolate the defender’s forces 
from the rear, clisrupt assembled hostile mechanized forces, and 
protect our troops from the enemy’s counterprepa~ation fires. 
.4rtiUery fire of the first phase comprises countcibattery fire; 
deslnwctio-n fire on command posts, observation posts, and si”:m.! 
communication installations; interdiction and destruction fire on 
enemy routes of communication; destruction fire on mine fields 
and hosti!e obstacles; and concentr~tions on the hostile defense 
areas and assembled .meclmnized units. 

“ C. In the subsequent phase of the preparatim, sufficient artil-
Iexy continues counterbattery fire to maintain nwtralization of the 
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hostile artillery. The fire of the ntass of the remaining twtilky 
is concentrated on the hostile defcw mw. Hostile observation 
should be covcrcd with smoke to prevent observation of the nNXQS 
monk of the :ittdwr and render ac!justment of hostile artillery 
fires difFicult. If the terrain does not aflorcl good cover for attacking 
troops, smoke may be placed upon the forwmxl elements of :he 
defensive position to prevent the enemy from using ~i~.d anal! 

, mms fire. 

4s7. During the entire preparation, supporting wcapon3 fire on 
sensitive points in the zone of rcsistzmce. Massed ai~*action on 
the im~’.ediate front selected for the main ~ttack may be usad 
to soften resistance. Combat wiction is concentrated w@nst 
signaI communication centus and reserves, with pdictikr at

tention to artillery and armored units which cannot IM cmwwil 
effectively by artihery. Whenever the situation permits, friendly 
air strikes in close support should be supported by ground fire 
on enemy antiaircraft weapons. 

CONDUCTOF THEATTACX 

4s8. The attack is characterized by the positive action of fire and 
maneuver, combined and controlled to create a prcpondc~ance of 
force in the clecisive direction. 

45% The attacking echelon advances from its attack positions so 
as to moss the line of departure at the prescribed time. Any mass 
formation of units runs grave risks of incurring heavy 10SSCS 
from hostile fires and air attack. When fire superiority has been 
gained, the attacking echelon closes to assaulting distance. 

4x). a. Superiority of fire rests chiefly upon the support of artil
lery, combat aviation, and other supporting armored or infantry 
elements, in conjunction with the mutual support of adjacent ele
ments of the attacking echelon. It denends not only on volume of 
fire but dso on its direction and accu~acy and the close coordina
tion of all fires with the movement of the attack echelon. 

b; Fire eflect is increased by efil&le action. I?lanking or oblique 
fire is especially effective when frontal fire is. delivered w:mul
tmeously against the same objective. A convergent fire forces 
the enemy to defend himself against attack from several direc
tions and creates a powerful morale as well as material effect. 

C. Units seek to gain flanking fire by enveloping “action. ~k@
ing fileis alsosecured through the lateral echelommnt of support. 
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ing weapons with respect to the wits they support. Heavy 
mochine guns, from positions in adjacent zones of action, clcliver 
obliquo fi2*cOW* the troops in their front ancl protect the flanks of 
troops in the attack echelon. Machine guns of rifle uniw fo!iou* 
the leading ekxnents closely in orcler to take advantage of and 
deliver flanking fire through the gaps along the front, Units which 
hwe succeeded in gaining advanced posiiiol:s deliver flanking ?ire 
across the front of adjacent rearward units. 

d. Lateral echekmment of artillery for purposes of flanking fire 
incrcasw the difficulties of fire control and of li~isop between 
the artillery and supported units. The fire of supporting artilhxj* 
is more relia?~le and eflwtive when its positions and observation 
posts are in the zone of action of the suuported unit.e 

46?. ‘I’he attacking eche~on advances to assaulting distance of the 
h@i!e position under its own and supporting fires. Until the’ 
main hosti!e resistance is broken, attack units advance by bounds 
to successive terrain features. I?’ire and maneuver me alternated 
in such manner that an attack unit, whose advance is made pos
sible by the combined fire of adjacent and supporting units, mcves 
forward to an adwmcecl position, and by its fire from that pcsi ikm 
assists the advance of the adjacent units. 

432. Airborne troops may be employed to seize and hold or destroy 
obj Wives which are important to the success of the main attack. 
These troops may be reinforced by air transported troops. 

463. Artillery and other supporting weapons insure continuity of 
support by displacing forward by cchelon, while the bu~k renmins 
in position and maintai~2s fire. Fire is !ifted successively to more 
distant targets as the attacking echelon becomes endangered by it. 
When supporting fires are lifted from the hostile position to 
permit the attacking echelon to close with the enemy, the loss of 
this support must be compensated for by the increased fire of the 
lighter weapons and tank action. 

& 

464. u. Artillery supports the attac!{ through the depth of the 
hostile position by successive concentrations in accordance with 
the requests of the supported comanders. Concentrations of arti!-
Iery fire are regulated to bring the greatest possible volume of 
fire on objectives of decisive importance at the critical moments 
of the attack. AttaclK units mpst follow closely the artilkw y F.rw 
in order to take immediate advantage of artillery fire ~i?~~t to 
gain ground to the front. The artillery is prepared fcr ear!y 
movement forward to maintain close support as the attack prog
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)33sses, Emential ih missions of units being displaced are dis
tributed to units in position. 

b. Combnt aviation can be UWC1during thk period to hi~~~$e the 

momentum of the attack by prearranged missions 
� 

against targets 
which cannot be eng~lgccl by Willcry. 

. 

465. AM!ery must employ all means at its disposal (observers, 
liaison sections, airplanes, radar, wire and radio communication) 
to obtain exact information on the location of the hostile defensive 
position and location of the forward elements of the attack. The 
attacking units must cooperate by employing aH mean3 of trans
mitting information to the artilkry. When uncmtain w to the 
location of the attack echelon, direct support artillery takes imme
diate steps to establish C1OSCcontact with those elements.. 

46& ct. The primary purpose of close supporting fire is to prevent 
the enemy from manning his defensive works in time to meet the 
assault, and to neutralize or destroy those targets which impede 
the prog~*ess of the supported troops. Its progression to succes
sive objectives k arranged between supporthg and supported 
commanders. 

lx Other fire is placed on critical points in the liostile position 
to protect the attack echelon from hosti!c long-range and flanking 
fires and from counterattack. It is lifted to correspond with the 
advance of the attacking echelon. 

468. It is clesirable that combat aviation support the attack through 
the clepth of the hostile position by concentrated attacks on that 

. part of the front where the attack seeks decisive results. 

46% The attacker must not permit the aclvance to be long arrested 
by hostile chemical concentrations, o~*areas containing mines. 
Contaminated terrain which cannot bc avoided is posted and 
passed with the assistance of gns mnsks and protective clothing. 
Mined areas may be postecl and bypassed, 01’breached, by sup~ort
ing engineers or by organic mine clearing teams. 

QYO.Wh.ethe-r the main attack is based upon an envebpntm~ o~’8 
penetration, the battle generally develops into local conflicts along 

...*”a#. 
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(JIc opposhlg fronts. During the course of battle, the combat o. 
Hclkm of units may undergo a change as between envelopment 
ill!(l \ldi2Ct~3.ti Oil. A force that has successfully enveloped the 
WWIY’S ikmk may have to mtl!;e a frcmtd attack to defeat 
!u-AIc reserve, or m?.y M a favorable Opportunity to MM!{ 
I.}Nhosti!e resistance in flank. In a penetration, once minor re@t
w)ces have been overrun, the outflanking wtioil of small units is 
~lle most efiective means of reducing the stronger hosti!e defense 
areas. 

L$71.An attack seldom is executed exactly as planned. As !ong w 
thc enemy has any f reeclom of action, unexpected difficulties are 
{jmountercd which cdminate in a crisis. The approach of this 
critical phase of the attack must be recognized by the commander 
so that timely measures can be taken to shape the course of action 
tO sm.we a favorable outcome. . 

472. As the attack progresses, mo~e control d necessity will have 

474, In an attack of a stabilized front, the approach has already 
k n effected and the attack opens with a coordinated assault. 
“~he hour of the assault is fixed bv the comzmmler of thq whole 
front from which the assault is t; be lmmchecl. The exact day 
Qnd hour are kept secret until the Intest ~yacticdole momwk. Stib
ordinate commanders must be afforded suffkient time for reccm
naissance and briefing of units. 

475. On n stabilized front, more dehiled i:lfowmiio:l of the 
enemy% defensive dispositions ustially is c.vailab! e. The com

~- @ot&ness ‘of information will depend ~~~oi~the length of time the(’,
 
~“.sfwont l& been stabilized and the efficiency of intelligence xneas~};’
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naiwmm coriducted in such manner that the appearance of 
nomd activity is maintained. Information is disscminatecI in 
IAe form of intelligence summariw nmps, and annotated air 
photos. 

strong resistance and well-organized defense, 
the commander will prepare the assault by concentrating the fire-
rower of all supporting weapons to neutralize the enemy and wear 
~own his power of resistance before !a~~nching the assault. The

t 
commander of the unit will notify the supporting weapons, by a 
prearranged signal, or other meau, that he is about to assault.. 
The intensity of supporting fires is increased. Under cow of 
the supporting fire, the assault unit advances close to its objective. 
When the supporting fires are lifted from the objective, the as
sault unit overruns the hostile resistance. 

. ~. Any delay in launching the assault after the fires lift 211OWS 
the enemy to man his defenses. .%series of brief lifts and resump
~ions of fire rJ*io:*to the find lift preceding the assault will tend 
;O discourag~ prmpt mmming of the defenses. In favorabk 
situations tanks operating under artillery air bursts may be em
ployed in advance of infantry. 

. 
CON7RWATIONOF THE ATTACK 

...- .-— . ~,. .e~- ~–
4X a. After the assault of & organized positio;; the attack often 

“	 breaks up into a series of separate engagements which are con
tinued throughout the d~pth of the hostile position. These engage
xnents are directed by subordinate commanders within their zones
 
of action and are supported by all the means at their disposd.
 
The first task is to capture assigned objectives. Areas of resist
ance are reduced by fire, overrun or outflanked.
 

b. Reserves usually are disposed in positions from which they 
~ ay best be empbyed to exploit a success or to protect the flanks 
of the attacking units. All reconnaissance agencies search for 
probable assembly areas of hostile reserves, so that enexny prepara
tion for the counterattack m~y be broken up by artil!ery fire and 
air attack. As the attack progresses each intermediate objective 
is promptly organized for. defense and held until the attack is 
continued. 

wiL G. Road conditions, the possibility of maintaining ammuni
tiw wpply, and the enemy’s reaction followhlg our WXessful 

. 
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assault determine when and in what. strength the artillery wil! 
lxi rewed into advanced positions. Artillery executes its missions 
with the fewest possible changes of position. Frequent changes 
cf position reduce the voIu:ne of fire support. The occupation ~f 
new positions and renewal of fire require considerable tinx-
Neverthelcss, change of position should be made unhesitatingly 
Jvhcn fire etiect or deficiency in liaison with the fittacking echckm 
requires it. Changes of position generally are affected by echelon 
~ftw timely rcconn~.kance of iidvailced positions. 

b, Artillery promptly fires upon enemy troop assemblies, troops 
forming for counterattack, and on any rearward position on which 
the enemy attempts to reconstitute his defense. 

479, ~, If the tide of battle t(~rns against the enemy, he n?ay en
deaver to disengage his forces and renew the defense on a rear
ward positiont or he may fight a delaying action until battle can 
be renewed under conditions more favorable to him. Ordinarily, 
it is to be expected that the enemy will strive to hold out until 
nightfall and effect his withdrawal under cover of darkness. 

lx The enemy may disclose his intentions to withdraw. .Wack
ing troops must exercise great vigilance in observing tim conduct 
of the enemy in their front, press their attack with energy, wld 
rn~intain close contact with him. Reconnaissance aviaticn 
searches the rear areas for indications of retrograde movemetits 
of artillery and trains. 

G30. a. If the enemy succeeds in withdrawing his major iorces 
from action, the commander intensifies reconnaissance to obtain 
the necessary information upon which to decide what line of ac
tion to follow. Aggressive action may prevent the eiwmy frcx 
reconstituting his defense on a remmqwd position. If the enany 
succeeds in occupying a new position during darkness, it nmy L~ 
necessary to delay a renewal of the attack in force until daylighL 

k It may be of great advantage to re=group the attack forces 
during the advance to the new position and launch thwmain at-
Lack on another part of the front. Effort is made to exploit the 
moral ascendancy by a quick and powerful. Mow before the enemy 
an reconstitute his defense. The action of armor and combat 
,viation at this time may be decisive. 

. 

81. If the enemy is fighting a Maying action on an. extended 
writ, the objective- ordinarily will be attained more quickly ‘@ 
mxmtrating on a decisive part of the front wd attacking with 
wrgy and dispatch. An attack pushed deeply and ewwgeticully 



through the hostile front may isolate st~vng hostile elements ancl 
forco the enemy to an Garly evacuation of the wkolo line. 

48?,* In case of a break-through, armored LMS penctrnte deeply 
into the hostile position and attac!~ the cncrny’s reserves, orti!
lm+yand commaucl and communication centers. Tim gap is widened 
by attackit~g its flanks. Other mobi!e forces are sent through the 
gap to exploit the advantages guincd und to attack the enemy in 
fear and prevent his escape. i~t this time the efforts 
of combat aviation should be concentrated in cooperation with 
the ground forces in exploiting the break-through, “ 

m~~iA~um 

t,, @13 When the attack does not refich its obj ectivo or does not brea!: 
\,	 through the hostile position during the clay, the leading elements 

of the infantry intrench at the points reached. If possibIe, re
serve units pass through these leading elements to continue the 
ofiensive by night attack. By attacking in depth, a commander 
ca12maintain continuous pressure day and night, and thereby can 
keep the enemy OKbalance. At the some time, the enemy’s fatigue 

‘ is greatly increased with resultant decrease of his effectiveness. 
When a ni’~ht attack is impossible, the night is utilized to reor
ganize and=resupply. IJnits also ZYMybe rclieved to facilitate con
tinuation of the attack the following da~e 

RELIEFOF COIWIAITTEOUNITS 

484. In offensive combat it may be necessary to relieve units in 
contact with the enemy by executing a relief in place or a passage 
of lirws. IUt!wr of these opcratio~s may be desirable in order to 
co]l~ivue tlw monux:twn o-fthe attack with fresh troops, to change 

\	 t}:e direction of the attack, to exploit o v,?eakncss in the enemy 
poskion witil z-escrve forces, or to initiate an otiensive on a front 
where stabilization has c.sisted. 

485. When a relief in place or a passage of lines is to be ~ide, 

waning orders are issued by the commanders of the higher unit, 
the relieving or unit p&ing through, and the unit to be Newd. 
Wwning orders includbthe approximate how the movement 
for the relief W*passage of lines is to begin; the zones iu which 
relieving or passing units are to operate; and the restrictions 
imposed upon reconnaissance parties as to size, routes, and hours 
of operation. 

. 
ASS, Personal rccon~aissance hy tha commander and stcff of the 
rdieving or passing unit, and prior conferences with the corn
mandw and staff of the relieved unit are highly important. 



487. A plan is formulated and orckw We issued covering the rnovc
ment of relieving or passing units. Fundamentally, either opera
tibn is the same as the development of a command for combat. In 
the preparation of the plan, restrictions imposed by higher authoi*
ity kecause of other tr2ffic in t]le zone of advance, the greater 
YW1 SPaCeS that mav b~ required because of incrcascd d!stanccs 
lwt~vecn units the “roacl net and the practicabi!ky of C3*OSS”>4 
CO{:!~trymove&x]t must be co~lsidcr~d. The p!an must be flexible 
M to times and routes of rnove.rnent. The size of the unit invoked 
and the speed ~vith which the relief or passage must be conducted 
will govern the thoroughness with which the details of the plan 
are prepared. 

488. In accordance with the p?an of the higher commander, com
manders qnd stafis of both the relieving or passing units and re
lieved units arrange and agree upon such details as guides, use 
of roads, fire support to be furnished for the incoming troops by 
the unit to be relieved or passed through, transfer of the existing “ 
signal communication sy~tem, administrative matters, and the 
condition under which command passes to the relieving or passing 
unit. 

489. Units to be relieved or passed through furnish guides. Indi
~fi~ua~5 selected as guides should be ~capable and carefully re
kwsed in their duties. They meet the relieving or passing tirlit 
before it enters the area and conduct it to assembly areas. W%n
ever possible, guiclcs are furnished for units down to and includkg 
the platoon. 

490. To disclose the fact that a relief in pkce or passage of lines 
is in pl*ogress invites heavy bombardment by air and m+llcry, 
a counterattack, or both, at a time when congestion and tra~~c cir
culation are doubIed. Woods, fag, and dcfilade are utilized in the 
approach when the reIief or passage is made in day?ight. Smoke 
is placed on hostile observation posts and hostile forward ekments. 
Mobility, ruses, feints, and demonstrations are exqhite&. 

w 1. For reliefs in place on a scale large enough to require mxe 
than a single night, troops and transport of the relieving unit 
a-e concealed during periods of good visibility. The relief is 
carried out by echelon from rear to front, front-line units being the 
iast elements relieved. 

492, a. The plans for-executing a Aief in place must be in har
mony with the plans for continuing the attack. It may be desir- “ 



able that the positious of!the relieved unit he occupied by a portion 
of tho relieving unit in order to make the remainder of the 
relieving unit avaikble to organize for the continuance of t’he 
attack, To rclicvc in place and attac?{ with the same troops may 
take the relieving troops out of’ the clesirecl attack formation. 

b, The time of execution of a relief depends on such f~tctors as 
Charwteristics of the enemy, weather, terrain, and air superiority. 
Front-line troops should be relieved in small grou”ps and infiltrated 
to the rear. When the relief is executed in clarkness, troops rc-
Iieved are withdrawn promptly from the zone of action. Artillery 

\ of the relieved unit, and frequently other supporting weapons 
should be held in position to support the ittack when resumed.‘) . 

493. During the course of the relief in place, artillery maintains 
its normal fires, but is prepared to execute counterbattery and 
protective fires along the front of the relief in the event of an 

. attack by the enemy. During a night relief, artillery fires may 
~ be so timed as to conceal noise of vehicles moving into position. 

f;~6* The execution of the relief in place is under the direction of 
the commander of the unit being relieved. He remains responsible 
for the defense of the sector until the relief has been completed. 
The actual ps.ssage of command takes place upon agreement be
tween the commanders co~lcerned with approval of higher head
quarters. . 

A95. The principaI task involved in a passage of lines is in the 
prepa~*ation for continuing the attack. Where both units in
volved are infantry, the incoming commander will normally as. 
sume command of the zOne of action before his troops reach 
their attack positions. Arormally the time interval between the 
commencement of a passage of lines and the initiation of the 
attack is brief and allows little time for any read~ustnlant of his 
troops by the relieving commander prior to the attack. The time 
factor plus the necessity for strict fire control makes the passage 
of command desirable at an early stage in the operation. “ 

w6. W7hen executing a passage of lines at night, and the exact 
location of forward elements ‘to bc passed through is known, the 
line of departure for the attack is the line held by the forward 
cbrnents. When the exact location of the most advanced elements 
of the unit to be passed through is unknown, the line of departurd 

, must not be forward of the line held by the most advmeed eh. 
~m(mtswhose location is known, In, daylight, termin permitting, 

a,,. * ~a$ of departure between the fol*ward elements to be passed 
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tlwo~~gh and a covered position C1OSOin their rear may bc MAer 
than a line coinciding with the front:line element. ‘ 

, 

437. Li~hUyheld positions andgaps inthef~*o~lt lines of thetmit 
which is p~ssed through should be utilized by the passing unit to 
the greatest estent consistent with its scheme of maneuver. This 
is pa~ticularly true when armorbd elements execute the passage 
of linw. 

49& a. TIIe passage of a major armored unit through an infantry 
element frequently will occur after a. break-through of an or
ganized position by the inf?ntry. In any case a passage of !ines 
by armor through infantry involves certain differences inherent 
in the characteristics of armor’. 

b. Normally a passage of command in the zone involved is tm
necessary in view of the different missions of the units. C1ose 
coordination is essential between the commanders concerned. 
~~aison ofiicers may be exchanged between the armored and in

.fantry units. 

c. In view of the length of the armored co~umns, every measure 
must be taken to expedite the passage. Detailed coordination be
tween the participating units must be arranged. This includes 
the coordination of fires. Priority on roads must be assi=med to 
the armor without crippling the traffic essential to the support of 
other units. The infantry units holding the sector may have to 
readjust their positions to faci~itate the passage. Usually, because 
of the diflhdty of operating armor at night, the operation is exe
cuted in daylight on a relatively narrow front. 

49% Regardless of whether a passage of lines is executed in day
light or darkness, the units in contact and the artillery passed 
through remain in position and furnish all possible fire to support 
the attacking unit. When the attack has progressed far enough to 
pl*event undue casualties to the relieved troops, they are assembled 
and reorganized. 

. . * 

. 
Sedkm IV. AT7ACKFROM THE DEFENSIVE, 

PLANNEDIXFENSIVE-OFFENSW 
. 

0 5txL a. A commander with m offensive mission may decide to 
aswrne the defensive initially because of tempormy combat in
fm%wity or to create a situation which will place the enemy at a 
$@&d disadvantage and ofler opportunist y for u decisiva courter
6fE@w&e. In either case, an early resumption of the offeusive tG 
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attain the objective is conternplatd By inducing M enemy to 
attack first, the conmandw hopes to fix nncl exhaust !]irn and 
then, when he is disorganized, to launch the countcro~cnsive. 

. 
(See ch. 9). 

b. This type of action tlermmcls the highest type of leadership 
aid tactical skill and troops with a high crdcr of training. The 
major problem fcr the comrnamicr lies in timing the attack. 

WI. Organization of the grou21d may not be as complete as is re
quired for a protracted clefense~ Larger reserves a~so may be 
maintciined, concealed in a position favoring the execution of the 
contemplated counterofi%nsiv~. 

. 

. 

502. Once the purpose of the initial clefense has been accom
plished, the counteroffensive is launched, Thereafter, the conduct 
d the action is that of the attack. . 

5#3. u. A defending force frequently has an opportunity to adopt 
tho dlkmsive. When a general counterattack launched by the de
fe~der throws the attacker back fol!owing an apparently successful 

9 ‘advance, w when a hostile attack breaks down, the enemy seldom 
will be able to withstand a determined counteroffensive. 

b. The enemy artillery fire still may be superior but his dtack
ing echelon will be disorganized. If the defender seizes the 
initiative and passes to an offensive before the attacker can recover 
‘from his disorganization and can properly dispose and employ 
his reserves, results often are decisive. The defense must” be 
prepared to pass to the of%nsive and exploit the result of suc
cessful defensive action. 

\ 504. The general doctrines governing the preparation for and con
‘ duct of an attack are applicable to the counteroffensive. 

Sec~km V. Pwwrr 

505. The pur~uit is launched when the enemy is no longer able to 
maintain his position and endeavors to escape. A commander rec
ognizes a wea?~ening enemy by the continued advance of his troops 
in a decisive direction; the capture of critical objectives; by the 
nurnl$er ancl morale of captured prisoners; by” the numlxw of 
abandoned weapons; by the number of hostile dead; by the 
tl!mhmtion of hostile artillery fire; and by the diminution or cessa
ti(m of hostile countermeasures. 



the continuity of the athck and to exert n relentless pressure on .4“the defeated tmemy. 

507, Effective pursuit requires Ieaclership and exc~cise of iuitia
“tive to the higlmst degree in all echelons of command. AK con:
manders in the attack echelon spur on their troops and clh~ch the 
advantn~e with their reserws. Pursuit of a defeated enemy is 
pushed to the utmost limiit of endurance of troops, vehicles, nnd 
other transportation. Abandoned enemy matdriel is prompt!y 
put into use. to augment thct of the pursuing force o~*to rcp!acs 
103sss. No opportunity is given ‘the enemy to reo~*ganiz~ his 
forces and reconstitute his defense. 

503. ct. The object of the pursuit is the annihilation c$ the hosti!e 
forces. This seldom can be accomplished by a straight pushing 
back of the hostile forces on their lines of comrnunicaticns. Direct 
pressure against the retreating forces must be combined with sn 
enveloping or encircling maneuver to place troops across the 
enemy’s lines of retreat. Encirclement of both flanks of the 
retreating forces or of their separate elements is attempted 
wherever conditions permit, 

b. i’kmored forces are particularly suitd for this purpose. M 
times the objectives assigned such armored forces nmy be other 
than the pursuit of the beaten force. SuclI objectives can only 
be assigned when the attacker’s margin of superiority warrants 
the early assignment of an exploitation mission other t?2m the 
destruction of the hostile force. 

c. By thie coordinated employment of every available agmcy of 
destruction and terrorization, the shaken morale of the clefcntcd 
enemy is converted into panic. The incipient clissolution of his 
organization is transformed into rout. “ 

50% In anticipation of launci~ing a pursuit, the commander causes 
preparatory measures to be takeil. These measures inclut?~ neces
sary plans and orders in all echelons. Reserves are reg~oyped m-xl 
motorized. Artillery and engineers and other necessary. units are 
attached to the direct pressure forces for the pursuit. Engineer 
combat units are placed well forward in columns of direct pres
sure forces to facilitate rapid stream c~*ossing. Distant objectiws 
are assigned to the principal tactical groupings. lfIissicns fire 
assigned to the field artillery in general support to obstruct move
ment on hostile avenues of withdrawal. Combat aviation is el~. 
pleyed against those-targets of opportunity and other objectives 
.whicla will contribute most to the success of the pursuit. 
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SM. The pursuit is conducted on a broad front. MoW trmqmrta
thm, including transportation captured from the enemy w R?WW 
dcmed by him, is enlployedto expedite the movement of foot troqm 
Troops before whom the enemy is giving way send in their re
$erves to gain his fian!~and rear m to break through his covering 
troops. 

511. The forces engnged in the direct pressure and in t!m encircling 
rnmmuvers are”assignecl directions, zones of action, and objectives 
desigued to bring the pursuit to a decisive conclusion, Such di
rections and zones of action may be around the flmks or through 
the wider gaps which defeat has opened in the hostile dispositions, 
or maybe a continuation of the existing zones of ti~tioi~. 

612. Combat aviation concentrates on critical points on lines of 
communication in the enemy’s rear area, on hostila columns in 
retreat, and on hostile reserves endeavoring to reconstitute the 
defense. It attacks defiles on the enemy’s line of retreat ancl 
disrupts traffic on the main roads and railroads in the enemy’s 
rear area. Reconnaissance aviation reconnoiters vital points a!ong 
the roads in the enemy’s zone of retreat to keep contact with re
treating cohlmns and to Iocnte my movement of hostile reinforce
ments, and keeps ground commanders informed of the hostile ac
tivities and movements wi~hin their zones of action. 

5 N. a. The enemy’s attempts to organize his retreat uncler the 
cover of darkness must be frustrated. Under no circumstances 
is he a~loweii to break contact. L-nits wk~ich have advanced with
out serious opposition ccntinue their march during. the night. 
Other units organize successive limited objective attacks against 
the enemy in their front.. 

b. During a night pursuit, the !eading (?~t~ch~~i~t~ push t~cir 
advance along all available roads, fol!owed by the main pursuing 
forces. . The attached and supporting artillery advance by eche!on, 
going into successive postions from which they can interdict the 
enemy’s routes of retreat by map firing or by fire directed by 
observers which accompany the leading detachmxmts. Prompt 
report is made when objectives are reached so that artillery fires 
may be coordinated. 

“ c. Combat aviation searches ehemy routes of retreat with flares, 
and attacks enemy columns “and critical points ifi the enemy’s 
real area. 

. 

= 534. a. The employment of s.rtillery is based upon the maximum 
~x@oitation of the mobility of lighter pieces and the IOW range 

.. 



of the heavier types. So long as the .withclrawing enemy can be 
engaged with observed and planned fi~*e,a portion of the artill&*y 
remains in position to fire on the more distant targets. 

b. The artillery attached to the pwsuing forces, in addition to 
its supporting action, fires on hostile elements attempting to forn2 
columns in rear of the enemy’s covering troops, slid gradually 
takes over the missions of the artillery in process of clisp!ackg 
forward. 

S15. ~. The purpose of the e~circling maneuver is to	 get in rear 
ray be de-of the defeat~d &emy and Mock his retreat so that he 

stroyed between the direct pressure and encircling forces. 

b. \Vhen practicable,	 mobile forces, in the ertcircling maneuvers, 
Cutadvance aiong roads paralleling the enem,y’s line of retreat to 

him off at defiles, bridges, and other critical points. When the 
encircling forces cannot outdistance the enemy, they push through 
to a critical locality and engage the ene@s~Adn forces in fkri!<. 

C. Armored and motorized units are employed in the encircling 
maneuvers and combat aviation may be coordinatcil with tl:cs 1; 
maneuvers. The employment of airborne troops to se% ciefilcs or 
other critical terrain objectives clccp in the hm:ilc Ye:w, pending 
the arrival of more powcrftd mobile encircling forces, may con
tribute decisively to a successful pursuit.. 

516. a. ‘I%eadvance in the decisive direction must be nwintained. 
Hcstile rear guards or forces on flank positions must not turn pur
suing forces from the decisive direction. Every effort must be 
made to block the main hostile force. When fiecessary, a new 
encircling force to continue the pursuit is constituted. 

b. When the enemy succeeds in establishing himself in a @
tion from which he cannot be passed or disloged quickly, the cOi~~
mandcr takes prompt measures to coordinate the attack again, 
supporting it with all available means. 

517. Pur8uit requires cxtc~sive reliance upon radio for tomm:mi
cation with the leading troops. The constriction of wire HEM is
 
concentrated along the more important mew. Comnxmd posts or
 
advance message centers are estab?khed clcse behind the leadkg
 
troops. Light aircraft are a valuable means of observation, com
m.unicatkm, and liaison.
 

Adequate grovision for the supply of ammunition and motor 
to the pursuing troops is essential to the succms of the pur

ZM+ryopportunity must be seized to augment supplies of all 



Muds from captured or abandoned s!ocks. The commam!er en
deavors to relim’e the piw~uing columns of all ~Voiric3 concaming 
supply m-l evwuation. All availabic transport, i~:ciuding air, 
should be utilized to assist i:~supply and evacuation. 

section v]. SECURITY1:4 T:is CHmsw 

519, Success or fai!tlre of an offensive is c?ependwt in a h~e 
ure upon the nction tal{en to protect the comnmci from hostile 
reaction. Open fkmks are highly imhte~*able. The best security 
is to keep the enemy so heavily involved that he has not time or 
means available to enclangm’ the succcss of t}lc att:wk. Security 
of attack forces is assurccl by a tinw!y scorch for information in 

. IN directions from which a hostile threat may come, by the proper
 
] dispcsitioh of s~curity forces of ample mobility and combat power,
L 

and by prompt dispatch of accura~e informtttion and orders to 
security forces. This is particularly true in security against 
hostile forces of great mobility such as air, motorized, and mmorecl 

.units. 
. 

520. h offensive operations, the mass of available means for de
fense against air and armored attack is disposed to favGr the 
main attack. The combat means for defense against ai2* attack 
aue supplemented by utilization to the maximum of cover, con
cealment, car.ouflage, defikde, c?ispersion, and night movemei.ts. 
The combat means for defense against attack by armored forces 
are supplemented by utilization of natural and artificial obstacles 
to protect tke flanks and rear of the comnxmd, by dispersion, and 
by night movements. . 

,, 5~1. Antitank weapons in each echelon of troops are disposed to 
‘; ccver the most 1ik@yavenues of approach of hostile armored units. 

Protection against m arnm+ed attac!f is best assured by armored 
reserves and by obstacles !ocatecl on likely awmues of approach. 
Tlnese obstacles must be strengthened by demolition and mines 

. and protected by mobile antitank weapons supported by every 
available find ef?ective means of fire support, particukwly that of 
artillery. Such action isolates and destroys the hostile armored 
f~rces. . 

522. In offensive operations, the greatest neect for security exists 
d~trh~g critical phases of the bhttk. Sccurky is enhanced by 
meetkg possible threak with heavy fire before they can develop, 
The iktion of combat aviation against threats is particularly ef 

“Ziwtive,especially if hostile troops	 or vehiclw are in close forma
timl.
 
*-a 
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““””S2S. As in wrliw ~t~~e$ of t~~ advance, reconnaissance missions 
by combat aviation tonstitut~ an important swurity mwsure. 
Arxnod reconnaissance missions both cliitant and close are chmyyxl 
with obtaining information of vital security importance~ Mis
skms flown just prior to darkness or immediately after day!ight arc 
frequently advisable. Whwe observation of specific areas can 
be indicated, night missions are justified and at times rnmxktory. 
(See ch. 6.) 

324. Q. .4n oflensive action once begun is halted only by hosti!e 
re~ction or by other. elements in the situation which clcmand it. 
If, during the course of an attack, it becomes necessary to pass 
to the defensive, the leading foot elements entrench themselves on 
the ground held. The leading echelon then is thinned out and 
forces are redistributed to organize the defens: in depth. It nmy 
be necessary to move some elements to the front or rear for shcxt 
distances to establish the defense on favorab!e terrain and secure 
flanking fire. Since any major adjustments attempted in daylight 
will probably result in heavy casualties, the gcncrql position of 
attacking units is maintained until thwkncss, when the sclcctw? 
defense position is occupied and organized. 

b. If the situation demands major acljustr.ents in claylight, they 
are accomplished under protection of smoke, and maximum fire 
support by artillery and other supporting weapons. Combat avk
tion may be employed in coordination with the other forces. 

C. After an objective is taken, the enemy may attempt to retalie 
“	 the positions by one or several counterattacks during the period 

when fatigue and disorganization rcndel* the position vulner:b!e. 
Reaction by the enemy must be anticipated and measures ~)ror.@
ly taken to consolidate the position and reorganize the urits, l?ro
visions made to defend the newly gained ground will include the 
maintenance of contact with the enemy, the establishment of ob
servation posts, posting of observers for fielcl artillery and other 
supporting weapons, the organization of a counterattacking force, 
and the avoidance of undue relaxation after a successful att~.ck. 

52% If, during the coume of an attack, it bscomes necessary to 
break off the action and withdraw, the command initi~lly passes 
to the defensive. The completeness of the defense is cicpem?ent 
upon the situation and whether the initial dcfcnsl~*e and W with
drawal must be executed in daylight or darkness. ** 
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Section L ORGANIZATION FCX DEFENSE 

� . GENERAL 

0 526, u. The general object of defensive combat is to gain time 
*pending	 the development of more favorable conditions for under

taking the offensive, or to eccnomize forces on one front for the 
purpose of concentrating superior forces for a decisive action . 

.	 elsewhere. 

b. Under the first of these objects, a commander may assume 
the defensive pending the arrival of reinforcements, or he may 
be thrown on the defensive by inferiority in numbers, disposition, 
or training, Ho may take up a defensive position and invite attack 
as part of a deliberate plan to win the battle by a counterofhnsive. 

.
“ c. Under the second object, the defensive usually is expressed 
in the mission receivecl frGm higher autkorit~~. This r~ission may 
be to hold a vital area pending completion of the maneuver of other 
forces, to protect a flank, or to contain an enemy force w!lile an 
offensive is being conducted on mother part of the front or iil 
another theater. Defensive measurbs always will be taken, in 

‘	 the absence of specific instructions, when an attack has reached its 
objective or is unable to continue the advance. 

527. Defensive doctrine contemplates the selection and organiza
tion of a battle position which is to be held at all costs. Forward 
of that position maximum use is made of covering forces to del~y 
and disorganize the advance of the enemy and deceive him as to 

:	 the Ixue location of the battIe position. Strong reserves are held 
out to destroy the enemy by countcrattnck if he penetrates the 
?wtile postt~on and after the momentum of the attack has been 
$@@, Bee pa~agxaphs 684 to 651. 

.	 .,’,9 ‘bJWs@J. r 
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RECONNAISSANCEAND SSMCTK)NOF POSITKW
 
\ 

52$. w The mission, the situation, incl:~cling the enemy capabili
ties, and W terrain, influence the choice of !ocalities and tlw type
 
of d~fense adopted. “ e
 

b, The position on which battle is ofl!cred must conform to the
 
object of the defense and should facil ita k future maneuver with
out jeopardizing the success of the defense. It must force the
 
enemy to a direct attack or a time-consuming maneuver. A posi
tion that can be avoided readily has no defensive wdue. A posi
tion on the flank of the hostile route of advance is cflective only if
 
it compels the enemy to change direction and attack it in force
 
rather than to contain and bypass it.
 

529. Reconnaissance of the position is as detailed as the time md 
situation permit. It includes a study of the principal routes avaii
able for hostile approach, terrain available for hostile observation, 
and the avenues most advantageous to the hostile attack. .4 study 
of the terrain on which the enemy must carry out his attack will 
give valuable indications of his possible assembly areas, the locn
tion of his nrtillery, the tel*rain favorable for attack by his armored 
units, and the area most advantageous for his main attack. 

530. If contact with the enemy has not been made, the comrnamier 
ordinarily is free to make a detailed reconnaissance of position, 
select the terrain on which to defend, and decide on the best &s
tribution of troops. Every means is employed by the commander 
to expedite completion of plans, and issuance of orders to sub
ordinates so that troops are held a minimum of time in assembly 
areas. 

. 

531. Basing his action on his mission, his personal reconnaissance, 
the reconnaissance reports of his subordinates, and the available in
formation of the enemy find friend~y forces, the commander forms 
an estimate of the enemy’s capabilities wl the probabletf rent of 
hostile attack. He also makes his decision regarding the location 
of the main line of resistance, the emplo~.ent of thd artillery 
and other supporting weapons, the assignment of sectors, the 
strength and location of the general reserve, the dsfenses against 
armored attack and hostile aircraft, and otlwr measures necessary 
for security. Successive reconnaissances by lower commanders fix 
on the ground the distribution of smaller units and the location 
of their combat empkcements. Exact information as to the kca-
Wn M th~ main line of reddance k furnished to all supportic~ 
$bwcesincluding artillery and ai~*. 

. . 
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532, a. h the hasty assumption of the defensive from a march 
formation, reconnaissance is executed concurrently with the de
velopment of subordinate units within their assigned arcw Dis
positions of troops and weapons are coordinated by the senior com
mander as the situation continues, so as to complete the integrity 
of the defense as early as possible. 

kL Depenc(ing on the mission ancl the situation, it may be aclvis
abhi for a commander initially to attack in order to seize terrain 
to his front on which to organize the battle position. In other 
situations he may employ a covering force, organizing the battle 
position on terrain in rear. 

. 

533. Continuous reconnaissance and observation of the enemy’s 
dispositions are conducted to secure the earliest possible indica
tions of the offensive preparations. Air reconnaissance may pro
vide, either by visual or photographic means, the information con
cerning the situation in rear of the enemy’s leading elements. 
o . 

534. a. The character of the terrain exercises a decisive influence 
on the selection of position. Ridges and valleys, gcncraily parallel 
to the front of advance, constitute obstacles to the progress of an 
offensive and are natural lines of resistance for the defense. Such 
ridges often afford observation and fields of fire favorable for a 
defense in depth. 

b. h“atural obstacles such as river lines and swamps are impor
tant factors for consideration, pmticularly since the situation 
normally will involve protective measures against ~.rmored units, 

). or other mechanized forces. 
7c. Commanding e1evatio12s and ridges “delimit the compartments , 

of terrain and form the framework of L%esystem of cbser~*atiml, 
command, and fire control in combat. They detwm%e directly , 
the location of the observation posts and positions of the artilleiw. 
and other supporting weapons, and indirectly the !ocation o~ 
defensive positions and assembly areas. lkvel ground Or kmg 
uniform slopes afford better fields of fire for t!M fiat trajectory 
weapons of the defense but also favor aiimozed action. ~ 

* 
535. a. The battle position is so selected as to use the tarrain to 
the greatest advantage. The extent of the uositicc~ must be ap* -.
propriate to the av~ilaMe &oop~--- “-” - - “ 
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importance of these twain factors cldpends upon the strcng:ll, 
composition, armament, and mission of th~ defending force, to
gether with a consideration of the enemy’s co:nposition and 
capabilities. 

53& a, h selecting the forward limit of the battle position, the 
dcfcndcr seeks terrain which will permit the most cftectivc em
ployment of the fires of Md artillery and other weapons. C!ear 
fieicls of fire for small arms are important and wMy kad to 
the location of the main line of. resistance on a forward slope. 
Considerations of concealment and the ability to escape the annihi
lating effect of enemy observed fire, particularly from direct fire 
weapons may, howwer, clictatc the selection of a reverse s!opc 
position. The occupation of a reverse slope position may contri
bute heaviiy to the gaining of surprise. Such a position is prac
ticable when possession of the crest to the f rent is not essential 
tothe observation of fire or when the fozivard slope is otherwise 
unwitablefor defense. . 

b. When the forward limit of the position is on the forward 
slope, the clefensc areas of f runt-line batta! ions may bc cxtel?ded 
to the rear to include the reverse slope. When it is ]ocakd On 
the reverse slope, front-line battalions cst:tblish c?ecachments o:i 
the forward slope to observe and direct fire upon the encn-g~and 
to give timely information of his clisposikions and movements. 

@ 
537. a. Observation to the limit of range of the wenuons is desired 
in’ front of the main line of resistance, 25 well “as within thu. 
battle position. Mequate observation posts for supporting 
weapo~2sare essential. T& battle positioil must be so ~ocated that 
essential observation will be retained even though the enemy suc
ceeds in penctratins the position. 

b. Maximum advantage is taken of ~latural and ~rtifi~ial & 
stacles covered by antitank weapons as well as other weopons 
efiective against pexsonnel to stop attack by armored uniis’or limit 
the directions of their movement. Towns, villages, and citi’~s give 
considerable additional strength to a defensive positic~ agninst 
armor. !I%oyare vulnerable to air ilttack, hotycveq c3~w~u:!3rV.y 
incendiary bombs. 

538. All :.arts of a position Will not hw the 
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advance for some distance under lhe tiefender’s fire are sources 
of strength in a defense agai~:st foot troops, but Pay furnish. 
excellent terrain for hostile armored wac!{. The defender must 
be prepared to mat any form of attack even thou~h the terrain 

. . may n@ be favorzble. 

539. A position combining all clefcnsive advantages will seldom 
be avnilable. The weak points of a position arc strengthened. 
~ short field of frontal fire is compensated by dense flanking fires 
and heavy mortar and artillery concentrations; exposure to hostile 
observation is offset by distribution in depth and construction of 
dummy works. Persistent chemical agents, demolitions, ant! mines 

~ can be used effectively to strengthen exposed flanks ancl to cor~
~ taminate and block covered avenues of approach leading into the 

position. 
o 

540. Positions on’forward slopes are difficult to screen from hostile 
observation. Irregularities in the ground make it dificult to 
establish continuous bands of flanking fire with flat trajectory 

*weapons.	 Troops occupying these positions may be subject to 
observed dkcct ancl indirect fire. On the other hand, positions 
on forward slopes may pcrrnit observed fire at long ranges on an 
approaching enemy. Reverse slopes may Morel a good field of 
fire for automatic weapons against an enemy clearing the crest 
or against an enemy advancing up the forward sbpe of an adjacent 
hill. It often is possible to combine the advantage of forward 
and reverse slopes, occuping the forward slop”es in strength at 
night, and occupying them with a skeleton force with automatic 
weapons during daylight.. 

S41. The clefense, no hk than the offensc, muk effect sur
prise. The organization of”a defensive system must not betray 
the defensive dispositions. Every available means must be em
ployed not only to mislead the attacker as to the location of the 
position but also as to the strength and disposition of the de
fending force. These means include shifting, during lulls, those 
weapons whoss positions were disclosed in repelling attacks. De
ception, delay, and security are obtained through the use of 
covering forces. 

. 

542. Corps and division reconnaissance elements, reinforced as 
necessary by motorized infantry, armor, artillery, and engineers, 
seek especially to locate the mass of the hostile force. Tkey may 
k m@uyed a~ a mobile covering force, or t~ harass the enemy 
~lm @ rear. Reconnaissance aviation is employed to wagment . 

A.,- s$mti 
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the reconnaissance in depth and to locate md mal{etnnely repcrts 
of hostilo nmwments, During battle, Wonnaissance ti~i(lsecurity 

*missions are continued, especially to the flanks. 
. 

a
 

sEct!RriY 

543. Prompt and continuing security measures tire taken in those 
directions from which the enemy is capable of attacking. Mcas-
UMSfOr co~~ntcriecollnai:sa~~ce we Wcn by all troops and flgCilCi2S 
in order to screen from the enemy the preparations d 

� 

dispositions 
made for defense. 

544. The enemy will seek to avoid disclosing the distribution of 
his forces and the front of his main attack until his deployment 
is completed. The defczw must gain contact with the eneky a.t 
the earliest opportunity and maintai21 such contact in order not 
to be taken by surprise. Every available means of recormissmce 
is employed to locate the enemy and determine the direction of 
his advance and the distribution of his forces. Aclditional infor.ma
tiok relating to the outlines of the enemy’s dispositions and the 
direction of his main attacl< are sought during the delaying action 
of the security forces. .kVaiklb~Cair support is employed h~ the 
maxinlurn. 

545. Friendly aviation, general covering forces, the gcjleral out
post, the combat outpost and other local security measures of 
forward elements of the battle position comprise the usual securi@
echelons to the front. Conditions may preclude the employment 
of all these means, but in a deliberate defense, a commander must 
provide security elements within the means avaikdk 

%M. Security forces have the mission of providing early warning 
of the approach of hostile forces, of providing ti~mcfor the main 

“	 force to prepare for combat, of forciilg early deployment of the 
enemy, of deceiving him as to the exact location of the nmin battle 
position, and of observing the enemy’s advance. . 

547. Troop units fos the advance covering forces will ~enerally 
“	 be designated and controlled by the hi~he~ commmider ivhi!c the 

general outpost will be furnished by divisions or cwmtxmab!e 
elements assigned sectors on the main battle position. Combat 
outposts are usually furnished by lmver units assigned to the main 
line of resistance. 

&$& a. Whenever practicable, an advance covering force is en~
p!loyed in front of the general outpost. The mission of this cover

vnt
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ing force is to provide early waning of the approach of a hostile 
force and to inflict the maximum delay on the enemy. Its use 
permits the defende~4to utilize advanced mtilleuy ~bsmvationj the 
laying of mines, demolitions, and obstacles in fvont of the outpost 
and the battle position, Similarly, such foi”cesmay be e~ployecl 
on exposed flanks. 

b. The adv~nce covering force should be mobile. The use of 
‘ armored and motorized units incluc~ingengineers is desirable. The 

force should have strong artillery and antitank support. Organic 
artillery may be reinforced by artillery from the main force, mn
placed in advance of the battle position. 

C. The advance covering force fights clclaying action in its with
drawal. Unless the mission requires it, serious engagement with 
the enemy is avoided. 

54% u. ~“atural terrain obstacles, such as water coutses, heavily
 
wooded areas, swamps, and any restricted avenue of approach
 

t aze particularly favorable areas for the operations of advance
 
cowwing forces.
 

lx The initial position of the advance covering force ant? the 
terrain between this force and the outpost are organized to the 
extent practicable in the time w&ilable. 

550. a. The location of the general outpost is influenced by the 
“terrain and our own dispositions. The positioi selected should 
deny the enemy ground observation of the main battle positions; 
it should affo~d superior observation, good fields of fi~e, and G3
stacks.,

b. The mission of th~ general outnost is to provide early ‘,~-ai+~ing 
of the approach of a hostile force ~ p~oviclc time f~r the units in 
the main battle position to prepare thenmlves fcr combat; to 

“	 force early development and attack by the enemy, delaying him 
and disorganizing his formations; and to deceive tpse er.emy e.s to 
the exact location of the main battle position. 

. 
* 55?.	 a. The general outpost garrison usually consists of inf retry 

reinforced with armored units and engineers. According to its 
location, it maybe sup~orted+y artillery fires from the main battle 
position or may have artillery attached to it. 

b. The general outpost line Gf resistance, and the ~:ovnd to the 
rear when appropriate, am organized for Maying action. Since 
$lM s@ors assigned units will b~ relative~y wide, mcxinum use 

. ti natural and Mificial obstachs, mine fiehls, demolitions, i!l~d 

4’&&
 



long-range fires is indicated. Unless �.requixed +by the mission, 
the general outpost does not accept close combat. 

552. u. The foreground of the battle position is occupied by com
bat outposts detailed from each battalion holding a sector of the 
main line of rc3istanceo . 

b. The mission of the combat outposts is to provide local se
curity and gain time for troops responsible for the defense o~ the 
main line of resistance, and to deceive the enemy regarding where 
the main resistance is to be enounteyed. As long as the general 
outpc)st position is helcl, combat outposts may be relatively weak. 
The approximate strength of combat outposts may be directed 
by the higher commander. P1’iOr tO COllt8Ct, COrLbat OUtpOSts 
screen the units along the main line of resistance from infiltrating 
enemy patrols. Combat outposts will ordinarily not be established 
beyond the efiective range of the light field artillery of the battle* 
position. . 

c. }’en battle is interrupted by nightfall, combat oL@osis push 
their patrols forward in close ccnt~ct with the enemy. The ac
tion of the combat outposts in adjacc!lt sectors is coordinated by 
acljaccnt au(l higher commanc?mse 

. . 

553. a. As each in turn is forced to withdraw under hostile pres
sure the covering forces and outpost conduct a delaying actio:~. 
The withdrawals invohmi must be coortiinated to insure eflectiw 
covering fire from friendly troops. Prearranged signnk, prwiGus

. ly designated routes of withchwwd, and ful~ Llse Gf sig~~~ wn;
municatkn means facilitate this coordination. IOrery e!iiwt is 
made to clcceive the enemy as to the exact kcation of the battle 
position. The development of a heavy \*o!~~~ieof fire, close range 
artiky support and withdrawals around the fkm!;s, and hence at 
an angle to the trace of the battle position aye arA20ngthe nmo ns 
which facilitate both withdrawal and deception. 

b. Aftel” the combat outposts have been forced to with&.w an 1 
the battla pasitiofi is uncovered, battalion commanders provkh 
local security for the battle position whe~ever t’he situation 
mits, such as during intervals between assaults, 

. 
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so that their retention will insure the Mcgrity of the position. 
The main battle position comp~ises a zone of resistance comi~ting 
of a number of mutually suppo~ting clefwue areas disposed ir
regularly in widt!l and depth, each orgmizui for all arouml defense 
with trenches, fox ho!es, obstaclm, Ncl’ emplacemcrds. Tactical 
unity is rnaintairled in each clefcnsivc arwi. 

. . b. A line joining” the forward eclqe of the most advanced or
.~anized defense areas is called the ;ahl line of resistance. It is 
a planning line in front of which the field artillery and other sup
porting fires must be ab!e to concentrate. The contom of the 
main line of resistance is thus irregular in trace, wi~h elements 

\	 on it sited for frontal and flanking fire. 

555. The distance between successive echelons on the battle posi
tion should permit effective mutual sup~ort between adjacent da
fense areas. Defense areas should not be so c!me “fisto result in 
any area falling into the zone of dispersion of artillery fire di
rected against another. This distribution in depth diminishes 

“the eflect of hostiie	 fire, provides for continuity in defensive fires, 
and provides for movement against the encrny, even thoug~ hc 
succeeds in penetrating into the battle positions. 

556. The natural deiensive strength of the position has a direct 
bearing upon the distribution of troops for its defense, both as 
to frontage and depth. The all around defense of mutually sup
porting vital tactical localities is of paramount importance. Por
tions of the front which have great defensive strength can be 
IxJcl with fewer men, or units can be assigned wic?cr sectors. Solne 
portions of the front may remain unoccupied yet be held e~~cctivcly 
by a co-mbination of firepower and obstacics. Close terrain requires 
a greater density of trcops forward toward the main li~e of re
sistance. 

557. The width of sectors assigned to infantry units varies with 
the natura~ defensive strength of the various pqrts of the position; 
the relative importance of the sectors; the degree of control re
quired; the number, strength, and weapons ~f units available; 
and the estimate of enemy capabilities. The necessity for control 
md the character of fields of fire affect the inteuvals which may 
be permitted between tactical “loctt!ities. Some variation in the 
width of sectors may m%c from the necessity for adjusting them 
to fix responsibility for defense of critical terrain. Economy of 

“	 fcwcc is obtained by assigning units in direct proportion to the 
zmtxwal and artifickd strength of the terrain. This enables the 
aomxnander to hold out the maxinwn strength for use as xeserves. 
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55% Sectors Jre delimited in orders by. boui~darie3 (Iinm indicated 
on the map or ground extending from &r to front). Eounc?aries 
are lcc~tecl so that there will be no question of the responsibility “ 
for the defense of the terrain which dominates a critical avmuc 
of hosti!e approach. While it is frequently impossible to i~i~i~d~ 
both the avenue of hostil~~approach ard the adjacent dominating 
terrain in the sector of the small units, the boundaries of sectors 
assigned to battalion and larger units shculd be located to insuro 
unity of defensive dispositions ancl fires in c?efense of these critics! 
Iocalitica. 

559. a. 130unclaries are extcndecl forward of the mr.in battle nosi
tion. Divisional boundaries arc extended to the range of wca~ons 
supporting all divisional units, inducting that of artillery attacked 
to or supporting any Wisiollal units on gen&al out~ost. This 
permits the coordination of artiky fire by the division or simikw 
headquarters and facilitates its further coordination by the corps. 
Boundaries between front line regiments and battalions ~re ex
tended forward at least to the limit of ground observation, in
cluding that of regimental or bottalion elements serving as com
bat outposts. Such an exte~isim enables commanders of these 
units to coordinate fires in the immediate foreground and delineates 
responsibility for the garrisoning of cmnlmt outposts. 

b. The extension of boundaries to the rear is influenced by the 
existing road net and by the routes for movement within the

bposition. 

560. a. The division commander, upon the recon-mencktion of ths 
division artillery comnmncler, directs the distribution of the c!ivi
sion artillery and its organization for Cornbato Since the rapkl 
concentration of artillery fire is essential to a successful defense, 
ce~tralizeci command of the artillery is preferable. Every efh=c 
is made to meet the hostile main attack with the mass of the 
axtillery he. . & 

b. The echelonment in depth of the field artillery takes into 
consideration the range of the various weapons, the locctior. of the 
targets, and the possibilities of neutralization by hostile counter-
battery fire. The echelonment is Iimitcd by the considerations that 
the bulk of the artillery must be able to concentrate its fire in 
close support of the main line of resistance, that the foremost 
.aalmlon can fire deep in the hostile zone, md that the mmmst 
can support the renq defense areas of the battle position. ‘Ike 
bulk of the light field artiHery should be able to fire throughout the 

:?
i-

~ain battle position. 
,,.:.*:. . . 
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561. a. Normally, armor is not employed to hcikl defensive posi= 
tkms. At times, however, it may be used well forward to cover 
the occupation of other troops, or it may be employed to hold n 
position pending the nrriwd of other troops. Wkn covering the 
occupation of position it usually nccomplisl:es it~ mksicm by de-
Iaying action. When holding a c!efensiw position with orgmic or 
att~ched infantry, “armored units employ the same principles QS 
infantry units on the defense. 
t 

b, Since the ififantry organic to an armorecl clivision is inadc
qwte to garrison the same frontage-as an infantry division it is 
desirable to attach additional infantry to the wmmrec’1division to 
permit it to hold a sector justified by the strength of its other 
arms. Alternatively, the tank elements of the division may be 
used as the reserve for fronts more extensive than the division 
sector. 

� 

. 

562. a. Tank units, organic or attached to infa21try, have two pri
“rnary missions: to protect forward elements from enemy tank, 
and to destroy by counterattack enemy who have penetrated the 
defensive position. In order to give imrnehtc protection to 
infantry, part of the organic or supportifig t~nks shoukl occupy 
positions in the defense areas. In this role, positions, dispositions, 
and maintenance of tactical integrity should be such that ~they 
cm move rapidly into the counterattack. The Mk cf the tanks 
should beheld in reserve for the purpose of reinforcing threatened 
areas and for counterattack. 

b. Large armored formations constitute a powerhd striking 
force and are norma!ly held initially in reserve prepared for rapid 
entry into aetim when .an opportunity for a Cc)mterbhv k 
presented. The mobility of such units favors enq)!oymcnt of 

. armored elements with the covering force3 the ear!y Sages :.. 

of the hostile advance.
 
-.
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564. a. General reserves may be callecl up(m to relieve uni:s m 
the battle position, particip:}te in a major counterattack OL*count w-
offensive, extend the flanks of the battle position, or occupy a rear 
position. 

b. Prior to commitment to a definite line of action, t!ley arc he!d 
mobile, prepared to participate in battle in accorcknce with the 
plan of mmmuver of the commanclcr, While so Mel, they am 
disposed for all around clefense against attack by hostile forcm 
which may succeed in passing through or arouncl the battle pGGi
tion. Necessary measures are taken for protection against 
aircraft and for countering an attack by airbcrne troops. 
for possible commitment are prepared and revised as time and ~ 
the situation permit. 

ORGAMZAIIONOF F!RE 

565. Coordination of the fire of the infantry, armored cavalr~-, 
artillery, and the use of support aviation, is carefully planned and 
is expressed Phms provide for bringing . the eIli211ij’in orders. umkr 

efiective fire as early as practicable unless the situ akion rcciuir:.s 
that fire be withheld to obtain surprise. Provision is :Jso ra.1 ~ 
for regulating the intensity of fires so til~btthe enemy is subjected 
to progressively heavier fire as he approaches the clefensive po
sition. 

566, u. Defensive positions are organized to utilize tke cM2Mw 
strength of the terrain and to gain the maximum ei%ct frcm all 
weapons in” the coordination of fires. The organization of sys
tematic flanking fire by mwhine guns supplementeil by t-he fhs 
of other weapons constituted the bask of defensive dispositions. 
Adjacent units, in adclition to i!eferic!i:]g tkei~ own fronts, cover 
each c’her’s fronts with flanking fire. Dead spaces in bank of 
machine gun fire are covered by the fire of other ivcapmw. Fire 
efi!ect is increased by obstacles which hold the enemy uncl~r front:!] 
and f!anking fire. Sectors of the clehsive position cspec$a!iy ex
posed to hosti!e fire may be Mt unoccupied, except at xight aml 
during periods of low visibility, and maybe c?efe:~dedby fia::k~ng 
fire from adjacent swtws. 
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the machine guns are located where they can develop long-range 
fire during the hostile approach without disclosing the location 

“.of the main line of resistance, lIortar fires are coordinfbted so as 
to cover dead space in the bands of machine gun fire, or to con
centrate in front of the bnttalion defensive areo ngainst any threat 
that should develop. 

e Artillery and heavy mortar fires are coordinated in the (le
fensive plan of fire and are especially concentrated on the critical 
localities and on ground which is protected from or beyond the 
range of the fire of other supporting weapons. The effective con
trol of these fires requires good observation, efllcient signal com

t munication and liaison. A considerable portion of t?le artillery 
>	 and mortars must be capalie of concentrating their fires on any 

penetration of the battle position. Gun positions should be Iocatecl 
to insure that such penetrations will not jeopardize the ability of 
the artillery to support the counterattack. 

567. All possible measures are taken to insure security against 
armored attack. Defense against armored attack is organized 
throughout the depth of the position. illtho~~gh the main defensive 
effort against armored attack is prepared in areas which are 
favorable to the employment of armored forces, other areas lws 
favorable to armor, shou~d not be disregarcled. Battalion ancl 
regimental antitank weapons from conceaki positions defend the 
forwarcl part of the battle position, while antitank weapons of 
hi~her units are echeloned farther in roar. Positions and routes 
for these weapons are reconnoitered, and the guns a~e held in 
readiness prepared for rapid mwenwnt to any threatened pm-t of 

‘) the front. 

568. Defensive means 
tion, armored forces, mines} special weapons, or the special use 
of existing weapons, natural and artificial obs%clcs, organization 

.	 of the ground, a warning system, o.ml antitank v.mp’ons fumk-n 
the main defense agairM armored vehicles. .%lltit~lik dGft2YlS~l12USt 
be organized in depth. The main axtitank ikfcnsive eEort is 
made in areas which are most favorable to the employment of .
amnored forces. 

. 

%
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areas, Those elements attached to the reserve battalion provic!e 
antitank defense in depth for the regimental sector. Tanks :we 
disposed to cover the most likely routes of tank q)pro~ch. Anti
tank weapons of the battalions are disposed to overlap the sectcrs 
of fire of the tanks, to cover approaches not covered by the tcnlw, 
and to provide close-in antitank defense. 

570. a. Weapons whose primary missions are against objectives 
other than armored units are used also against mnmrcd vehicles 
to the limit of their effectiveness. Small-mms m:cl mochiue
~u~ fire has a limited efhct, interfering primarily v:ith the 
enemy’s observation. High explosive and incendiary missi!es are 
effective against armored vehicles. Antitank grcnacles, incen~iorv 
grenades, and smoke grenades supplement the close-in autitm~i 
defense. 

b. Guns intended solely for antitank defense are kept ccmcealed 
until their” sp”ecial target appears, since their efiectirencss is 
jeopardized if their location is prematurely disclosed. Ciowin 
protection of these guns is coordinated with other troops. 

571. .krmored cavalry units may bc u&l to strengthen :~n{! 
tlm antitank clefense and provide additional mobile reserve. 
armored elements are effeetive means of countering the n-wbility 
and initiative of the attacker, particu~ar!y his armor. Armor is 
best used offensively in large groups on c?efinite counterattack mis
sions against the flanks and rear of the hostiie pcnet~atio]l. 
Arruored units utilize their mobility to gain an xlwuitageous yX

. 
tion from which to intercept hostile armor ond deliver surorisa 
fire. Their employment nmst be closely comxlinatcd with- aud 
supported by other ground forces. 

. 

572. .411supporting artillery must be prepared to assist in antitank 
defense. In both offensive and defensive action, provision shmikl 

of Sirnultwleous 
hides, fhw must 

,, &31%%t .4 
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S74. Combat aviation is a powerful weqm against arr,orecl 
forces. Bombing, chemical, and direct fi~e attacks will be eRcc
tive under many conditions. It has the mobility and fire power to 
strike and brenk up armored thrc~.ts before they arrive within 
range of artillery and antitank weopons. 

575. Chemical agents may bo usecl to restrict possible wmbly 
peas for arrnorcd units, to cause casualties to-units in movement, 
and to render difficult the removal of obstructions or repair of 
clamago caused by clcmolitions, Oi’cliwwily,persistent chcn2ic:~l 
agents will be most effective unless their use wi!l interfere” with 
subsequent operation of friendly troops. Under such circunl

t stances the use Of nonpersistent chemicaI agents may be ncl
) vantageous. 

576.. a. Mines are an effective means of defense against armored 
u~its. Antitank mines can be laid or buried without prohibitive 
expenditure of time and labor. Mines are laid in geometric @
terns but slight accidental Variations occur due to terrain and the 
human error in pacing. Mine fiekis are instdlwl within the 
defended area as WCHas in front of it. 

b. Mhcs arc useful for quickly !)l~~liil~g dcmcs and Lwc)t’abk 

avenues of hostik approack The location of mines must be co
ordinated with natural or artificial obstacles and with tine fire 
of antitank weapons. They should be concealed, supplemented by 
dummy mine fields, and covered by fire to prevent removai by the 
enemy. The* use of antipersonnel mines umong antitank mines 
assist in the prewntion of the remowl of the mines by other than 
specially trained personnel. It must be rcmembend .hov:ev~r ~i;a~

\ this ]imi~a{ioc ako will apply to friendly forces L?pOilthe resur~p:
tion of the offensive. 

c. Mi!N3fields, contaminated ~areas$ml other obstac!es restrict 
the movement of the troops they are dcsigncci to protect. A care
ful and detailed recorcl of the lccation of such obstacks must bc 
maintained so that frienclIy troops entering the :wea can be 
advisecI and the necessary precautions t~lie~ for t!m safety of 
troops. Where antipersonnel mines have been inckkd as pa~t 
of the obstac!e, this record must inc!wie an accurate lccation and 
give the type and numbers cf each mine, so that if ueccssary they 
may be removed safely by troops otlw than these who laid them 

. 
S77. NMuM obstacles to urmored aWN% %clude builclh~g~ ami 

‘ WailsJWdxnmourses, lakes, marshes, mountainous cGantry, stum~s, 
Lwky g~ound, and thick woods. Few areas can b? ckssed as com
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Pletely tankproof. undue reliance on mlt~lral obstacles must bc 
guarded against, Guided by these eonsic!erations, the c!efw:sive 
possibilities of terrain must be stuclied constantly from the viev;
point of antitank defense in order to utilize existii~g nahwal ob
stacles to the maximum, 

S78, Artificial obstacles consist principality of rnil~c fiek!s and 
clemolitions. I?abricatcd obstacles, Lmrimilcs, and antitank 
ditches may be used in special situations. The location Gf arti
fickl obstacles must be coordinated with natu~*al olxtaclcs al~d 
with the fire of antitank and other ivcapons: It is impol*tant that 
obstacles be covered by fire to prevent the ener.y from removixtia 
the obstructions. Removal of obstacles can be impeded by con
tamination with persistent chemical agents. In general, obstacles. 
demolitions, mines, and persistent chemical contaminations w~ 
located where the enemy will come upon them suckkm!y m-xl Ix 
unable to avoid them. 

. 

580. The division artillery commander prep:wm the general p?ans 
fo~sthe employr.en t of artillery in ~ccordarxe with instructions 
of-the tli~~ision commander. Coordination between artiilery fixes 
and those cd!other weapons is eflected pl’iliCipdlJ7 through liaison 
between artillery units and the units they arc &@gllateJ to 
support. ‘The close support of the m:~hl Unc of resistance is LL 
governing consideration in the iorm.ul~tion of all :xti!lery ukms.. 

w 1. The artillery p!an of fire is 
a. Delay and disorganize the enezny ir~ his 2p13roack to the 

position by long-range harassing and interdiction fare. 

b. Disrupt the enemy’s prepa~ation for atiack by co:mterprepa
ration fire. 

c. Impede his attack with fire in width and depth tiwoug’bout th~~ 
defensive sector. 
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‘ d. Break up W assault on thti battk posilhn by close-in &
fcn.+ivc fires 

Q. Limit p~]letr;~tioil of t!le battle position by fire Within our 
lines delivered on cdl. 

f b support .the cowltw’at tack. 

532. a. It is important to il~tedict hostik routes	 amiGf a~]I~L”f)t~~l~t
to dislocntc the imtilc system and fire control atof cO~~l~~anC~ the 
earliest possibh rnornent. Comltw%a[tery fire, interdiction fire, 
and harassing fire are tho principal missions of the medium and 
heavy field nrtil!ery tlwougkout the battle. Long-range desWw

~	 tion and interdiction fire is directccl especially on sensitiv~ points 
in tlm enemy% rear areas and on his lines of communications, .) 
bridges, crossroads, and supply establishments. 

b. The corps artillery commander coordinates the fires of the 
artillery with -the corps. The corns. may give the divisions ii~
structions regulating the eqloyment of the division artillery in 

,	 the execution of its more distant missions. The corps artillery 
reinforces the firm of the division artillery. Corps artillery ex
.~ends the clepth of the fires of the division artillery. 

583. a. Antkircraft artillery is disposed initially to pyotect the 
organization arxl occupation of tile battle position. When the 
commander has determined where- the enemy is making his main 
attack, the antiaircraft ortil!cry concentrates its etiorts on prevent
ing air rccommissancc and attack on the threatened parts of the 
dcf~~~if:e ~ositio% on p~~tc~ti]l{~the fore@oyA~d d ~e~(?~vcs 

counterattack, and on protcctil~g Md wtillcry units. 

b. If sufllcicnt antiairc~aft iirtiilery is available, some units are 
assigned to the defe:~sc of important roads and installat~ons, rail
?mads, ammunition establishments, and airfields. The antiaircraft 
artillery intelligence service giwx prompt warning of the approach 
of hostile aircraft to all units concerned. 

c. When t!~e air situation warrants, a division (m higher) com
mander may direct that some or all of the available antiaircraft 
weapons be sited so that “they may be employed against a possibie 
ground attmk or in close support of infantry, armorctl cavalry,. 
Or other units, . 
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or hindering movement, incluchg tlqt of wcrwx, to h deckivc 
ar~a. Fimdly, it Ml intervmc ain the grour.d buttie W engaging
in CIOSCsupport missions. These may inc!uc!c attacks agaixt 
enemy colwnn3, artillery in position, reserves, and armored units. 

C)RGANUAI’:ON OF I’!-E GXXNJD 

535 Tile o~*ganiVittionoi’a position . is limit-cd mlh: by the time and . 
facilities available. Depenclcnt upon the situation find the time 
ancl material avail~blc, and initial +1 “ occupied position ish:~~.. $ 
developed into a strongly fortified system. Protccticn is to ~~ 
sought in the clistribution of Menses in d@h ancl in width, tMY 
adaptation to the terrain, concdmcnt from hostile observ~tio:~~ 
and in the strength of ccmskruction. From the beginning, gr~fit 
care is taken to concea! ali works. Measures for increasing th~ 
e.fiectof fire slid for providing adequo.te signs 1120111ZXlllli~atiOllt~!i~ 
precedence over the construction of field fortification. 

SS6. u. The development of a Afensiw pxition ~e(:!is first of IN 
to strengthen the battle position itself, battery pmitions, and the 
command and control facilities of the entire position. The mca:~s 
employecl include comnmication trenches; obstacles, iricl~~di~ig 
tank barriers; mines; shelter for troops; observation and com
mand posts, including alternate locations; signal communication; 
gun positions; and supply dumps. These works clifi%rfrom those 
in mobile situations in the elaborateness ancl permanency of tilcir 
construction. When locating supply installations careful consider
ation shoukl be given to aclcquate dispersal to minimize the cficcts 
of massed hostile air attacks. In areas of resistc.nce in rear of 
the main line of resistance, permanent works arc comtructcd to 
limit hostile penetration. All works are conceded or cmwufiaged. 

.b. In the siting of emplacements for clefending troops, extrer.w 
cai”e must be taken that there are no tmclefended appmiches from 
any direction that would permit hostile ele:mmts to wor!< theiy 
way in close enough to destroy the occupnnts with hand grenades 
or other close-cw+~t weapons. Provision must be nmd~ fo~*pro
tecting the rca. inst attack by airborne troops mxlby highly 

mobile forces. 

587. a. Troops carry out the organization of tile position in accorc?
anca with a plan of construction expressed in orc?ers as prioritim. 
M% the location of comb~t en:p!acenmnts has been fixed, pricrity 
i.s’given to c!caring the field of iire, to rcmova! of objects maski:; g 
our own obsevmtion; and to the tlctermination of Yungcs to points 
in the foreground. These measures are followed ordin;wilv by 
1:/ 
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b. Artillmy and heavy wcapo~ls units giw puicri$ to the con
struction of gun emplacements, obsewatic~l or.d comnund posts 

“ and. signal communication systenls, and provide for ti:e supply of 
ammunition. Early consideration is ~iven to preparations for the 
C1OW defense of the positions. Incli~ddu:tl Yiflc pits and otlwr 

shelters are constructed for personnel. Cwnouf!:lge ancl protw 
~ticmfor guns mlcl ammunition are proviclccl. Alierwltc positio~~~ 
for gun emplacements are planned, constructed, and concealed. 

). 
WI. In the construction of obstacles, wire enkn:lemenk we sitecl 

Otherso that theiu outer edges can be swept by flankin: fire. 
All Obstack areobstacles are coordinated with dernolitiom. 

They should be concealed covered by fire to hinder their removal. 
from hostile observation. ‘ 

$89. Dmnmy works serve to misleacl the enemy and disperse hh 
fire. To be eficctive, they nmst appear cmnouflagcd and other
wise closely resemble genuine works. Du.nmy works easily rec
ognizable as such give the enemy valuable negative information. 

. 

‘ s90. channels of signal communication axe increased and alter
nate channels provided, Units are wmnected by wire lines not 
onIy to the reim but also laterally. Lateral lines not only aflord 
direct sign~l communication Mwccn atijaccilt unik but ah 
provide nuw.erous alternative chmmcls of signal communication) 
between advanced units and the rear. Alternate cOIYilXlnclposts 

are selected and orgarlized. 

w, u. Engineers execute demolitions and construct obstacles, in
. c!~~dingmine fields and booby traps, to impede the advance of t!~e 

enemy. They increase the defensive powers of the other arms by 
the construction of field works which require special cqttipment or 
training, by technical assistance in other works of organization 
of the ground, and by furnishing the necess~ry toois and enginuw 
supplies. * 

b. Engineers also my be employed in the siting, preparation, 
mld occupation of positions. , 
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593. The selection of a rear vosition is csse~:tial to COMIUCLof :~ 
flexible defenm. It should b; located at such (?istancc from the 
main position that it can ha organized without enem~ inhwfcw HCC 
and that it forces the enemy to reorganize p~ior to contim~ir.g 
his attack, The extent of its organization will clevend upon thea 
situation and the time available, ‘ The forces employed in tlw 
construction of the rear position must not be obtai A at t h: 
risk of jeopardizing the defense of the main battle position. 

594. Communication trenches greatly facilitate the exwcise of 
commancl, the movement of troops, aml the functioning of s(tl)~]lj’. 
In moving situations, time will rarely be awilab?e for the ccmp!~tc 
construction and camouflage of such trenches. They are imiispw
sab!e in the prolonged occupation of a position. ‘I%ey are con
structed first over exposed stretches on the routes of appror.ch 
from the rear; their entrances are conspicuously marhd. As a 
general rule, communication trenches should not be ernp!oyed os 
combat emplacements. They shou[d be sitccl so
 
not indicate to the enemy the location of combat
 
Their use, howeve~g,as part of a switch position
 
sidered.
 

5% The type of overhead cover varies with the location of the 
troops to be sheltered. l!hc only forms of protection lwving per
manent value against fire are dugouts anclco:lcrete or steel SM ters 
wdflciently resistant to withstand heavy artillery fire and bomfis 
fxom the air. Deep dugouts in the front lines clo not pgrmit the 
prompt egress of troops, and in case of nttack may become tra~s. 
Ovarhead cwer for f rontline troops is designed chicfiy to afiml 
splintewproof protection and shelter from the weather. Lack of 
strength is compensated for, as far as possible, by t!~e increased 
number and smaller size of the shelters. 

WM.Ov~rhoad cover” is a means of conserving the fighthl~ cw 
b pa% of the trcmps in the prolonged occupation of n position. 

‘3.; 



~ResorvQs within ran~e of hostile artillwy fire ml subject to the 
Ntack of combat aviation WC, as ~far os practic~ble, sheltered in 
bombproof dugouts. 

, 

$97. In a stabilized situation, the problem of (!rair:aga assu!r.(!s 
gnxit importance; the siting of WW!Wwith a view to cflcctive 
drainage is always given due considmwtion. 

hl, Small clumps of anmwithm, Miens, and matwia!s needed 
in the construction and clcfcnse of the position are cstfiblished in 
the si3ctor8of small units. 

$ s%?. a. The priority of work in the dwcbpment of a position wi~kh 
)	 is out of axkct with the enemy is clctermincd kwgcly by the 

time required for the construction of the essential wor!w and 
tlm extent to which they lend thmmwlves to camouflage. Provi
sh must be rrde for cmwfkge before the work is begun. Then 
cwnwflage is carried on continuously throughout the Y;;oL%. 

9 b. .~fter reconnaissance and Mwmimtion of the method of 
Occupation of the position, command posts, observation posts, 
signal communication fflcilitics, O!MUAS) am! Shc!tcl.’s k’ t!w 
troops :Uw construckd. A(l\?~llatC f0rC~L3ll?~l~t be CO~iCCllt,rfitL!(.i 
early on important works requiring a consi(hxable pericd for their 
construction. To avoid disclosing the position, the cowtruction 
of fire and communication trenches may be c?eferred until troops 
occupy the position. 

. 
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601. Where the frontage assigned
,. 

a 
� 

tmit k fiiany times :.rmhw 
than that considered normal, the de.lkmw wili take the form of it 
screening action. Except for such extrmc cases, the prh:ci~;!w 
of tlcfensive combat are valid. In the application of these p:i n
ciples on an extended frontage certain mo~!ificatio]~sor ~~ilpl’O\”;J

atio213 arc necessary. The compmition and ntmkcr o: IXOG;M 
available, the terrain and the situation constikk tl-m prhmwy 
governing factors. Uxlcr heavy attack the screeiting force M.y 
be forced to conduct a delaying action. 

602. A defense in dqth “is essential. Se!dom will it be dcsirab!e 
to commit all or even the bulk of a tom to posithm along the 
main line of resistance. Such a shallow would be extrwwiyckim-m 
vulmwab!e since any success by the enemy wou!d cauy !iil~l 

through the defensive zone and allow him to maneuver in the rear. 
Depth is obtained by distribution of forces in several echlm:s :.:x{ 
by holding out adequate reswves. Hi~her commanders add to Kw 
depth of the clefense in a threatened s;ctor by occtmying preparGd 
positions to the rear with either reserves or units km from p.i~

-dher part of the main battle position.. 

603. T]?(?SCCt(N’SMSig”llC(lmits 011 t::C ;TIaill liklc (): ~CSiSi’;l;’.”.:i2 
under such circumstances arc usunlly so lwgo as to prcckk the 
organization of a zone of mutually supporting defense arms mum 
the entire front. Emphasis, therefore, is pkcccl cn the oY.g:uliza
tion and occupation of critical terrain kzturcs tlwougku t + 
width aml depth of tlw battle position by strong, ba!m:cwi, AI-
sustaining units. Each such feature is organized for a]i NGWd 
defense, and the bakmco of 
detachml posts. Additional 
initially cccupied; these will 
action, 

/+1 



the o~ject of limiting the enemy pcnctr~tion or driving him out 
of the position. Iikrly warning is essential, cspecifi!ly to the 
smaller units along the main line of resistmw, othuwise enemy 
8ction may prevent the shifting of units to best meet the h~stile 

~~b. w The difIicu!ty of clefenso against armor over an excwsivcly 
with clefcnsivc sector stems from tho frontage to the covcrcd com
biried with the rapiclity with which the hostile attack can bren!~ 
through the ovcrextenclcd forwarcl position. 

b, As a consequence early information of hostile ofiensivc move
ments is of vital importance. Reconnaissance by combat aviation 
\tnd mobile grouncl elements is vital and must be extensive and 

‘“laggressive. Signal means allocated to the warning system must 
be adequate to the increased distances involved. 

. 
607. a. Location of the sector reserves, including strong armcrwl 
formntion, is of increased importance. I?requcntlyt two cr more 
s~parde forces mud be constitwkxl to cover adequately the wide 
front and permit tinwQc al~d po~vcrful reaction against a hostile 
penetration. LTmlQrsuch comlitiws, dcMcc] plans are essential 
to pcrnlit Mphl commtrMOiO~lo-f t!lc cn~irc l*cscrvc iil ;my 01 ihc 
critical hxxlitics. Fuil usc should be mac?c of obstacles and de
molitions to cwdize and limit the areas in which the enemy can 
operate. 

b. Early employment of combat aviation is to delay, 
if not destroy, such a pcnetratim. 

608. a. Advance planning shoukl provide for the ! 
sector rewves from acljacWt swtcrs against the 

.silie penetration. 

.b. Airborne or other gavlvd I’essrves Shou!d be (xunarkd for 

.
 
attack.
 

4090 For details ofdefcmse ag:~inst mwoued attack scc paragrqh
 
563 to 580.
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